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Abstract
In this thesis, we describe both an experimental implementation and a theoretical
investigation of gauge field effects in cold atom systems. The experimental part
focuses on the motion of atoms in a disordered potential with dissipation. The
atomic system under consideration utilizes a generalization of a dark state cooling
mechanism, known as Ramman sideband cooling. By coupling near-resonant laser
modes, we create an open system which exhibits a non-equilibrium phase transition
between two steady-state behaviors, and shows scale-invariant behavior near the
transition. This behavior is loosely analogous to dynamical gauge effects in quantum
chromodynamics, and can be mapped onto generalized open problems in theoretical
understanding of quantized non-Abelian gauge theories. Additionally, the scaling
behavior can be understood from the geometric structure of the gauge potential
and linked to a measure of information in the local disordered potential, reflecting
an underlying holographic principle.
As an extension toward developing fractional quantum Hall (FQH) systems, we
consider an experimental strategy of creating many FQH samples along a chain of
lattice sites, and coupling them together via tunneling. We calculate a mean-field
phase diagram and derive an effective field theory to describe this system and
find that such a system support novel insulator and super fluid states. Close to
the centrifugal limit with small tunneling strength, 1/2-Laughlin states with N
atoms are localized on each lattice site, analogous to Mott-Insulator state. As the
tunneling strength increases, the system transitions from the Laughlin-insulator
states to superfluid states, whose order parameter reflects the insulator states
through momentum and atom number conservation. The transport properties near
the phase transition reveal the fractional ’charge’ nature of the insulator states,
in such that the effective mass of the tunneling quasi-particle is fractionalized.
We demonstrate an experimentally feasible pathway to a state describable as a
Mott-insulator of 1/2-Laughlin states, and also interrogate the coherence properties
of the superfluid phase.
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2.2
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Schematic of the apparatus. The vacuum chamber consists of two
experimental regions with a center to center distance of 0.8 m. A
large pressure difference between the two glass cells is maintained
by two flow contrictions and differential pumping. Atoms are first
collected in the upper source cell with higher vapor pressure and
then transferred down to the lower UHV cell through a guiding
beam. Another MOT at the UHV cell catches atoms for further
cools them into a three dimensional disordered potential. . . . . . .
Atom Sources. There are eight AMDs installed inside the source
cell. Five of them are for Rb (B, E, C, F and H) and three are for
Cs (A, D, and G). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
A picture of the whole bake-out setup. 20 heater tapes are wraped
around the chamber, with each controlled by a variac. Temperature
sensors are attatched to different parts of the chamber surfaces to
keep track of local temperatures. A turbo pump is connected to the
main chamber to pump out gas during bake-out. Several layers of
alumumium foil are used to spread the heat evenly and reduce heat
loss. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pressure and temperature measurement during bake-out. The
presure is measured by the cathode ionization gauge (IMG-300).
The temperature shown is from the sensor attached to the source cell.
Getter bake-out. This is to release gases deposited on AMDs’ surfaces. During bake-out, getter B, C, F and H are degassed with
current 0.5 A, 1.0 A, 1.5 A and 2.0 A respectively for 2 hours. . . .
(a) Schematic for an ECDL laser in Littrow configuration. θ =
sin−1 (λ/2d) is the Littrow angle for grating period d. (b) Gain
factors that affect the frequency of ECDL in a typical configuration.
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2.13

Schematic of the optics for laser lock system. Four ECDLs are
arranged in the same optical configuration for easy maintenances.
The Reference laser (blue) is locked to the 3/4 crossover of 85 Rb
through a Doppler free absorption lock using a Rb vapor cell. MOT
laser (Orange) and Repumper laser (pink) are stablized relative to
the Reference laser through a beat-note lock. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Saturation absorption spectra for Rb85. The demodulated signal is
shown for transitions for the upper hyperfine manifold F = 3 → F 0 .
The reference laser is locked to the 3/4 crossover resonance with an
offset of 80 MHz to the blue side. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Typical beat-note signals for the MOT and repumper ECDLs in lock.
The DPFD path and the APD path together provides a narrow peak
(100 kHz) in the center. The two shoulders indicate the crossover of
the gain for these two paths. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Schematic for beat-note lock. An optical fiber that contains light
from reference, MOT, and repumper lasers is connected to a high
freqeuncy photodiode, which converts the beats of light intensity to
microwave signals. These signals are split into two paths with one
for locking the MOT laser and the other for locking the repumper
laser. After proper filtering and frequency mixing, they are fed back
to the ECDL through two parallel loops based on DPFD and APD
respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Double-pass tapered amplifier setup. The injection beam is sent
back to the chip through an extinction port of the optical isolator. It
passes the gain medium twice so that the output power is enhanced
by a factor of 20. (FPI: Fabry-Pérot interferometer) . . . . . . . .
Power measurement of the tapered amplifier. (a) Power of the backgoing light when injected backward with 100 µW. A measurement
of the ASE is also shown for comparison. (b) Power output of the
double-pass configuaration as a function of current. . . . . . . . . .
A Diagram of the optical switch-yard. Output from the tapered
amplifier is split into multiple beam paths, with each path responsible
for one or several steps in cooling and trapping atoms. The power
of each beam path is dynamically controlled by an AOM and a
mechanical shutter. Specific purpose of each path is discussed in
the main text. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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2.14 Schematic of the timing system. The hardware is centered around
a PXI system (NI PXIe - 8133). Analog and digital output cards
are installed on the PXI system and proivde control signals for
experimental equipment. The software is built around a web server
that transforms timing sequences written in XML to data arrays executable by Labview. Data generated by the experiment instruments
can be analyzed in a GUI. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2.15 Optical configuration in the source cell. Our MOT consists of three
pairs of counterpropagating beams and one pair of quadrupole coils.
The ∞ shape beam path permits using a moving molasses technique
if needed. The repumper light frequency is on the F = 1 → F 0 = 2
transition, and the MOT beam is red detuned from the F = 2 →
F 0 = 3 transition with δ = 24 MHz. Four lattice beams (blue)
create a 3D lattice potential for RSC. One optical pumping beam
(yellow) for RSC is sent in from a side with circular polarization.
The temperature of the atoms in the source cell is measured by a
time-of-flight (TOF) setup using two light sheets, with the upper
one 4 cm below the MOT which measures the absorption of atoms
passing through it and the lower one as an intensity reference. . . .
2.16 Fluorescence measurement of atom number in a MOT. At t = 10 ms,
the MOT and repumper lights are turned off together with the
quadrupole coils, while the MOT light is brought into resonance.
The atom number is derived from the peak fluorescence level ∆V .
This measurement shows 1.7 × 108 atoms in the MOT after 400 ms
of loading. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2.17 Illustration of polarization gradient cooling in one dimension. Two
counterpropagating beams of perpendicular linear polarization interfere with each other creating a light field with its polarization
varying from σ− to σ+ over a half-wavelength distance. Light shifts
for an atom in m = F (blue) and m = −F (red) are shown for a
transition from F → F 0 = F + 1. The atoms that move in this
light field convert kenetic energy to potential energy, which then is
contuniously removed through scattering photons. . . . . . . . . . .
2.18 Time of flight measurement of the molasses temperature. The time
trace shows a FWHM of 4.6 ms, indicating a temperature of 4.5 µK.
The red dashed line shows a single peak Gaussian fit. . . . . . . . .
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2.19 Degenerate Raman sideband cooling. By applying a moderate
external magnetic field, the Zeman shift gF µB B of the magnetic
sublevel is matched to the vibrational energy ~ω of the lattice. This
allows degenerate Raman coupling (blue lines) to change the atomic
state between different magnetic sublevels. Atoms are driven by
optical pumping light (red lines) with mostly σ+ light and a little
π polarization into the lowest vibrational state in m = 1, where
they are free from scattering photons. Frequencies of the lattice and
optical pumping beam are shown on the right, with δl = 20 MHz
and δop = 12 MHz. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2.20 Time of flight measurement of RSC temperature. The red dash line
shows a two components Gaussian fit that takes into account the
atoms falling from the molasses cooling. The fit shows a FWHM of
3 ms for the RSC atoms, indicating a temperature of 1 µK. . . . .
2.21 Simplified diagram for the UHV cell optics. A imaging system
consisting of four microscope objectives is built around the UHV
cell. Images of the atoms are routed to a scientific camera through
two imaging paths - one with magnification of 24 and the other
with magnification of 2.5. Both fluorescence and absorption images
can be taken of the atoms. A six beam MOT is used to capture
atoms falling from the source cell. One pair of MOT beams pass
through two objectives, restricting the beam size to a maximum of
3 mm. Optical dipole traps and potential patterns can be projected
in through the imaging system. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2.22 Optical diagram for the high power laser system. This system is
based on a high power fiber amplifier (Nufern). Typically, light for
each path is controlled by AOMs and shutters. A portion of the
output is coupled into two large-core multimode fibers that generate
random light patterns, and are later used to create a 3D disordered
potential. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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2.23 (a) A picture of the finger imaging system. (b)Close look at the
finger. Beam 1,2,3: 1064nm beams for the rotating lattice, with two
EOMs inserted. Beam 4,5: 1064 nm beams form a cross dipole trap
for evaporative cooling; Beam 6,7: 1064 nm beams form a lattice
in the axial direction, also this is a beam path for 1080nm light;
Beam 8,9,10,11: for RSC beams that trap and cool atoms, also to
be used for fluorescence imaging; Beam path 8 also contains the
guiding beam.(c)Test imaging with 250 nm nano-particles from the
imaging system. (d) Fourier transform of the image of separated
point-like objects, which reflect the modulation transfer function of
the microscope. The dashed circle corresponds to a spatial resolution
of 500 nm, which is consistent with a NA=0.8. . . . . . . . . . . .
3.1

Generation of the disordered potential. An equilibrium distribution
of optical fiber modes projects four spatially disordered wavefronts,
to form a far-off-resonant potential in a small volume, in which atoms
are dissipatively coupled to a single-mode optical pumping beam.
Information carried by wavefronts can be controlled by selective
launch of optical fibers, yielding altered structure in the aperture
plane. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Characterization of the optical modes that form the disordered potential. a, Solutions of the characteristic equation for
the optical fiber for all possible modes denoted by ν, K pairs. The
color scale denotes the deviation β − n1 k, with n1 the core index
and k = 2π/λ, for wavelength λ, of the propagation constant β
from that of an axial ray. The green (blue) horizontal line indicates
the lower (upper) boundary of the occupied modes for the only
high-K (low-K) data in Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.10 e,f,g (c,d,g). b, The
information content projected into a volume of dimension ` in the
experiment chamber is apparent from the contraction of normalized
singular values of the expansion matrix Λ as the scaling parameter `
is increased. All singular values of Λ constructed to 10th order in the
power series expansion are shown for ` = 0.32µm (red), ` = 1.0µm
(orange), and ` = 3.0µm(green). c, Most significant singular values
for all length-scales `. The diffraction limit is visible as a closing
of the gap between the largest three eigenvalues as the length-scale
is increased to O(1µm). d, Scaling of information content within a
volume as determined by the eigenmode structure of the fiber, and
mode projections into experiment chamber, demonstrating Fs ∼ `κ ,
with κ = 0.54 ± 0.06. The power series shown contain all terms
up to order 6 (squares), 8 (pluses), 10 (crosses), and 12 (circles).
The red line shows the best fit between 0.04µm and 3.6µm for 12th
order, which is used to extract κ. Its uncertainty corresponds to the
standard deviation of pairwise slopes for all points presented here.
3.3 Raman sideband cooling in a disordered potential. (a) Optical
pumping process during RSC. The Raman transition ΩR is provided
by the disordered far-detuned optical field. The cooling is on the F =
1 → F 0 = 0 transition of 87 Rb D2 line. ∆ is the Zeeman shift from
an external magnetic field. Best cooling occurs when ∆ matches the
local vibrational energy splitting. (b) Atoms motion in disordered
potential. Atoms in various spin states (orange/red) transition
between states and associated potential contours (green/grey) via
Larmor precession in an externally defined magnetic and optical
field, and are optically pumped (blue) into local vibrational ground
states. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3.2
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48

50

3.4

Atoms remaining in the disordered potential as a function of holding time under conservative (green), dissipative (red, purple), nonoptimal dissipative (black), and heating conditions (blue). Dashed
lines show power law fits to the dissipative data with optimized
cooling for two nominally identical experiment runs γ̃ = 0.31 ± 0.04
and γ̃ = 0.41 ± 0.04. This data is corrected for vacuum lifetime
loss; error bars indicate standard error in the mean due primarily to
initial atom number fluctuation. Inset, Raw data without vacuum
loss correction. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3.5 Local gauge transform that rotates the local magnetic field direction
to measurement axis x. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3.6 Processes contributing to the vacuum energy and stability of Bogoliubov normal mode analysis. (a) The Hartree term, in which
a sound mode of the vacuum excitation propagates, and interacts
with the vacuum through virtual pair creation of other similar excitations - the interaction is local, and mediated by the propagator
for a spin-1/2 interaction (squiggly line). (b) The Fock term, in
which the excitation interacts with itself by creating a propagating
disturbance in the medium. The squiggly line represents any one
of three propagators representing spin jij =1/2,3/2 or 5/2. (c) By
combining multiple of these processes, one can build up a representation of vacuum state properties as a series of disconnected
diagrams. Placing a Hartree term at each vertex i, labeled by its
spin projection mi , and connecting vertices by edges representing
Fock terms of spin jij , one arrives at a simplified diagram in (d).
This bears a strong resemblence to structures considered in lattice
gauge theories, in which the vertices form an ordered graph, or loop
quantum gravity spin networks, in which the graph is disordered. .
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3.7

Instanton dynamics can be applied to the tunneling dynamics of
a single particle in a periodic potential (left) or to the topological
dynamics of a gauge field (right). Similar to the way in which a
particle tunnels from one stable classical minimum of a potential to
the next, the topology of a gauge field (represented by its ChernPontyragin number) can change in time. By forming a bounding
surface (either taken at large distances from a system or on causal
boundaries) one can choose an appropriate gauge in which the
instanton number vanishes on time-like surfaces (the outside of the
cylinder) and therefore is different on space-like surfaces (endcaps).
A singly-charged instanton implies a change in topological index
of one. Just as in a periodic lattice, a multiply charged instanton
can be decomposed into single charged instantons, provided the
constituent collective coordinates are well-separated. In this way,
time-evolution can be broken into a series of individual topological
tunneling events. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3.8 Discrete Model of Hilbert Space. Geometrically, these are points of
convexity in a space in which the corresponding master-equation
sets the distance between states; such geometry must be defined
aµ
covariantly through the effective gauge fields Aaµ
H and Ad , which
completely specify the dynamics. Similar ideas used in a continuous
sense lead to an analog model for emergent quantum gravity. . . . .
3.9 Higgs-like transition to scaling behavior. The number of
atoms retained in the disordered potential (corrected for vacuum
lifetime) after varied holding times and for varied orientation of
magnetic and optical pumping fields are shown as scatter points.
The transition to scaling-law behavior (blue line, θ = 23 ± 2o ) is
sharp, representing a discrete transition between decay due to massive (exponential, time-constant shown by green line) and massless
(scale-invariant) gauge boson modes. Here, θ represents the angle
between the external magnetic field and optical pumping beam propagation axis, which determines degree of decoupling of the dark state.
Zero angle corresponds to pure σ+ polarization, which maximally
decouples the dark state. The mesh surface shows a fit result from a
model allowing for a crossover from exponential to power law decay
of varying width. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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3.10 Scaling behavior vs information content. Plot shows normalized
loss curves for different optical fiber mode content (corresponding
to fourier-plane images shown in false color), including equilibrated
mode content (red,purple,orange κ = 0.54 ± 0.06), low transversewavenumber excitation (blue κ = 0.41 ± 0.07), and high transversewavenumber (black κ = 0.52 ± 0.05, green κ = 0.53 ± 0.05). Inset
shows loss scaling parameter γ̃ against κ. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3.11 Images of the intensity distribution in the aperture (a,c,e) and
imaging (b,d,f ) planes. Red, green, and blue correspond to all,
only low-K, and only high-K optical modes from the light potential,
respectively. g, Scaling laws of the information content of the corresponding figures in a-f. The exponential of the Shannon information,
Fs , is calculated for each point as a function of distance from the
origin, `/2, constructed with all terms up to 10th order in the power
series. The lines are least-squares linear fits to log(Fs ) for ` between
40 nm and 3.6µm, which yield exponents, κ, of 0.53 ± 0.05 (red),
0.52 ± 0.05 (green), 0.41 ± 0.07 (blue). All possible κ from each
combination of two points of log(Fs ) are shown in the inset; the
error on the fit was taken to be the standard deviation of this spread
in slopes. Orange is a simulation with only the lowest 5% modes in
K retained with κ = 0.22 ± 0.03. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3.12 Variation of dissipative capture with pumping intensity. The number
of retained atoms after 5.1s is plotted against optical pumping
intensity, calibrated to scattering rate from the (bright) mF = 0
state. The red line is a power law fit of the data, showing an
exponent of 0.5 ± 0.2. Error bars show the standard deviation in
the mean along both axes, and the shaded region uncertainty in the
power-law scaling. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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3.13 a Microwave spectroscopy showing sideband asymmetry of the atoms
after cooling. The plot shows 947 measurements of the retained
atoms versus δf where f = f0 + δf is the applied microwave frequency, and f0 is the hyperfine splitting. The asymmetry of each
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Chapter 1 |
Introduction
1.1 Artificial Gauge Fields in Atomic Systems
In cold atom systems, researchers have put intense effort on creating artificial
gauge fields for neutral atoms [1]. Compared to other systems, ultracold atom
systems are more controllable by manipulating the precisely crafted optical and
magnetic potentials, and even the strength and sign of inter-particle interaction
may be altered through Feshbach resonance [2]. This makes it a versatile platform
to study gauge dynamics and simulate other quantum systems [3, 4]. Some recent
developments include realizing Haldane model in cold fermion systems [5] and
simulating Hofstadter Hamiltonian in optical lattices [6, 7]. One of the interest in
our research is to develop fractional quantum Hall systems in cold atoms using
rotating traps [8].
Fractional quantum Hall effects (FQHE), where interacting electrons transition
from a nearly free two dimensional electron gas into a new strongly correlated
state describable by composite particles of electrons associated with a number of
magnetic flux quanta [9–11], have dramatically altered the way we look at ordering
in quantum many body systems. The FQH states reveal a new kind of order,
known as topological order, and represent a new state of matter, which cannot be
characterized by a local order parameter and its long range correlations. Phase
transitions into this state cannot be described by Landau symmetry breaking theory,
since no symmetry (or symmetry breaking) is associated with this order due to
its non local entanglement [12, 13]. Many unique properties are predicted along
with this topological order, such as excitations with fractional charge and fractional
quantum statistics in particular states. Considerable experimental effort has been
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devoted to the observation of these novel properties, and to the study of topological
order [14–18]. Apart from fundamental physics, it also provides a way to generate
many body entangled states, which could apply to quantum computation [19].
A situation that is analogous to the two dimensional electron gases (2DEG)
has been predicted in a gas of interacting bosons that are confined to a rapidly
rotating trap [20, 21]. For atoms in the rotating frame, with the rotation frequency
Ω approaching the harmonic oscillator frequency ω of the confining trap, the
Hamiltonian is similar in form to that which describes the 2DEG. The single
particle energy levels become highly degenerate, forming a ’lowest Landau level’. In
this analogy, the vorticity of the rotating Bose gas plays the role of the magnetic
field, and quantized vortices take the place of magnetic flux quanta. The manybody effects are generated by repulsive two-body interactions characterized by
a scattering length, which replaces the coulombic repulsion for electrons. Apart
from the intrinsic statistics of bosons versus fermions, the FQHE occurs when the
weakly interacting Bose gas transition to highly entangled topological states at
quantized, non-zero angular momentum. Additionally, the excitations of this system
are predicted to possess fractional statistical character [22] in certain states, though
experimental verification of this would present a challenging goal. Ultracold atom
system is a promising system to study the topological properties of the fractional
Hall physics.

1.2 A Brief Introduction to Gravitation
A mathematical description of gravitation can be traced back to Issac Newton, who
states that one object attracts other objects in the universe due to a force that is
proportional to the product of their masses and inverse square of their distances.
For centuries, Newton’s law of gravitation has successfully explained the motion
of planets, and even had led to the discovery of new planets such as Neptune. In
Newtonian mechanics, there exists a family of inertial reference frames where the
laws of nature take the same form, known as Galilean invariance. In Newton’s
opinion, these frames exist in an absolute space which always remains similar and
unmovable. However, the theory of electrodynamics presented by James Clark
Maxwell in 1864 does not satisfy the principle of Galilean relativity, since Maxwell’s
equations predict that the speed of light, c, is a universal constant in vacuum. For
2

example, if the light speed in one inertial frame is c, then it will be c + v in another
inertial frame moving with velocity, v, relative to the first one according to Galilean
transformation. In fact, it is shown by Michelson and Morley’s experiment that the
velocity of light is the same both for light traveling along the earth’s orbit motion
and light traveling perpendicular to it. In 1905, Einstein proposed the principle
of special relativity where he introduced a Lorentz transformation which leaves
Maxwell’s equation and the speed of light invariant. He also modified the laws
of motion to make them invariant under Lorentz transformation. The theory of
special relativity puts space and time on the same footing and resolves a number
of paradoxes that arise when objects are traveling at large speed. The core idea
is that both mechanics and electrodynamics should be invariant with respect to
Lorentz transformations, instead of Galilean transformations. However, the Lorentz
transformations are still only for a class of inertial frames. The question of what
determines these inertial frames still remains unclear.
It is clear that Newton’s law of gravitation does not satisfy the principle of
special relativity. On the efforts to construct a relativistic theory of gravitation,
Einstein introduced the principle of equivalence which states that the gravitational
force as experienced locally while standing on a massive body is actually the same
as the force experienced by an observer in an accelerated frame. Guided by this
principle, he generalized special relativity and Newton’s law of universal gravitation
and proposed a unified description of gravity as a geometric property of space and
time. The gravitational field can be represented by the 10 components of the metric
tensor of Riemannian spacetime geometry. The principle of equivalence requires that
physical equations should be invariant under general coordinate transformations,
not just Lorentz transformations in the absence of gravity. This general principle of
relativity forms the current description of gravity and many of its predictions have
been observed. The most recent breakthrough is the measurement of a gravitation
wave by LIGO [23, 24], where they measured ripples in the curvature of spacetime
that propagate as waves at the speed of light due to interactions such as merging
of black holes.
It is predicted by general relativity that a sufficient compact mass can deform
spacetime into a black hole [25, 26], where the gravitational effect is so strong that
nothing can escape from inside it. The surface that characterizes the boundary of a
black hole is called an event horizon. Due to the property of the black hole, anything
3

that passes the event horizon loses its state information. This one-way boundary
raises an information paradox - a seemingly closed system loses information. This is
contradictory to the principle of quantum mechanics, in which the time evolution of
a closed system is unitary and information is preserved. However, in 1975, Hawking
showed that black holes can experience blackbody radiation due to quantum effects
near the event horizon [27], known as Hawking radiation. It is noted that the
temperature of the black hole is proportional to the surface area of the event horizon,
rather than the volume. The Hawking radiation is completely independent of the
material entering the black hole, according to the no-hair theorem - all information
about the matter falling into a black hole is permanently inaccessible to external
observers. Suppose an object described by a pure quantum state enters a black hole,
the information of that state is partly transformed into mixed states of Hawking
radiation. Thus, the total information is not preserved at the quantum level.
This information paradox remains an open question, one lies at the heart in
combining quantum mechanics and gravity. One of the hypotheses is holographic
principle [28], which states that the information of the enclosed volume can be
stored on its boundary whose dimensions is lower by one. In the case of a black
hole, it suggests that all of the information of matter that enters the hole can be
contained on the surface of the event horizon. As mentioned before, the temperature
and entropy of a black hole scale with the horizon area instead of the volume. This
can be seen as an indication of the holographic principle. Information describing
matter can be encoded on the boundary in terms of Shannon entropy, where the
surface contains many fundamental “bit” areas characterized by a Plank scale.
A modern gravity theory developed by Erik Verlinde [29, 30] based on the
holographic principle and quantum information theory describes gravity as an
entropic force. That is to say gravity is not a fundamental force, but rather it arises
as an emergent effect driven by the tendency to maximize the total entropy of the
universe. One important claim of the emergent gravity theory is that it explains
the deviation of galaxy rotation from its prediction by general relativity based on
the visible mass of the universe, which usually involves the introduction of dark
matter [31]. Recently, this theory has gained great interest from the public due to
its impressive agreement with data from observation [32], with no free parameters
and without introducing dark matter. The idea of entropic force provides a new
perspective to understand gravitation in our universe. It can be treated as a giant
4

disordered system undergoing non-equilibrium evolution.
One main direction of development for the gravitation theory is to combine
general relativity with quantum mechanics. String theory is one way in this
direction, and it predicts the quantized gravitation field - a graviton, which can
be treated as one vibration mode of a string representing a fundamental particle.
However, experimental verification of it is extremely hard due to the low energy
scale. An alternative approach is quantizing the gravitation field directly, similar
to other quantum field theory. An example is the loop quantum gravity (LQG)
theory. Spacetime can be treated as a dynamical field and is discretized, according
to LQG. This can be understood from the essence of general relativity, which
describes gravitational field as a geometric effect, and is invariant under general
coordinate transformations. This resembles the gauge symmetry of a quantum
gauge field. There are still open problems in quantizing this field. It is worth noting
that challenges in quantization of the gauge field also exits in high energy physics,
such as in QCD where it is still unclear whether the gauge boson has mass in low
energy limit [33–35].

1.3 Thesis Overview
In this thesis, we describe both an experimental implementation and a theoretical
investigation of gauge field effects in cold atom systems. Chapter 2 gives a brief
description of the experimental apparatus. We have developed an experimental
platform around two vacuum cells that are separated by 80 cm. A high numerical
aperture imaging system is built around the atoms which allows multiple directional
imaging. Diode laser systems are developed to provided cooling and trapping
light. The experiment part of this work focuses on the motion of atoms in a
disordered potential under dissipation. The atomic system under consideration
here utilizes a generalized dark state cooling mechanism - Raman sideband cooling.
By coupling near-resonant laser modes, we create an open system which exhibits a
non-equilibrium phase transition between two steady-state behaviors. This behavior
is loosely analogous to dynamical gauge effects in quantum chromodynamics, and
can be mapped onto generalized open problems in quantized non-Abelian gauge
theories. Additionally, the scaling behavior can be understood from the geometric
structure of the gauge potential and can be linked to a measure of information
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in the local disordered potential, reflecting an underlying holographic principle.
Details of this experiment are described in Chapter 3.
As an extension toward developing fractional quantum Hall (FQH) systems, we
consider a experiment strategy of creating many FQH samples along a chain of
lattice sites, and coupling them together via tunneling. We calculate a mean-field
phase diagram and derive an effective field theory to describe this system and
find that such a system supports novel insulator and super fluid states. Close to
the centrifugal limit with small tunneling strength, 1/2-Laughlin states with N
atoms are localized on each lattice site, analogue to Mott-Insulator state. As the
tunneling strength increases, the system transitions from the Laughlin-insulator
states to superfluid states, whose order parameter reflects the insulator states
through momentum and atom number conservation. The transport properties near
the phase transition reveal the fractional ’charge’ nature of the insulator states,
in such that the effective mass of the tunneling quasi-particle is fractionalized.
We demonstrate an experimentally feasible pathway to a state describable as a
Mott-insulator of 1/2-Laughlin states, and also interrogate the coherence properties
of the superfluid phase. Details are discussed in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 2 |
Experimental Apparatus
In this chapter, we describe the experimental apparatus and subsystems constructed
for the present experiments. The whole experimental system includes a vacuum
chamber, a diode laser system, a high power laser system, an imaging system and
a timing control system. Details of each system are discussed in the following
sections.

2.1 Apparatus Overview
The main structure of the vacuum chamber was transferred from a previous experiment in Stanford [8,36]. Optical systems have been built around it, and a schematic
of the main parts is shown in Fig. 2.1. It consists of three experiment regions
with two UHV-compatible pyrex glass cells made from fused optical flats which
are connected by a stainless-steel vacuum system. The source cell has a pressure,
around O(10−9 ) torr, to facilitate optical trap loading. Multiple Rubidium (Rb)
and Cesium (Cs) getter dispensers are installed to produce alkali vapors. Atoms
are first collected by a magneto-optical trap (MOT) and then cooled down to 4.5
µK using polarization gradient cooling (PGC). We further reduce the temperature
of atoms by applying Raman sideband cooling in an optical lattice created by
interfering four beams in tetrahedral geometry. This step lowers the temperature
to below 1 µK.
Atoms are transferred down to the UHV cell under free fall. A guiding dipole
potential created by far-detuned 1064 nm light connects the two cells and provides
transverse confinement for the atoms. This increases the atom source brightness
toward the UHV cell by 3 orders of magnitudes compared to the previous experiment
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Figure 2.1. Schematic of the apparatus. The vacuum chamber consists of two experimental regions with a center to center distance of 0.8 m. A large pressure difference
between the two glass cells is maintained by two flow contrictions and differential pumping.
Atoms are first collected in the upper source cell with higher vapor pressure and then
transferred down to the lower UHV cell through a guiding beam. Another MOT at
the UHV cell catches atoms for further cools them into a three dimensional disordered
potential.
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[8]. This guiding beam also helps us directly load a UHV MOT with only a 3 mm
width over a distance of 80 cm. This achievement allows us to construct a unique
imaging system that employs four high numerical aperture microscope objectives
surrounding the UHV cell. It is capable of imaging 3D features down to a length
scale of 1 µm. Also, this imaging system allows us to project optical potentials with
sub-micron spatial structures onto atoms. In this work, we create a 3D disordered
potential by projecting random light patterns generated by multi-mode fibers from
four directions. Atoms in the UHV MOT are cooled by PGC and loaded to this
potential. It is worth mentioning that at the bottom of the UHV cell lies another
“finger” imaging system, which combines a high numerical aperture microscope
objective and a plano-convex lens. This finger imaging system is designed to
perform site resolved measurements of atoms in lattice traps with a resolution of
500 nm.

2.2 Atom Sources
During the shipment of the vacuum chamber, a leak was developed around the
electrodes of the titanium sublimation pump (TSP), which needed to be fixed.
We took this opportunity to upgrade the atom sources inside the source cell as
well. We installed alkali metal dispensers (AMDs) as atom sources. AMDs are
small containers of alkali metal that are normally used during the preparation of
photosensitive surfaces of photocathodes.

Figure 2.2. Atom Sources. There are eight AMDs installed inside the source cell. Five
of them are for Rb (B, E, C, F and H) and three are for Cs (A, D, and G).
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Generally the alkali metal generating material is a mixture of an alkali metal
chromate with a reducing agent. Besides its reducing action, the reducing agent
is able to irreversibly sorb almost all the chemically active gases produced during
the reduction reaction, which prevents them from contaminating the alkali metal
vapor. There are eight getter dispensers installed, including five for Rb (SAES
Rb/NF/3.4/12/FT 10+10) and three for Cs (Alvatec AS-2-Cs-40-S) as shown in
Fig 2.2. By applying a moderate current (2-5 A) through the stainless steel housing
of the compounds, the container releases Rb or Cs vapors which gradually fill the
source cell. The normal lifetime for typical usage of a single getter can be one to
two years.

Figure 2.3. A picture of the whole bake-out setup. 20 heater tapes are wraped around
the chamber, with each controlled by a variac. Temperature sensors are attatched to
different parts of the chamber surfaces to keep track of local temperatures. A turbo
pump is connected to the main chamber to pump out gas during bake-out. Several layers
of alumumium foil are used to spread the heat evenly and reduce heat loss.
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Figure 2.4. Pressure and temperature measurement during bake-out. The presure is
measured by the cathode ionization gauge (IMG-300). The temperature shown is from
the sensor attached to the source cell.

After installing AMDs, the chamber is reassembled carefully to attain ultra-high
vacuum pressure. The whole chamber is baked out to accelerate diffusion and
the de-absorption of molecules within the chamber in order to lower the ultimate
outgassing rate at room temperature. The outgassing rate depends exponentially
on the temperature through the Boltzmann factor ekB T . During the bake-out, the
temperature of the chamber is kept as even as possible for two reasons. One is that
the bonding between glass and metal can not survive large temperature gradients
due to their different thermal expansion coefficients. The other is that the final
pressure of the chamber mainly depends on the coldest point of the chamber body
during the bake-out. We attached about 30 thermocouple sensors to the surface of
the chamber and glass cells to monitor the local temperatures. To heat the whole
chamber evenly, we first covered it with a layer of aluminum foil to improve the
thermal conductivity. On top of that, we wrapped about 20 heater tapes, each
controlled by a variac, to balance the heat in different regions. As a final step,
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several layers of aluminum foil are added on top of the heater tapes to help spread
the heat and preserve the temperature. A turbo pump is connected to the chamber
to pump away gases released from the bake-out. The whole bake-out setup is
shown in Fig 2.3. A cold cathode ionization gauge (IMG-300) is connected with
the chamber to measure the pressure.
We first ramp the temperature slowly from room temperature to ∼ 200 o C in
two days and then hold it there for 6 days to allow the pressure to asymptotically
bottom out at 10−7 torr, as shown in Fig 2.4. While at the holding temperature,
we degas AMDs by running a moderate current through them one at a time, during
which a series pressure bursts are observed as shown in Fig 2.5. After the holding
period, we slowly lower the temperature of the chamber to 40 o C, at which point
the ionization gauge bottomed out at 7 × 10−10 torr, which is close to the pumping
limit of the turbo pump. At this point, we turned on two ions pumps and fired
the TSP. The ultimate pressure after separating the turbo pump was beyond the
bottom measurable pressure of 5 × 10−12 torr for a hot-filament ion gauge.

Figure 2.5. Getter bake-out. This is to release gases deposited on AMDs’ surfaces.
During bake-out, getter B, C, F and H are degassed with current 0.5 A, 1.0 A, 1.5 A and
2.0 A respectively for 2 hours.
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2.3 Diode Laser System
The diode laser system consists of several subsystems, including a laser lock system,
a tapered amplifier system and an optical switch-yard. The near detuned laser
light used in the experiment is produced by custom built external cavity diode
lasers (ECDL). This type of laser is very convenient for atomic physics experiments
due to their continuous single-mode tunability over a wide frequency range. The
frequencies of these lasers are stabilized by the laser lock system, which utilizes both
an absorption lock and a beat-note lock. In the lock system, two ECDLs are locked
near the two hyperfine ground state transitions of the Rb D2 line, F = 1 → F 0
and F = 2 → F 0 . Due to practical efficiencies of optical components, typical
usable power of ECDLs are ∼ 10 mW. To produce sufficient power for trapping and
cooling, we amplify the laser power by a tapered amplifier setup. This experiment
utilized a double pass configuration to enhance the power amplification to 400. The
typical output of the tapered amplifier setup is about 500 mW, with about 200 mW
sent to an optical switch-yard through a polarization maintaining (PM) fiber. The
switch-yard split the light into multiple beam paths for different phases of trapping
and cooling. It is also responsible for precisely controlling the timing of these beams
using acoustic-optical modulators (AOMs). Light beams from the switch-yard are
delivered to the main experiment chamber through 10 m PM fibers. This scheme
separates the maintenance of diode lasers from the modification of optics on the
chamber side. Details of each subsystem are described in the following subsections.

2.3.1 Laser Lock System
The key components of the lock system are four ECDLs which have almost the same
configurations. A schematic of an ECDL is shown in Fig 2.6 (a). It consists of a
laser diode, a collimating lens , and a diffraction grating which reflects the -1 order
peak back into the laser diode (Littrow configuration). The intra-cavity is formed
by the reflective front and rear facets of the laser diode, and its optical length can
be tuned by changing the injection current, which modifies the index of refraction
of the gain material. An external cavity is formed by the laser diode’s rear facet
and the diffraction grating, which imprints a frequency profile that depends on the
grating’s orientation. A piezoelectric actuator (piezo) is attached to the back of
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Figure 2.6. (a) Schematic for an ECDL laser in Littrow configuration. θ = sin−1 (λ/2d)
is the Littrow angle for grating period d. (b) Gain factors that affect the frequency of
ECDL in a typical configuration.

the grating for fine tuning the external cavity length. In the present experiment,
the laser diode has a gain profile width of about 10 nm centered at 785 nm. The
output mode of the laser is determined by the overall gain profile which combines
the diode gain, intra-cavity, external cavity, grating and temperature, as shown
in Fig 2.6 (b). Temperature affects both the center of the diode gain profile and
the cavity length, hence it is stabilized to within 10 mK by a feedback loop using
thermal electric cooler (TEC). The lock system stabilizes the frequency by feeding
phase error signals back to the injection current of the laser diode and control
voltage of the piezo. Typically it allows a single mode tuning range of 10 GHz.
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We adopted a lock scheme, developed by Vuletic [37], that combines the stability
of locking to a saturated absorption spectrum with complete tunability over all of
the hyperfine components in the excited states of 87 Rb D2 line. Our setup employs
four ECDLs with almost the same optical arrangement, which allows each of them
to be used interchangeably. This permits fast diagnostics and little down time in
case one needs to be replaced. One ECDL, denoted as “reference”, is stabilized
to an absorption line. The rest are then locked relative to the reference laser by
beating them with it on a fast photodiode. The beatnote frequencies are then
further locked to reference oscillators (VCOs) through a phase-locked loop. The
wide tuning range of the VCO allows for setting the frequency to be resonant with
any transition on 87 Rb D2 line.
The optical schematic of the lock system is shown in Fig 2.7. The ECDLs have
almost the same optical setup, such that all of them can be locked to a resonant
transition using saturated absorption spectroscopy [38]. In the present experiment,
the reference laser is stabilized to the F = 3 → F 0 = 3/4 crossover resonance
of 85 Rb. A small portion of its output is split into two paths. One of them is
used as the pump beam, and goes through a double pass AOM setup that shifts
its frequency by 160 MHz ( 2 × fAOM ) and also allows for frequency modulation
created by a reference oscillator. The other goes through a cat’s eye setup which
maintains the same frequency, and is used as the probe beam as well as the source
for beat-note. These two beams are then coupled to two single mode PM fibers
separately to clean the mode profiles and improve the stability of the beam paths.
They are then sent counterpropagating through a Rb vapor cell which contains a
natural isotopic mixture of 85 Rb and 87 Rb. The sub-Doppler absorption resonances
convert the frequency modulation of the pump to amplitude modulation of the
probe beam. The transmitted probe beam power is measured by a custom built
photodiode with a bandwidth of ∼ 1 MHz, and then mixed with a corresponding
reference oscillator to generate a dispersive signal, as shown in Fig 2.8. Finally, this
signal is integrated and fed back to both the injection current of the laser diode and
the piezo control voltage of the reference laser to stabilize it at the 3/4 crossover.
The unity gain bandwidth is measured to be ' 10 kHz, and the RMS frequency
excursion is ' 600 kHz while in lock.
A small portion of the reference probe beam combined with the three other
probe beams is coupled to a single mode PM fiber and sent to a fast photodiode
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Figure 2.8. Saturation absorption spectra for Rb85. The demodulated signal is shown
for transitions for the upper hyperfine manifold F = 3 → F 0 . The reference laser is locked
to the 3/4 crossover resonance with an offset of 80 MHz to the blue side.

(New Focus 1554-LF 12 GHz) for a beat-note lock. The schematic of the lock
circuit is shown in Fig 2.10. Out of the rest of the three ECDLs, two of them
are denoted as “MOT” and “repumper”, and are locked near the resonance of
F = 2 → F 0 = 3 and F = 1 → F 0 = 2 for the 87 Rb D2 line. The last one
(green) is used for backup, and hence is neglected under current discussion. The
two beat-notes corresponding to MOT-reference and repumper-reference is 1346.17
MHz and 5031.86 MHz, taking into account AOM shifts from the switch-yard. The
output signal from the photodiode is amplified and split into four paths using a
four-way splitter (Mini-Circuits ZN4PD1-63W-S+). Two of them are designated to
lock MOT and repumpter ECDLs, and one is connected to a spectrum analyzer for
diagnostic. In order to analyze phases and frequencies, these beat-notes are further
shifted down to below 300 MHz. With proper amplification, the MOT beat-note
is mixed with a VCO (Mini-Circuits ZX95-2150VW) of frequency 1426 MHz to
produce an output around 80 MHz. This signal is then filtered and compared with
one 80 MHz reference oscillator (VCO ZOS-150). The repumper beatnote is treated
similarly except with a higher frequency VCO (Mini-Circuits ZX95-5400) of 5111
MHz.
The frequency and phase error are detected and fed back to lasers in two parallel
paths. One path uses a digital phase frequency discriminator (DPFD) based on
AD9901. The DPFD takes in the 80 MHz beat-note signal and compares it with
the 80 MHz VCO reference. The output of DPFD is either a 80 MHz pulse train
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with its duty cycle proportional to the phase difference in the linear range (0 to 2
π), or a high or low voltage beyond the linear response range. This error signal is
then filtered and fed to both the injection current and piezo control voltage of the
corresponding ECDL. This whole path has a unity gain bandwidth of ∼ 50 kHz,
with a capture range of 100 MHz.
The other feedback path uses an analog phase detector (APD, Mini-Circuits
RPD-1) that generates a small voltage depending on the phase errors, which is
directly AC coupled to the laser diode. This path has a high bandwidth of ∼ 2
MHz, but has little gain at low frequencies. The DPFD path provides the gain at
low frequencies and is capable to compensate thermal drifts and vibrations. The
DPFD path keeps the laser frequency near resonance, but is unable to achieve phase
lock due to its low gain at high frequencies, where the phase noise is dominated
by fluctuations in electronic charge density. The APD path provides the gain over
the range of 50 kHz to 2 MHz, that allows the system to acquire phase lock. Two
typical power spectra of the MOT and repumper ECDL beat-note signals in lock
are shown in Fig 2.9.
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Figure 2.9. Typical beat-note signals for the MOT and repumper ECDLs in lock. The
DPFD path and the APD path together provides a narrow peak (100 kHz) in the center.
The two shoulders indicate the crossover of the gain for these two paths.
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2.3.2 Double-Pass Tapered Amplifier
The output power from the MOT or repumper ECDL is ∼ 10 mW, which needs
to be amplified for laser trapping and cooling. We use a tapered amplifier (EYPTPA-0780-01000-3006-CMT03-0000) to amplify the light power out of the laser
lock setup. A tapered amplifier is a semiconductor device that combines a single
mode guiding region and a tapered gain section with a linearly increasing width
as the beam propagates through it. In this way, the output power can be much
higher without exceeding the maximum intensity limit of the gain material. The
two facets of the TA chip are supposedly coated with an anti-reflection (AR) layer
to eliminate self-lasing (which we found not to be the case in our setup). Typically,
this amplifier is used in a single pass configuration, and requires about 50 mW of
injection power to saturate the power gain and output 1 W power. It is known
that below saturation, the output light spectrum has a diffuse background from
amplified spontaneous emission (ASE). To overcome the shortage of injection power
and to suppress the ASE, we utilize a double-pass configuration [39, 40], as shown
in Fig. 2.11.

4.51 mm
NA = 0.55

4.03 mm
NA = 0.64

Injection
(MOT and Repumper)

To FPI

Optical Isolator
λ/2

λ/2
22.2 mm
Cylindrical

λ/2

Photodiode
Monitor

To Switch-Yard

Figure 2.11. Double-pass tapered amplifier setup. The injection beam is sent back to
the chip through an extinction port of the optical isolator. It passes the gain medium twice
so that the output power is enhanced by a factor of 20. (FPI: Fabry-Pérot interferometer)

The MOT and repumper light are combined on the switch-yard (see section
2.3.3) with the same polarization and a power ratio of 10:1. They are then coupled
to a single mode PM fiber with an angle polished facet and delivered to the TA
injection port. This arrangement decouples the alignment of the beam combining
setup on the switch-yard from the TA setup, and also helps pre-align the injection
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beam later. The MOT laser is directly coupled to the PM fiber and its injection
power is kept constant. The intensity is controlled by AOMs in the switch-yard.
Since the repumper laser shares the same beam path with the MOT laser, an AOM
and a shutter are inserted in the repumper beam path before combining with the
MOT laser to control the intensity of the repumper independently. One portion of
the repumper laser is left without going through the TA for other cooling purposes
discussed later.
To build the double pass TA, the alignment is carried out in reverse order. We
first take advantage of the back going ASE, and couple that to a single mode PM
fiber. A 4.51 mm aspherical lens with NA = 0.55 (Thorlabs C230TME-B) is used to
collimate the back going beam. Then an auxiliary beam is sent through that fiber
to inject the TA. Due to the rectangular shape of the chip’s output facet, the beam
profile is first shaped with a 4.03 mm aspherical lens with NA = 0.64 (Thorlabs
354340-B) and then a 22.2 mm cylindrical lens before passing through a two stage
optical isolator. The isolator is used for rejecting any light reflected to the output
port. To allow light going backward to TA, we inject the light through the middle
extinction port instead. To safely do that, we manage to couple a tiny amount of
light exiting that extinction port to the injection fiber. It is very critical to control
the injection power such that it does not damage the single mode guiding region.
Fig 2.12 (a) shows a measurement of the back end power with back injection of 100
µW. We place a mirror to retro-reflect the back going beam such that it goes back
through the chip another time. With the same µW injection power, the measured
output power is shown in Fig 2.12 (b). Output power can achieve 700 mW, with
only 100 µW of injection, after the optical isolator (with transmission 80%) in a
double-pass configuration.
In practice, the TA is running at a lower current around 1.3 A with an output
power of 400 mW. This is due to a self-lasing problem at high current, where
additional frequency modes appears in the spectrum. This mainly results from the
imperfect AR coating of the chip facet. To compensate that, the injection power is
increased to 1.1 mW, with 10% being repumper light. The output is coupled to a
single mode PM fiber with efficiency of 55% and sent to the switch-yard.
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Figure 2.12. Power measurement of the tapered amplifier. (a) Power of the backgoing
light when injected backward with 100 µW. A measurement of the ASE is also shown for
comparison. (b) Power output of the double-pass configuaration as a function of current.
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2.3.3 Optical Switch-yard
The optical switch-yard takes in the output from the TA and splits it into multiple
beam paths, as shown in Fig 2.13. Each path is responsible for one or multiple
steps in cooling and trapping of atoms as mentioned in section 2.1. The power of
each beam can be controlled independently through a set of AOMs (ISOMET).
Inside a AOM, an piezoelectric transducer is attached to a transparent crystal
which experiences a modification of its refractive index when applying mechanical
pressure (i.e acousto-optic effect). A radio frequency (RF) electric signal typically
around 80 MHz drives the transducer and creates a traveling sound wave inside
the crystal. Light propagating through the crystal experiences Bragg diffraction
with the angle determined by sin θ = mλ/Λ, where λ and Λ represent wavelengths
of light and sound wave respectively. m is the diffracting order and is an integer
number (0,±1,±2,...). The frequency of the light is shifted by mfAOM . Usually the
±1 order is chosen as the experiment beam due to its higher diffraction efficiency.
By controlling the intensity of the RF signal, we can achieve light switching time
of ∼ 50µs with intensity extinction ratio of 1000:1. It also allows for frequency
modulation over a range of ±20MHz which adds more flexibility to the control
sequence. To completely turn off the light, we insert into each path a mechanical
shutter (nmLaser LST200SLP) which can block the beam in 2 ms. Each of these
shutters is driven by running 0.5 A to 1 A current through an electromagnet beam,
thus it usually produces lots of heat. Hence, each one is attached to a heat sink
and sits on top of a rubber foot to suppress the vibration from closing action and
prevent heat from flowing to the optical table.
During a normal experiment sequence, all the beam frequencies are dynamically
tuned either through the laser lock point or through frequency modulation of the
AOM driver. A shift in frequency changes the diffraction angle of the AOM, thus
alters the optical alignment. To improve the stability, most of these AOMs are in a
double pass configuration [41], where a lens is placed one focal length away from
the AOM with a mirror reflecting the light back through the AOM another time.
A quarter waveplate is used to rotate the back-going beam polarization by 90o to
separate it from the input beam on a polarization beam splitter (PBS). Finally,
the output for each beam path is coupled to a single mode PM fiber and delivered
to the main chamber side, which completely separates the optical alignment in the
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switch-yard from that for the main chamber.
The purpose of each beam path is listed below :
• Source MOT : this path contains both MOT and repumper laser frequencies,
and is responsible for loading MOT and polarization gradient cooling (PGC)
in the source cell. This path is in a double pass configuration using the +1
order with the MOT AOM frequency set at 100 MHz. It takes 100 mW from
the TA output.
• Source Cell Raman Sideband Cooling (RSC) : RSC in the source cell
uses four beams in a tetrahedral geometry. One AOM controls the vertical
lattice beam (Vertical Lattice AOM) and another AOM (Source Cell Lattice
AOM) controls the other three beams. These two AOMs share the same RF
source to ensure a common frequency. They are in single pass configurations
at 80 MHz using the +1 order. All beams are derived from the zeroth order
of the MOT AOM path.
• Detection : this path is used for diagnostics in the source cell and UHV cell,
including time of flight (TOF) and absorption imaging. The AOM (Detection
AOM) frequency is the same as the MOT AOM. The power in this path is
around 10 mW.
• UHV MOT : this path is used for MOT loading and PGC in the UHV cell.
The UHV MOT AOM frequency is 100 MHz.
• RSC Optical Pumping : this path is for the optical pumping light (F =
1 → F 0 = 0) during RSC. It is taken from the repumper laser before combining
with MOT laser. The power is around 1 to 2 mW. The RSC OP AOM operates
at 80 MHz in double pass using the +1 order.
• MOT Repumper : this path is responsible for controlling the repumper
laser independently before combining with the MOT laser. A portion of the
repumper laser (1 mW) goes through a double-pass AOM (Repumper AOM)
setup at 95 MHz (+1 order). Then it combines with the MOT laser through a
PBS, following with another PBS to project them onto the same polarization
before coupling to a single mode PM fiber for TA injection.
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Figure 2.13. A Diagram of the optical switch-yard. Output from the tapered amplifier is split into multiple beam paths, with
each path responsible for one or several steps in cooling and trapping atoms. The power of each beam path is dynamically
controlled by an AOM and a mechanical shutter. Specific purpose of each path is discussed in the main text.
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2.4 Timing System
As mentioned in section 2.1, a typical experiment consists of many steps and
operates as a long series of timed events - a time sequence. For example, in a
typical experiment, we first load a MOT, second cool atoms with molasses, and
then drop atoms to UHV cell, etc. Each of these steps is a time sequence itself,
such as detuning a laser at T1 , turning on a coil at T2 , etc. The timing and control
of all these events is managed by a timing system, which is built around a PXI
system (NI PXIe-8133) and its associated components. The PXI system has a set
of “output cards” that can produce a large number of digital and analog control
signals. These signals can be clocked in a well-defined sequence as commanded by
a user through a software interface hosted by the PXI system and the controlling
computer. Each of these signals physically controls something in the experiment.
For example, one analog signal might control the intensity of a laser beam, and
a digital signal might trigger the camera. A time series of each channel can be
treated as an array of numbers, with each row corresponding to each signal channel
and each column a moment in time. A clock signal advances the column by one
and updates the output signals.
A typical experiment can last for tens of seconds to tens of minutes, and the
output cards normally can be clocked at µs periods. Thus it is not possible to
clock the card with such a high rate, otherwise there will be too much data O(108 )
to feed through the card. A better way is to clock the card is when there needs
to be an update - usually on the order of 104 events- while maintaining the card’s
time resolution. As shown in Fig 2.14, the clock signal is arranged in a cascaded
manner. A field-programmable gate array (FPGA) is used as a base clock signal for
all the cards. It has an on-board clock at 80 MHz which allows a timing resolution
of 25 ns. The FPGA generates clock signals for a four channel analog IO board
(AIO PXIe-6124) and a 32 channel digital IO board (DIO PXIe-6536). It does
not directly output a clock pulse at 80 MHz. Instead, it counts how many clock
cycles it needs to wait and only outputs a strobe to these two boards when needed.
This dramatically reduces the amount of data sent to the board while still keeping
the time resolution. The DIO can output digital control signals to experimental
equipment. Also, it provides three channels to serve as update strobes for the three
analog output boards (AO PXI-6723,6733). In this case, when the AO board needs
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an update, it requires the corresponding DIO channel to generate a trigger, which
in turn requires a strobe from FPGA to update the DIO channel. The digital board
has a time resolution of 200 ns, and the AO board has a time resolution of 2 µs.
Hence, overall any channel can shift a update with time resolution of 25 ns, which
is much better than clocks at any of the board’s own time resolution.
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Figure 2.14. Schematic of the timing system. The hardware is centered around a PXI
system (NI PXIe - 8133). Analog and digital output cards are installed on the PXI
system and proivde control signals for experimental equipment. The software is built
around a web server that transforms timing sequences written in XML to data arrays
executable by Labview. Data generated by the experiment instruments can be analyzed
in a GUI.

The software that is responsible for creating a time sequence and transforming it
into information to command the hardware is centered around a Python web server.
It is a routine that listens on a HTTP socket for requests, such as a command
to store or to parse time sequences written in the XML GUI, to store any data,
and to execute pythonic commands in user-specific data contexts. The web-based
XML GUI is the primary user-interface for the server, where one can create time
sequences by specifying edges (an edge is a value-time pair) in XML tags. Taking
advantage of the flexibility of Python language, one can create complex time series
easily, such as a linear/nonlinear ramping of a voltage. In each experiment run,
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a Labview program controls the PXI system and tells it when to execute time
sequences. It asks for sequence data from the server, and then parses the desired
sequences from the XML GUI and sends it to Labview. The sever is also able
to store and display data after each experiment run, by interacting with drivers
of corresponding instruments, such as the cameras or the oscilloscope. A data
GUI is used to perform real-time analysis of the experiment results and provides
feedback to any recent parameter changes. All the raw data from the experiment is
automatically saved in HDF5 formated files and backed up.

2.5 Trapping and Cooling in the source cell
Experiments in the source cell trap and cool atoms before transferring them to the
UHV cell. Later we transfer atoms down to the UHV cell through free fall. The
source cell and the UHV cell are separated by 0.8 m, which corresponds to a free fall
time of 0.4 s. To increase the brightness of atoms falling into the UHV cell, lower
√
temperatures are needed because the cloud radius r ∝ vt ∝ T . Starting with a
Rb vapor at 300 K created by heating the getter dispenser, there are three main
steps in trapping and cooling atoms - MOT, molasses (PGC), and Raman sidebsand
cooling (RSC) . Each of these steps is discussed in the following subsections in
detail. After RSC, the temperature reaches ∼ 1µK, and the atoms are ready to be
released.

2.5.1 MOT Loading
A MOT is a standard and widely used technique in trapping atoms to high
density due to its ease to set up, large capture velocity, and robustness. Its
experimental implementation and properties have been studied extensively in the
literature [42–46]. A working MOT depends on two effects: one is the Doppler
cooling process which creates a damping force for the atoms and cools them. The
other one is a linearly inhomogeneous magnetic field usually created by a pair
of quadrupole coils. Doppler cooling in three dimensions typically requires three
pairs of counterpropagating beams with their frequency red detuned to a closed
electric dipole transition. The two beams in each pair are circularly polarized and
are of the opposite polarization. It is arranged such that any nonzero velocity
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of an atom shifts a beam’s frequency closer to its resonance, when the beam’s
propagation direction opposes that atom’s motion. This effect causes the atom
to scatter preferentially from that beam, which slows it down. The quadrupole
magnetic field gradient causes a position dependent Zeeman shift of the ground
state magnetic sublevels, so that atoms further away from the zero of the magnetic
field are closer to resonance with a particular beam. This effectively provides a
restoring force towards the field zero. Usually atoms are cooled and trapped within
a region of several hundred of micrometers. Their motion resembles that of a
strongly damped harmonic oscillator.
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Figure 2.15. Optical configuration in the source cell. Our MOT consists of three pairs
of counterpropagating beams and one pair of quadrupole coils. The ∞ shape beam path
permits using a moving molasses technique if needed. The repumper light frequency
is on the F = 1 → F 0 = 2 transition, and the MOT beam is red detuned from the
F = 2 → F 0 = 3 transition with δ = 24 MHz. Four lattice beams (blue) create a 3D
lattice potential for RSC. One optical pumping beam (yellow) for RSC is sent in from
a side with circular polarization. The temperature of the atoms in the source cell is
measured by a time-of-flight (TOF) setup using two light sheets, with the upper one 4
cm below the MOT which measures the absorption of atoms passing through it and the
lower one as an intensity reference.

Fig 2.15 shows an optical diagram of our source MOT setup. The light beam is
delivered to the main chamber from the switch-yard through a single mode PM
fiber. It contains both the MOT and the repumper frequencies. The MOT laser is
tuned close to the F = 2 → F 0 = 3 transition, with a detuning to the red by 24
MHz. Due to an off-resonance transition from F = 2 → F 0 = 2, atoms may end
up in the F = 1 ground state and will not scatter MOT light any further. The
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repumper light is fixed on the F = 1 → F 0 = 2 transition which brings the atoms
back to the F = 2 manifold, creating a closed loop for atoms to continue scattering
photons. We create two pairs of counterpropagating laser beams by splitting a
laser beam on a PBS into two paths and routing them in a ∞ shape. The light
is circularly polarized using a series of quarter waveplates. Another beam pair
along the quadrupole axis is created by sending a beam through the center of the
coils and retro-reflecting it back again. Each beam has an intensity of 7.5 mW/cm2 .
This scheme allows us to create three beam pairs with better power efficiency
compared to splitting one beam into six. Furthermore, this also enables us to
implement moving molasses in the future, which requires the upward (downward)
propagating two beams to be red-shifted (blue-shifted) relative to the quadrupole
axis pair. Each of the quadrupole coils has 30 turns with a diameter of 2.5 inchs.
The two combined produce a magnetic field gradient of 16.8 G/cm at 10 A along
the quadrupole axis.
In the present experiment, the 1/e loading time of the MOT is set to 600 ms,
which can be tuned by changing the vapor pressure. The atom number is counted
through a fluorescence measurement. A photodiode is placed near the cell measures
the peak resonance fluorescence power in the absence of the quadrupole field. On
resonance, atoms scatter photons at the saturated rate of Γ/2. The optical power
collected by the photodiode with solid angle dΩ is
hc Γ dΩ
,
(2.1)
λ 2 4π
where N is the number of atoms and λ is the wavelength of the scattered light.
The photodiode converts the light power to a photocurrent and outputs a voltage
based on the trans-impedance gain. With our setup, one atom corresponds to 2.6
nV. Fig 2.16 shows a typical measurement of atom number around 2 × 108 .
Due to the Doppler-cooling mechanism, the temperature of atoms inside a MOT
is limited by the Doppler-temperature TD , which is given by
Ppd = N

~Γ
,
(2.2)
2
where kB is the Boltzmann constant. For 87 Rb with Γ = 2π × 6.06 MHz, this
temperature is 145 µK. We apply additional cooling steps to bring the temperature
below this limit.
kB TD =
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Figure 2.16. Fluorescence measurement of atom number in a MOT. At t = 10 ms,
the MOT and repumper lights are turned off together with the quadrupole coils, while
the MOT light is brought into resonance. The atom number is derived from the peak
fluorescence level ∆V . This measurement shows 1.7 × 108 atoms in the MOT after 400
ms of loading.

2.5.2 Optical Molasses
To further lower the atom temperature, we apply polarization gradient cooling
(PGC) through optical molasses [47–51]. It uses the same optical configuration for
the MOT but in the absence of any magnetic field. A simple illustration of PGC
in one dimension is shown in Fig 2.17. In this case, two counterpropagating light
beams of perpendicular linear polarization interfere with each other creating a light
field with a polarization that varies from σ− to σ+ over half-wavelength distance.
Consider the transition of F → F 0 = F + 1 : the light shifts, ∆Eg , of the ground
magnetic sublevels are given by [47],
∆Eg =

2
~δCge
I
,
1 + (2δ/Γ)2 Is

(2.3)

where Cge is the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient that describes the coupling between an
atom and a light field, Is is the saturation intensity, and δ is the detuning.
Since the value of Cge depends on both magnetic quantum numbers, and also the
polarization of light field, the light shift for m = F can be many times larger than
that for m = −F when the light field is completely σ+, and vice versa. Therefore, in
places where the light is σ+, the light pumps the atoms to the m = F states which
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are strongly negatively shifted, and similarly for positions that are σ− polarized in
which atoms are driven into m = −F states. As the atoms move through the light
field, their potential energy increase due to the change in polarization, while their
kinetic energy decrease. At a local maximum, they are pumped to the opposite
magnetic states and their potential energy are removed by scattering photons with
a higher frequency. This process continues and in general atoms will climb potential
hills and on average lose energy. The PGC model is much more complicated in
three dimensions, because there are always polarization gradients exist. The final
temperature TP GC scales with the light shift ∆Eg as
kB TP GC = b∆Eg ,

(2.4)

where b is a coefficient that depends on the polarization scheme. As we can see,
to lower the final temperature, we can increase the detuning, and/or lower the
intensity.
In the experiment, we apply molasses following the MOT by turning off the
quadrupole coil and increasing detuning of the light. The PGC time period is over
in 3 ms. During the first 2 ms, the detuning of the MOT beam is ramped from 96
MHz to 183 MHz, while the intensity of the MOT beam is ramped down to 1/10 of
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Figure 2.17. Illustration of polarization gradient cooling in one dimension. Two
counterpropagating beams of perpendicular linear polarization interfere with each other
creating a light field with its polarization varying from σ− to σ+ over a half-wavelength
distance. Light shifts for an atom in m = F (blue) and m = −F (red) are shown for
a transition from F → F 0 = F + 1. The atoms that move in this light field convert
kenetic energy to potential energy, which then is contuniously removed through scattering
photons.
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Figure 2.18. Time of flight measurement of the molasses temperature. The time trace
shows a FWHM of 4.6 ms, indicating a temperature of 4.5 µK. The red dashed line shows
a single peak Gaussian fit.

its initial value. The atoms are held at these parameters for additional 1 ms and
reach a temperature of ∼ 4 µK as measured by time of flight analysis as shown in
Fig 2.18. In order for the PGC to work well, the ambient magnetic field should be
zeroed within a few tens of mG, such that the Zeeman shifts between magnetic
sublevels do not dominate the light shifts. There are eleven sets of compensation
coils around the chamber to optimize the temperature for this reason.

2.5.3 Raman Sideband Cooling
To lower the temperature further and facilitate the transfer of atoms into the
UHV cell, we further cool the atoms using three dimensional Raman sideband
cooling, which, unlike optical molasses, is a dark state cooling scheme and can in
principle produce temperatures below a single photon recoil [36, 52, 53]. Following
the molasses period, atoms are pumped into the F = 1 hyperfine ground state
by turning off the repumper beam and keeping the MOT beam at a low intensity
for 1 ms. The atoms are loaded into a 3D optical lattice potential consisting of
four beams in a tetrahedral geometry, as shown in Fig 2.15. A small uniform
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external magnetic field is applied to the atoms such that the Zeeman splitting
∆Ez = gF µB B equals the vibrational quanta, ~ω, with ω the vibrational frequency,
as shown in Fig 2.19. A Raman transition, provided by lattice beams, couples
atoms with degenerate magnetic sublevels that differ by one vibrational quanta.
An optical pumping beam with mostly σ+ and a little π polarization drives the
F = 1 → F 0 = 0 transition. The σ+ light pumps atoms from the |F = 1, m = −1, νi
states to the |F = 0, m = 0, νi states, followed by a spontaneous emission back
to the |F = 1, m, νi hyperfine manifold. In the Lamb-Dicke regime, which is the
case for this experiment, the vibrational quantum number ν remains unchanged.
As time goes on, most of the atoms accumulate in the |F = 1, m = 1, ν = 0i
state, with a small portion that remain in the |F = 1, m = 0, ν = 0i and the
|F = 1, m = 1, ν = 1i states. The π polarization component of the pumping
light clears atoms in the |F = 1, m = 0, ν = 0i state and drives them to the
|F = 1, m = 1, ν = 0i state. Thus, the whole pumping process creates a dark state
|F = 1, m = 1, ν = 0i, where atoms no longer participate in the pumping process.
Atoms can be released from the lattice into free space adiabatically resulting in
extremely low temperatures.
The lattice light is delivered from the switch-yard to the sorce cell using two
PM fibers - one for the vertical lattice beam, and the other is split into three
beams. All four beams are linearly polarized and are arranged in a tetrahedral
geometry. Due to the transverse nature of light wave, the lattice potential not only
provides a scalar potential, but also generates a vector light shifts due to the crossed
polarizations of the beams. The vector light shift can be treated as an effective
magnetic field that drives the degenerate Raman transitions. Furthermore, the
lattice light also serves as a depumping beam that clears the atoms off the F = 2
hyperfine manifold that are there due to off resonant transitions. The frequency of
the lattice beam is set at 20 MHz blue of the F = 2 → F 0 = 2 transition during
the cooling period. The optical pumping beam is split from the repumper laser
as discussed earlier. The polarization is critical for getting to low temperatures,
because a small amount of σ− light would drive the atoms out of the dark state.
The direction of the optical pumping beam is shown in Fig 2.15. The external
magnetic field is applied nearly aligned with the optical pumping beam with a
small angle in order to add a component of π polarization. The lattice depth is ∼
50 kHz and the optical pumping intensity is ∼ 1/100 Is .
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Figure 2.19. Degenerate Raman sideband cooling. By applying a moderate external
magnetic field, the Zeman shift gF µB B of the magnetic sublevel is matched to the
vibrational energy ~ω of the lattice. This allows degenerate Raman coupling (blue lines)
to change the atomic state between different magnetic sublevels. Atoms are driven by
optical pumping light (red lines) with mostly σ+ light and a little π polarization into
the lowest vibrational state in m = 1, where they are free from scattering photons.
Frequencies of the lattice and optical pumping beam are shown on the right, with δl = 20
MHz and δop = 12 MHz.

RSC is applied immediately after the molasses period. The lattice beams are
pulsed on for 13 ms, during which the optical pumping beam is applied with
its frequency blue detuned to the F = 1 → F = 0 transition by 12 MHz. The
temperature is minimized by tuning the compensation coil which generates an
external magnetic field of 80 mG. To measure the temperature after RSC, we
adiabatically ramp the lattice off in 2 ms to remove the zero point energy and
measure a temperature ∼ 1 µK, as shown in Fig 2.20. The loading efficiency from
molasses to lattice is about 80%.

2.5.4 Time of Flight
The temperature of the atom cloud in the source cell is measured through a time
of flight (TOF) technique. A simple setup is shown in Fig 2.15. During the TOF,
the atom cloud is allowed to fall under gravity and freely expand, with a rate that
depends on its temperature. There are two light sheets below the MOT/lattice
position - the upper one is 4 cm below the MOT position and the lower one is 30
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Figure 2.20. Time of flight measurement of RSC temperature. The red dash line shows
a two components Gaussian fit that takes into account the atoms falling from the molasses
cooling. The fit shows a FWHM of 3 ms for the RSC atoms, indicating a temperature of
1 µK.

cm below which serves as an intensity reference. The light sheets contain both
MOT and repumper laser frequencies, with the MOT tuned to the F = 2 → F 0 = 3
resonance. As the cloud passes through the upper light sheet, the atoms absorb a
fraction of the light, and the overall transmitted power is measured by a photodiode.
According to Beer’s law, the transmitted intensity is given by
I(t) = I0 e−n(t)σ ,

(2.5)

where σ is the scattering cross section. A logarithmic amplifier takes in signals
from both photodiodes and outputs a voltage Vo ,
Vo = ln

Vupper
I(t)
∝ ln
∝ n(t),
Vlower
Ilower

(2.6)

where n(t) is the density of atoms passing through the upper light sheet. The
velocity of the atoms in a thermal cloud in equilibrium follow a Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution. Assuming the density of the cloud forms a Gaussian spatial distribution
with an initial FWHM of w0 , then at time t due to thermal expansion, the width
becomes
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w(t) = w02 + wv (t)2

(2.7)

where wv (t) is determined by the temperature,
s

wv (t) =

2 ln 2 kB T
t.
m

(2.8)

The time trace of the TOF signal is given by [54]


1
g(t20 − t2 )
√
V (t) ∝ √
exp −
2πσt
2 2σt

!2 


(2.9)

where σt = wt /2 ln 2. With a little approximation, the temperature is related to
the FWHM of the time trace given by
M g 2 t2w
M gw02
−
,
(2.10)
8 ln 2
16d ln 2
where d is the distance, M is atom mass, and tw is the FWHM of the time trace.
kB T =

2.6 UHV Cell Setup
The UHV cell has a pressure of at most ∼ 10−12 torr, hence it permits a long
trap lifetime. After the RSC in the source cell, atoms are transferred to the UHV
cell through a straight path defined by a high power guiding beam along the
direction of gravity. The guiding beam provides a confining potential transverse to
the direction of the atoms’s motion with a peak depth of ∼ 2µK, and improves
the transfer efficiency by a factor of 2 per drop. Experiments in the UHV cell
center around a high resolution imaging system consisting of four high numerical
aperture microscope objectives. Cooling and trapping in the UHV cell includes
MOT, molasses and RSC in a disordered potential (discussed in the next chapter).
A simplified diagram of the optical setup for the UHV cell is shown in Fig 2.21.

2.6.1 UHV MOT Loading
When atoms reach the UHV cell, they are recaptured by a small volume MOT,
which uses three pairs of conterpropagating beams. Due to spatial constraints from
the imaging system, the UHV MOT volume cannot be very large. The quadrupole
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beam goes through two high NA (0.4) microscope objectives which are part of the
imaging system, as shown in Fig 2.21. This limits the beam size to a maximum of
3 mm inside the cell. The guiding beam is aligned to connect the source MOT and
the UHV MOT, such that atoms are sent to the UHV MOT directly. The transfer
rate is 106 atoms per drop. It is noted that due to the small size of the UHV MOT,
the magnetic field zero needs to be carefully positioned inside the volume. We use
the surrounding compensation coils to optimize the number of atoms per drop. The
benefit by doing so is that we can place the objectives one working distance (20
mm) away from the atom cloud. To load more atoms into the MOT, in the present
experiment, we typically accumulate several drops from the source MOT. The UHV
MOT is kept on for a period of several seconds, during which multiple repetitions of
cooling and trapping in the source cell are performed to create loadings. Typically
107 atoms are loaded in the UHV MOT before preceding to the next step.

2.6.2 Imaging System
The imaging system consists of four identical objectives (USMC WM-020NIR)
arranged around the four sides of the UHV cell. Each of them are NIR coated
with total transmission of around 50% for 780 nm and 1064 nm. This setup in
principle can image atoms in four directions, with two images relayed back through
a folded telescope. Images from these two perpendicular axes are routed back to
a CCD camera (Roper Scientific) with 512 × 512 pixels. There are two imaging
paths with different image magnifications. On each axis, denoted as quadrupole or
non-quadrupole path, a 12 cm 2 inch diameter achromatic lens in combination with
the microscope objective produces an image plane before a beam splitter. This
intermediate image is magnified 12 times compared to the actual cloud size. On one
side of the beam splitter lies a 10 cm and a 20 cm lens that relay the image onto
the camera with an additional magnification of 2, resulting in a total magnification
of 24. On the other side of the beam splitter, two lenses (15 cm and 16 cm ) are
combined together to demagnify the intermediate image by a factor of 5, which
results in a total magnification of 2.5. These two paths allow us to switch imaging
between a larger field of view (FOV) with fewer details (low magnification path)
and a smaller FOV but higher resolution (high magnification path). Furthermore,
the optical setup allows us to image atoms using both fluorescence and absorption.
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Figure 2.21. Simplified diagram for the UHV cell optics. A imaging system consisting of four microscope objectives is built
around the UHV cell. Images of the atoms are routed to a scientific camera through two imaging paths - one with magnification of
24 and the other with magnification of 2.5. Both fluorescence and absorption images can be taken of the atoms. A six beam MOT
is used to capture atoms falling from the source cell. One pair of MOT beams pass through two objectives, restricting the beam
size to a maximum of 3 mm. Optical dipole traps and potential patterns can be projected in through the imaging system.
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An absorption beam is sent back to the cell through a beam splitter in front of
the camera. The absorption light can be sent through both the high and the low
magnification paths as well. On the other hand, this imaging system also allows
us to project potentials and light patterns onto the atoms with fine structures. In
the next chapter, we create a three dimensional disordered potential by projecting
random light patterns through this system.

2.6.3 High Power Laser System
In our experiment, most of the dipole potentials are derived from a high power fiber
amplifier (Nufern). A diagram of the system and some related optics are shown
in fig 2.22. A single mode laser (Lightwave Electronics NPRO 126) provides the
seed beam (1064 nm) with 80 mW optical power. The fiber amplifier outputs a
40 W single mode beam with linear polarization. This beam enters a switch-yard
and is split into multiple paths. One of the paths delivers light into two large-core
mulitimode fibers (Thorlabs - MHP910L02, 0.22 NA). These fibers are used in the
experiment to create a disordered potential in three dimensions, by projecting their
output onto the atoms through the imaging system. There are three double-pass
AOM setups on the table. One of them controls the power of a beam for a dipole
potential along the quadrupole path to hold atoms against gravity. The other
two are for a rotating lattice setup [8]. To create this lattice, we first interfere
three beams with equal intensity at even projection angles to form a triangular
lattice of tubes, and then modulate the phase of two of these beams at a much
higher frequency compared to the lattice vibrational frequency using electroptic
phase modulators (EOMs). One AOM is responsible for controlling the intensity of
these three beams. The other AOM is used to control a beam that goes through
the center of these three beams. This beam creates a standing wave along the
non-quadrupole axis which separates the atoms into an array of two dimensional
traps in order to study fractional Hall physics.
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Figure 2.22. Optical diagram for the high power laser system. This system is based
on a high power fiber amplifier (Nufern). Typically, light for each path is controlled by
AOMs and shutters. A portion of the output is coupled into two large-core multimode
fibers that generate random light patterns, and are later used to create a 3D disordered
potential.

2.6.4 Finger Imaging System
In the UHV cell, the bottom part is a circular shaped glass nipple (“finger”) connected to the square part through a 3 mm diameter glass neck, as shown in Fig 2.23
(a). We construct a high resolution imaging system using a microscope objective
(M PLAN 50) with NA = 0.5 combined with a plano-convex lens attached to the
bottom surface of the finger. The total NA of this system is 0.8. This imaging
system is designed such that the vacuum wall and the lens form a first objective for
atoms placed 100 µm away from the inside surface. The microscope approximately
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conforms to an aplanatic sphere, which simultaneously minimizes spherical aberration and coma. Fig 2.23 (c) shows a test image of 250 nm nanoparticles taken from
this microscope. This system can be used to perform site resolved measurement of
FQH states. Rotating lattice beams can be projected in from underneath.
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Figure 2.23. (a) A picture of the finger imaging system. (b)Close look at the finger.
Beam 1,2,3: 1064nm beams for the rotating lattice, with two EOMs inserted. Beam 4,5:
1064 nm beams form a cross dipole trap for evaporative cooling; Beam 6,7: 1064 nm
beams form a lattice in the axial direction, also this is a beam path for 1080nm light;
Beam 8,9,10,11: for RSC beams that trap and cool atoms, also to be used for fluorescence
imaging; Beam path 8 also contains the guiding beam.(c)Test imaging with 250 nm
nano-particles from the imaging system. (d) Fourier transform of the image of separated
point-like objects, which reflect the modulation transfer function of the microscope. The
dashed circle corresponds to a spatial resolution of 500 nm, which is consistent with a
NA=0.8.
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Chapter 3 |
Non-equilibrium Behavior of Atoms
in a Disordered Potential
In this chapter, we present a table-top realization of a non-equilibrium quantum
system described by a dynamical gauge field propagating on an effectively curved
space and time manifold. The system is formed by neutral atoms interacting with
both a conservative disordered optical field and a dissipative pumping field. In
the presence of a sufficiently dark state, we demonstrate non-equilibrium behavior
reminiscent of the information paradox in black hole physics. At a well-defined
transition point, the analog of gauge-boson mass is seen to vanish, inducing scaleinvariant behavior as a Higgs-like mechanism is removed. The subsequent scaling
behavior can be understood using the holographic principle with a tunable analog
of the Planck length derived from the scaling of disorder. These effects suggest
a range of new phenomena in weakly dissipative quantum systems, including the
presence of emergent forms of analog gravitation.

3.1 Introduction
At the heart of both gauge symmetry and the second-law of thermodynamics is
a redundant labeling of the quantum states of a system. In the former, this is
a consequence of local symmetries, while in the latter it arises from discarding
information regarding the state of an external body. A derivative type of equivalence
is exploited in recent work on black-hole physics [55], quantum gravity [56] and
attacks on long-standing open questions, such as the existence at large length scales
of a gauge boson mass gap in Quantum-Chromodynamics (QCD). This suggests
that the study of table-top systems in which the nonequilibrium behavior of a
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quantized gauge field is sufficiently slow to be observed can shed insight on several
problems of broad significance.
To introduce the idea, we first note that for any open single-particle system
whose basic interaction can be written as
H = p~2 /2m + V (q) + Vint (q, Q),

(3.1)

a trivial gauge transformation can take the energy into
~ H (q, Q))2 /2m,
H 0 = F~ · (~p − A

(3.2)

where we denote by p, q the particle momenta and coordinates, V its potential
energy, and Vint its interaction with its environment with degrees-of-freedom Q.
~ H (q, Q) is a gauge field that contains all the interactions between the particle
Here, A
and its environment, and also experiences back action from the particle.
~ H ), with φ
Without further manipulation, the four-vector potential AµH = (φ, A
the scalar potential, is from a geometric picture trivial in that its field curvature
F µν = ∂ µ AνH − ∂ ν AµH must vanish everywhere. However, since the Vint (q, Q) must
include degrees-of-freedom Q from the environment, any probabilistic description
using a density-matrix, ρ(q, q 0 , t), must generally account for ignorance of the state
of Q by incorporating nonconservative dynamics into the evolution. As a result,
the curvature F µν (q) used to predict probabilities for the reduced system no longer
vanishes, and AµH lies on the orbit of a fundamentally irreducible and dynamical
gauge field degree of freedom Aµd (q) arising from this (potentially dissipative)
interaction, without approximation, and despite the a priori lack of electromagnetic
fields, free charges, or spins in either body. Furthermore, in a weak coupling limit,
the quantization of Ad and AH become relevant to these dynamics.
While it is not immediately clear such a description is useful, it does suggest that
simple geometric aspects underly the statistics of particle motion with dissipation.
For example, even at the classical limit, through a recent generalization [57] of
Berry’s geometric phase, one then might expect that bringing the particle along
a closed loop q(t) may modify ρ(q, q 0 ) by a “Berry’s entropy" sB related to the
curvature of the gauge field [57] threading the loop, and given for an initially pure
state by the final ρ ln ρ, or entropy of entanglement with Q. If Q represent weaklycoupled light-scattering modes for atoms in the presence of a strong conservative
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potential, the final state heat energy kB T sB may be seen as a topological redefinition
of the photon recoil.
For a thermal wave-packet under continuous weak optical cooling, this can result
in Unruh-like [58, 59] effects, making the photon and dynamical gauge vacuums
experienced by slowly-scattering atoms indistinguishable from a thermal reservoir
at a temperature Tu = ~a/2πkB v with a, v the local wave-packet acceleration and
velocity. For atoms with sufficient slow-light-like effects induced by weak coupling
fields (see Section below), Tu , a, and v can be set on a common scale by the photon
recoil. The resulting motion of atoms is a reflection of the underlying geometric
relations of AµH and Aµd and the quantization properties of the dynamical field Aµd .
We introduce this type of gauge field based on a well-known dark state cooling
mechanism - Raman sideband cooling - in a disordered potential. The disordered
environment provides two benefits. One is that it contains a broad range of potential
depths for atoms, and forms the basis for non-equilibrium dynamics. The other is
that it contains a large amount information compared to a regular lattice, which
reflected in the behavior of the atoms motion through interaction. The random
potential also interacts with atoms’ spin states through an effective magnetic field
generated by crossed polarizations. The cooling effect happens when we apply a
weak optical pumping field together with an external magnetic field. The atomoptical interaction can be treated as a dynamical gauge field living in a curved
space. Details of the experiment are described in the following sections.

3.2 Generation of a Disordered Potential and its Characterization
The disordered potential in this experiment is generated by projecting random
mode profiles through the high numerical aperture imaging system discussed in
the last chapter. As shown in Fig 2.21, two multimode fibers ( core size 0.91 um,
Thorlabs - MHP910L02, 0.22 NA) are used for the two axes, labeled as quadrupole
and non-quadrupole axes. We couple a single mode beam into each multimode
fiber, which outputs a equilibrium mixture of all supporting modes. Four random
profiles are then projected onto atoms to form a far-off resonance potential in a
small volume. Information can be controlled by a selective launch of optical fibers.
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An illustration of the setup is shown in Fig. 3.1.
Microscope Objective
Aperture Plane
Mode Profile

Multimode Fiber

Optical Pumping

Single Mode Beam

Figure 3.1. Generation of the disordered potential. An equilibrium distribution of
optical fiber modes projects four spatially disordered wavefronts, to form a far-off-resonant
potential in a small volume, in which atoms are dissipatively coupled to a single-mode
optical pumping beam. Information carried by wavefronts can be controlled by selective
launch of optical fibers, yielding altered structure in the aperture plane.

We model the optical properties of the fiber using all solutions of Maxwell’s
equations in a cylindrically-symmetric dielectric waveguide [60] described by electric
field strengths in cylindrical coordinates,

~ νm ,Km = [ i βm Km AJ 0 (Km r) + iνm ωµ B Jνm (Km r) r̂
E
νm
2
Km
r


i
A
0
+ 2 βm iνm Jνm (Km r) − BωµKm Jνm (Km r) φ̂
Km
r




(3.3)

+ AJνm (Km r) ẑ] ei(νm φ+βm z)
where m indexes all solutions to the characteristic equation, νm is the (integer)
azimuthal mode index, Km the radial wave-vector, and βm the longitudinal wavevector. Jν are ν th -order Bessel functions of the first kind, and the constants A, B
are provided in reference [60]. Through the course of propagation, an initially
well-defined superposition of modes becomes, through random intermodal coupling,
a statistical distribution of occupied modes with amplitudes we designate by
{am }. We argue that the most statistically relevant superposition is defined by a
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maximum entropy argument to distribute power evenly between modes in the fiber.
We represent the collapse of information contained in the many mode amplitudes
am into a typical region of space where beams interfere by constructing a local
power-series representation of the electric field from all four fibers. The power series
is computed with some effort by first expanding the electric field for a given beam
to all orders, σ, in cylindrical radius rb about its own optical axis,

~f =
E

X

am,b Êνm ,Km ,b

m,b

=

X
m,b

am,b

X

(Km rb )σ Em,σ,kb (φb , zb )ei(νm φ+βm z) k̂b

(3.4)

σ,kb

where b indexes the beam, k̂b ∈ (r̂b , φ̂b , ẑb ) are cylindrical unit vectors defined
along each beam axis, and rb , φb , zb are the corresponding coordinates. Combining
all beams into a common cartesian coordinate system (x, y, z) centered at the
beam intersections and scaled by a variable length `, and expanding the result
~ f = Ek,lx ,ly ,lz (2x/`)lx (2y/`)ly (2z/`)lz k̂,
in a local power series near the origin as E
the coefficients Ek,lx ,ly ,lz may be determined from the mode amplitudes {am,b }
through a matrix Λ as Ei = Λij aj . This expansion was checked by confirming that
~ νm ,Km − Ek,lx ,ly ,lz xlx y ly z lz k̂ = 0 to machine precision within a radius of 1 micron
E
from the origin.
We characterize the effective number of degrees of freedom, Fs , in the electric
field by taking the exponential of the Shannon entropy of Λ,
Fs = e−

P

s
i i

ln si

(3.5)
P

where si are the the singular values σi of Λ normalized to their sum, si = σi / i σi .
A plot of the singular values si is shown in Fig. 3.2 b and c, illustrating for distances
short compared to the optical wavelength three effective degrees of freedom for
the three directions of electric field, for longer distances a sub-extensive power-law
scaling due to long-range correlations in the field strength, and at larger distances a
breakdown of the power-series expansion, which occurs later for a larger number of
terms in the expansion. The value of κ is extracted from a best fit over the scaling
region for a maximum term in the expansion of lx + ly + lz = 12, which consists of
approximately two decades in length scale.
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Figure 3.2. Characterization of the optical modes that form the disordered
potential. a, Solutions of the characteristic equation for the optical fiber for all possible
modes denoted by ν, K pairs. The color scale denotes the deviation β − n1 k, with n1 the
core index and k = 2π/λ, for wavelength λ, of the propagation constant β from that of
an axial ray. The green (blue) horizontal line indicates the lower (upper) boundary of the
occupied modes for the only high-K (low-K) data in Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.10 e,f,g (c,d,g).
b, The information content projected into a volume of dimension ` in the experiment
chamber is apparent from the contraction of normalized singular values of the expansion
matrix Λ as the scaling parameter ` is increased. All singular values of Λ constructed
to 10th order in the power series expansion are shown for ` = 0.32µm (red), ` = 1.0µm
(orange), and ` = 3.0µm(green). c, Most significant singular values for all length-scales `.
The diffraction limit is visible as a closing of the gap between the largest three eigenvalues
as the length-scale is increased to O(1µm). d, Scaling of information content within a
volume as determined by the eigenmode structure of the fiber, and mode projections into
experiment chamber, demonstrating Fs ∼ `κ , with κ = 0.54 ± 0.06. The power series
shown contain all terms up to order 6 (squares), 8 (pluses), 10 (crosses), and 12 (circles).
The red line shows the best fit between 0.04µm and 3.6µm for 12th order, which is used
to extract κ. Its uncertainty corresponds to the standard deviation of pairwise slopes for
all points presented here.

To vary the information scaling law described by κ and thus interrogate the
holographic scaling relation later, non-equilibrium mode distributions were created
in the fiber by varying the launch conditions. While equilibrated mode content
was created using a strong lens to focus light near the entrance facet of the fiber
at a numerical aperture just below that of the fiber, under-filling of modes was
accomplished by utilizing the comparatively slow redistribution of mode content
between modes with large differences in Km . Non-equilibrated conditions were
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generated by changing the angle and inclination of the injection of the beam to the
fiber axis. Two types of non-equilibrated conditions were generated by either (I)
injecting a collimated beam along the fiber axis which predominantly populates
the low-radial modes or (II) injecting a focused beam with an inclination to the
fiber axis which populates the high-radial modes.
κ was calculated for each of these conditions using the method described above
but with Λ multiplied by an additional mask that sets all high-radial (low-radial)
modes greater (less) than max(Km ) × Krad /KM to zero. Krad is equal to the radius
of the beam in the Fourier plane determined by measuring where the average radial
intensity falls to 50% of the intensity at the center, and KM is the value of Krad
with equilibrated mode content. To verify the robustness of the calculation of κ,
we also weighted each of the modes of Λ by either a gaussian with an envelope
whose standard deviation is equal to max(Km ) × Krad /KM , or to a seventh degree
polynomial spline fitted to the radially averaged distribution of intensities of the
beam in the Fourier plane. The gaussian weighting yielded κ to within ±0.02, and
the spline yielded κ to ±0.03.

3.3 Generalized Raman Sideband Cooling
As mentioned above, to introduce a spin dependent interaction for the atoms, we
employed a dark state cooling mechanism inspired from degenerate RSC, discussed
in section 2.5.3. In degenerated RSC, there are two key factors for optimal cooling.
One is the presence of a polarization gradient which serves as an effective magnetic
field that couples states with different magnetic sublevels. The other one is working
in a regular lattice potential, so that the Zeeman shift from an external magnetic
field matches the vibrational quanta. So, to apply RSC in a disordered potential
is not trivial. In the way we generate random light profiles, single mode laser
light goes through a multi-mode fiber. This propagation changes the pure input
polarization to a random ensemble of locally varying polarizations. Thus, the
disordered potential naturally provides crossed polarizations to support Ranman
transitions.
In addition to the Raman coupling, the disordered potential provides a large
range of vibrational frequencies due to the wide distribution of local potential
depths. This might not be ideal for the best cooling over the whole lattice volume,
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but it creates a quantum network where there always exist places for optimal dark
state cooling. As shown in Fig 3.3 (a), the RSC works similarly to degenerate RSC
with slightly mismatched vibrational levels. A uniform magnetic field separates
out many small regions where the vibrational energy splitting matches the Zeeman
shift. Atoms outside these regions with higher kinetic energies move into them and
are cooled down to local vibrational ground states. Their kinetic energy is removed
by the optical pumping process, as shown in Fig 3.3 (b). The atoms in dark states
undergo coherent evolutions, except rare photon scattering process from the far
detuned speckle potential. Due to the presence of gravity, atoms are preferentially
tunning downward slowly. During this process, the kinetic energy they pick can be
dissipated by the RSC process as well. Transport of atoms through this disordered
quantum network is highly non-equilibrium and complicated.
In this experiment, we first load O(106 ) atoms into the UHV MOT and cool
them down in the presence of the disordered potential using far-detuned optical
molasses to a temperature ∼ 4K and then adiabatically release them into the
potential. The normal loading efficiency is ∼ 80%, and loss mainly comes from
the high energy tail of the thermal distribution. Captured atoms are allowed

(b)

(a)

excited state

2

5 P3/2
F=0
σ+
π
R

2

5 S1/2
F=1

m= -1

m=0

m= +1

Figure 3.3. Raman sideband cooling in a disordered potential. (a) Optical pumping
process during RSC. The Raman transition ΩR is provided by the disordered far-detuned
optical field. The cooling is on the F = 1 → F 0 = 0 transition of 87 Rb D2 line. ∆ is
the Zeeman shift from an external magnetic field. Best cooling occurs when ∆ matches
the local vibrational energy splitting. (b) Atoms motion in disordered potential. Atoms
in various spin states (orange/red) transition between states and associated potential
contours (green/grey) via Larmor precession in an externally defined magnetic and optical
field, and are optically pumped (blue) into local vibrational ground states.
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to dynamically evolve in the disordered potential for a variable time up to 600
seconds, before recollected in the MOT. We then count the number of atoms using
fluorescence imaging. During the evolution time, an extremely weak and circularly
polarized optical pumping field with an intensity 3 to 300 nW/cm2 is applied to
atoms with frequency blue detuned by 12 MHz to the |F = 1 → F 0 = 0i transition.
In addition, another weak beam resonant with the |F = 2i → |F 0 = 2i transition
on the D2 line is applied to depump atoms from |F = 2i hyperfine manifold. An
external magnetic field of 57 mG is applied nearly along the propagation direction
of the optical pumping beam. In this way, the optical pumping beam is almost σ+
polarization with slight amount of π polarization. The angle between the beam and
the magnetic field is a critical parameter for tuning the spin dependent interaction,
which can change the cooling to heating when reversing the field direction. Under
the optimal cooling conditions, atoms are driven to vibrational ground states of
local potential wells that are optically dark to the pumping field. However, no
single metastable minimum is completely “dark” due to continued motion due to
tunneling and the uniform force of gravity. During this time, atoms are lost due
to rare events in which sufficient kinetic energy is gained that particles undergo
unbounded motion, and also due to background gas collisions.
To show the effect of the RSC cooling, we measured the atom number decay
curve at several conditions shown in Fig 3.4. The optimal condition is tuned by
adjusting the magnetic field angle and strength together with optical pumping
intensity and detuning to maximize the atom number retained after 5 seconds of
holding time. For comparison, we also create a heating condition by flipping the
direction of the magnetic field. A situation with twice the optimal field strength
is also included to illustrate the elimination of dark state cooling. As we can see
from Fig 3.4 aside from optimal cooling, all the conditions result in an exponential
decay of the atom number. Under optimal cooling, a power-law decay behavior
is observed. This manifests dissipation from the generalized RSC process, which
removes kinetic energy of the atoms and pumps them into local vibrational ground
states. Furthermore, this scale invariant decay behavior shows an anomalous
transport phenomenon under dissipation in the disordered potential. It is noted
that under optimized conditions, atoms are detectable under continuous cooling for
periods as long as 20 minutes.
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Figure 3.4. Atoms remaining in the disordered potential as a function of holding time
under conservative (green), dissipative (red, purple), non-optimal dissipative (black),
and heating conditions (blue). Dashed lines show power law fits to the dissipative data
with optimized cooling for two nominally identical experiment runs γ̃ = 0.31 ± 0.04 and
γ̃ = 0.41 ± 0.04. This data is corrected for vacuum lifetime loss; error bars indicate
standard error in the mean due primarily to initial atom number fluctuation. Inset, Raw
data without vacuum loss correction.

3.4 Dynamical Phase Transition and Scaling Behavior
Let us discuss more about the scaling behavior shown in Fig 3.4. The RSC
separates the motion of atoms into two classes at long timescales - power-law
decay or exponential decay. Anomalous transport [61, 62] or the presence of a nonequilibrium critical point could explain this scale invariance, the latter suggesting a
connection to directed percolation (DP) [63] and absorbing-state phase transitions
(ASPT) [64]. In the classical limit, this power-law decay behavior can be seen as
a result of Lévy flights [65], where certain momentum states once occupied take
a long time to escape. Atoms moving in the disordered potential are optically
pumped into vibrational ground states of local potential minimums, which ideally
take a long time to get out. This power-law decay behavior has been observed in
other systems as well [66–68]. These methods suffer from two shortcomings - (I)
ASPT noise-correlations miss topologically-induced (Langevin) noise (as captured
by YM), leading to an inapplicable definition of upper-critical dimension. (II)
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Necessary modifications of critical point phenomena due to strong disorder through
the Harris [69] and Luck [70] criteria provide no clear remedy for obtaining scaling
exponents. Similarly, it is unclear how to make simple extensions of Anderson and
weak localization phenomena to the present dissipative case in a way to predict
scaling laws.
To understand this anomalous transport in quantum limit under weak dissipation, we use a gauge field picture to describe the dynamics of the atoms moving in
the disordered potential. Moreover, this picture helps us to address the question
whether it is a smooth transition or a sudden change from power-law to exponential
decay of the atom number.

3.4.1 Light-Atom Dynamics Described by Gauge Transformations
To introduce the gauge field, we start from the atomic Hamiltonian and perform a
series of gauge transformations that turn the atom-light interactions into a gauge
field. To begin, we take the atom-optical interaction and gravitational potential to
have a Hamiltonian of the form
H=

p~2
~f † · E
~ f + (g B~ + dD)
~ · F~ + mgz,
+ U0 E
2m

(3.6)

with p~ the momentum, m the mass, z the vertical coordinate, and F~ the atomic
hyperfine spin operator, U0 = ~Γ2 I/12δIs the scalar potential with Γ the excited
state line-width, δ = (1/2δ1/2 + 1/δ3/2 )−1 , Is the saturation intensity, gF the Landé
~ f (~x) the far-detuned optical field. The total effective magnetic field
g-factor, and E
~ ext + B0 E
~f † × E
~f
B~ = B

(3.7)

~ ext and the vector light shift characterized by
includes the externally applied field B
B0 = iDU0 /2~, with the relative detuning D = (δ3/2 − δ1/2 )/(δ3/2 /2 + δ1/2 ) of the
far-detuned light from the 52 S1/2 to 52 P3/2 and 52 P1/2 transitions. We assume the
electronic excited state population due to the optical pumping process coupling
the F = 1 and F 0 = 0 is small, and with the excited state adiabatically eliminated,
dissipation enters through
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~ = (F~ · E
~ op )
D

X

†
~ v† ) + (F~ ·
~ op
+E
(E

X

†
~v + E
~ op )E
~ op
.
E

(3.8)

v

v

~ op (~x), E
~ v (~x, t) are the field operators for the coherent optical pumping and
Here, E
vacuum fields in a rotating-wave picture.

z

θF
y

ΦF

x

Figure 3.5. Local gauge transform that rotates the local magnetic field direction to
measurement axis x.

Here we notice the third term in Eq (3.6) reflecting an effective magnetic field
interacting with the atomic spin. As suggested in [71], measurement of a spin
along an axis defined by a particle’s coordinate imparts an effective monopole-like
gauge-field. Here, we can perform a similar gauge transformation such that the
direction of effective magnetic field aligns with the new x axis. Let
~ = |g B~ + dD|
~ n̂ = Q n̂.
g B~ + dD

(3.9)

Under a local gauge transform, we can rotate the x axis of the reference frame to n̂
. The atomic wave-function is transformed by
U1 = exp (−iFy (θF − π/2)/~) exp (−iFz φF /~)

(3.10)

with θF and φF orientation angles for n̂F , as shown in Fig 3.5. As a result, the
transformed Hamiltonian H 0 = U1† HU1 acquires a non-abelian gauge field Aaµ
1 ,
which depends on the spin of atom. The interaction between the optical field and
atoms becomes Vint = QF x . The new Hamiltonian reads
H0 =

(~p − A~1 )2
+ V + QF x + mgz,
2m

(3.11)

~f † · E
~ f . The gauge field Aaµ
where V = U0 E
1 varies in time and space due to
the direct spatial and temporal-dependence of the vacuum or far-detuned modes
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~ v (~x, t), E
~ f (~x), but without further manipulation forms a pure (or trivial) gauge
E
field in that the first two terms of the field curvature
F aµν = ∂ µ Aaν − ∂ ν Aaµ + gA abc Abµ Acν

(3.12)

vanish everywhere identically.
Below we will provide a more careful analysis of the effect of open coupling to
the external optical fields, but we first give a more physical feel for its origin by
considering the effect of measurement back-action due to the effective measurement
formed by coupling to the classical degree-of-freedom Q. Under strong coupling of
the spin to the optical fields, the spin may be expected to adiabatically follow the
locally defined spin basis F x . As a result of the commutation [F a , F b ] = i~abc F c ,
the components F y , F z exhibit maximal uncertainty, and any motion of the particle
according to the influence Aaµ occurs as a coherent summation over all possible
pathways of F y , F z ; the rapid dephasing over neighboring pathways effectively fix
the F y , F z contributions to zero, and the corresponding field curvature no longer
vanishes. To better clarify the latter effect, through the course of interaction,
the value of the optical degree of freedom πQ conjugate to Q forms an indicator
of the time-averaged spin component F x of the atom in the local basis, and the
non-commuting F y , F z experience measurement back-action.
It is helpful for further calculation to introduce an alternative gauge formulation
through an added transform U2 = exp (if2 ) with f2 = −t(QF x + V )/~, such that
the atom-optical hamiltonian
2
H2 = U1† U2† HU2 U1 = (pi F i + gA F i Aiµ
H ) /2m,

(3.13)

aµ
aµ
aµ
µ
with Aaµ
H = A1 + A2 , and A2 = ∂ f2 . It is important to stress that the presence
of optical the mode operators in the definition of Aaµ
H imply that it is a quantum,
or dynamical field, which evolves as light is scattered.
The gauge field is specified through the transformation U = U2 U1 by

Āµ = i[∂µ U ]U −1 = i∂µ log U.

(3.14)

Here, Āµ indicates that this is one specific transformation within the gauge symmetry.
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Locally, this is a member of the Lie group for rotations in SU(2) generated by the
generator F a , and extended by U(1) spin-independent transformations, and will
later be expressed as

Āµ =

Ābµ F b /~

X

(3.15)

b=0...3

where Ābµ is a function of the coordinates and the optical fields, and the SU(2)
generators have been extended by one index b = 0 such that F b=0 represents ~
multiplying the hyperfine spin identity operator. The lie-group algebra must then
be extended such that [F a , F b ] = i~abc F c with the structure constant abc now
running over four indices, and abc = 0 for any a, b, c = 0. We likewise extend ρab
P
such that ρ00 = a |ψ a |2 , and ρ0a = ρa0 = 0. This provides a convenient form for
expressing both the gauge-fields and particle- and spin-currents, and jµa can follow
a similar extension, which incorporates the total mass flow in the a = 0 component.

3.4.2 The Light-Atom Coupling Described by a Dynamical Gauge
Field
The Hamiltonian we have can be written in a second quantization form, where we
introduce wave function ψ and promote it to be a field operator. This leads to a
Schrödinger-Pauli Hamiltonian
1 ∗ i
ψ [F (pi + Ai )]2 ψ
(3.16)
2m
where the implied sum over spin indices is taken only over the spatial coordinates
i = 1, 2, 3, and the atomic wave-function ψ is taken as a three-component spinor.
The gauge field we derived contains all the atom-light interactions. Here we treat
it as a quantum degree of freedom and allow it to evolve and fluctuate around its
equilibrium value Āµ defined by the specific transformation above. To do that we
follow a coherent state path integration and work with the Lagrangian, which can
be written in the following form
Hp =

L = ψ ∗ (i~∂t + Aµ=0 )ψ − Hp
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= −ψ ∗ (−i~∂t +

1 i
1 i
F p i F j pj +
F Ai F j Aj )ψ − j aµ Aaµ ,
2m
2m

(3.17)

where the current j aµ is defined as
j aµ = ψ ∗ (F ν pν F µ F a )ψ/2m

(3.18)

We fix the gauge field to the value Āaµ through the introduction of a Lagrangian
multiplier j̃µb in the action
SA =

Z

d3 xdt [L + ij̃µb (Abµ − Ābµ )],

(3.19)

Shifting the integration over j̃µb by jµb ,
SA =

Z

d3 xdt [L + i(j̃µb + jµb )(Abµ − Ābµ )].

(3.20)

The field Ābµ , as derived above, depends on the amplitudes of optical scattering
modes. We incorporate the action for the light fields to represent the full quantum
system by adding
Sa = i

Z

j
dt (ȧi j∗ aji − ωij aj∗
i ai ),

(3.21)

where aji are the coherent state path amplitudes for mode types i (far-detuned,
optical pumping, and vacuum modes class) and individual modes j within each
class. To focus on the behavior of atoms, we trace out the vacuum optical modes
(discussed in detail in section 3.7.1), which results in a dissipative gauge field
described by an effective action

eff
SD
=

Z

+

2

/ )/2m)ψ[x] − jµa [x]Aaµ [x]
d4 x ψ ∗ [x](i~∂t − (p/2 + A
Z

h

i

d4 x d4 xs (∂µ ∂ν(s) Vρ̃bc [x, xs ])jµb [x]jνc [xs ] ,

(3.22)

/
where for temporary convenience we have denoted products of the form F i Xi = X,
and written the sum of the ‘Langevin’ current j̃ and j simply as j. The quantity
Vρ̃bc [x, xs ] describes an effective self-interaction term for jµb . This term is special
since it introduces terms both nonlinear and nonlocal terms in the equation of
motion for the atomic field. This term arises from mechanical effects from the light
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atom coupling, and it’s precise form is derived in section 3.7.1 below. In addition
to this mechanical action on the atomic state, tracing out scattered light modes
leads to entropic effects related to both the number of optical modes traced out
and their precise effect on the atomic state. These effects can be understood as
a soft type of gauge-fixing of the field Aaµ . These dynamics are derived explicitly
in later sections by utilizing the BRST (or Fadeev-Popov ghost) formalism, and
generally contribute more terms to the action.

3.4.3 Bogoliubov Picture of Collective Mode Dynamics
a
The nonlinearity described by Vρab or (fµν
below), though richer in structure, plays
a role similar to that in scalar Gross Pitaevskii (GPE) systems by altering the
response to small perturbations away from stable configurations. In each stable
configuration, the properties of small perturbations (sound waves in scalar GPE)
may generally be expected to change - altering, in particular, the dispersion relation
for excitations. This defines a speed of sound for wave-like excitations (and thus
an approximately relativistic system for sufficiently low momenta), and masses for
gapped excitations. Under appropriate conditions, a given stable configuration
can even become dynamically unstable [72, 73] to small excitations, signifying
development of a new ground state. To understand this in the current context,
we can (similar to methods utilizing Bogoliubov transforms or linearization of the
scalar GPE) introduce small perturbations on top of a ground state ψθ ,

ψ = ψθ + ψs=0 + ψs=1

(3.23)

where ψs=0 and ψs=1 represent positive and negative frequency perturbations to the
ground state ψθ conserving momentum and energy. In different language, the state
ψθ might be viewed as a “vacuum-state” in which small excitations ψs are excited.
First let us recall that the structure of each of the three components ψθ , ψs is
itself a three-component spinor for the three spin-states a = 1, 2, 3 of the atom.
We assume that in some coordinates x̄[x], the vacuum state ψθ = |ψθ | exp (iηθµ x̄µ )
may be written as a plane-wave structure with energy and momentum ηθ . For
perturbations to this state which preserve energy and momentum, we expect planewave structures ψs = |ψs | exp (i(−1)s (ηθµ + ηµ )x̄µ ). Since the two components
ψs=0,1 share a relation between their momenta, it is convenient to package them
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N

into a single six-component object δψ with a single index a s. This notation
mimics that of Dirac, in which the negative-frequency components are taken
physically to represent alternatively anti-particles or holes in a Dirac sea. In our
case, they simply represent a local deficit in energy caused by a fluctuation of the
atomic state offsetting a local surplus created in the positive frequency perturbation,
and are no more mysterious than the decay of a Bose-Einstein condensate by the
emission of energy and momentum conserving sound waves at a point of dynamic
instability.
We can rewrite the state definition above then as
ψ = ψθ + (Ps=0 + Ps=1 )δψ

(3.24)

where the projection matrices Ps are of dimension three by six, and extract the
positive and negative frequency perturbations ψs . Since any spin/differential
operator F c ∂µ acting on ψ extracts momentum ±ηµ from these components, it is
helpful to introduce generalized six-by-six gamma-matrices













0 F0 
0
Fc 
−F 0 0 
5

γ0 =  0
, γ c=1,2,3 = 
and
γ
=
(3.25)
0
F0
F
0
−F c 0
which are spin-1 analogs of the traditional Dirac gamma-matrices in the Weyl-basis
(note that the index 4 is conventionally skipped to avoid confusion with a timelike
index 4 instead of 0). One can compare the non-relativistic form of the current
defined in the previous section to that which would be obtained for a spin-1/2
particle in a relativistic limit under minimal coupling, where the Dirac Lagrangian
would read
1
LD = ψ ∗ [γ µ (i~∂µ − Aaµ γa ) − mc]ψ.
(3.26)
c
In this case, the fields ψ are treated as four-component spinors, the gamma-matrices
γ µ are four-by-four matrices built from the spin-1/2 operators F µ (Pauli matrices),
and the current is coupled to the gauge field through the term
LDj = ψ ∗ γ µ γa ψ × Aaµ ≡ jaµ Aaµ
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(3.27)

Defining the generalized gamma matrices allows use of the relations F c ∂µ Ps δψ =
Ps γ c ∂µ δψ. With considerable abuse of Feynman’s slash notation we can define
6∂µc = γ c ∂µ or in the simpler case that we need to sum over all c = µ to form a scalar,
6∂ = γ µ ∂µ . The projectors can be conveniently written as Ps = Diag[(1+(−1)s γ 5 )/2],
where Diag[] takes the block two-by-two diagonal. Note that the anti-commutation
relations {γ a , γ b } = 2hab I4×4 which hold for the standard gamma matrices with hab
a flat Minkowski metric, are not valid for the spin-1 generalization. This follows
from the fact that {F a , F b } 6= 2δba I, whereas the equality holds for the spin-1/2
Pauli matrices.
Special care must be taken for creating ‘plane-wave’ wave-functions in the spinor
representation. In order to create a plane-wave for a spin-1 particle, we first start
from a zero-momentum state, and imagine promoting it by application the operator
exp (iδηµ x̄µa [x]) ≈ (1 + iδηµ x̄µa [x]). To operate on the spinor ψθ or ψb , the x̄a must be
multiplied by the appropriate spin matrix F a . Computing a finite-rotation operator
for large η then involves raising such spin operators to large powers. Let’s imagine
we have gone through this process (since the spin matrices are not commutative,
this would be laborious), and now wish to compute a spatial derivative of the
wave-function. Certainly one component of this derivative should include the
partial derivatives of the new coordinates a eµν [x] = ∂ x̄µa /∂xν . However, we note that
this returns a three-component object ηµa eµν to account for the difference between
spin components a, and is not in the form of a spin-operator (a matrix). Instead,
we can borrow techniques from quantum electrodynamics and chromodynamics under a small transformation of the coordinate system corresponding to a ‘local
lorentz transformation’, the wave function should transform as exp (iab [x]σ ab ),
where the tensor σ ab = [γ a , γ b ] in the spin-1 generalization of the gamma matrices.
We take then the process of constructing the coordinate system as first producing
a common coordinate system x̄[x], followed by local spin-rotations, through an
operation exp (−iθab σ ab [x]/4) exp (iηµ x̄µ ). Differentiation then should extract two
components - ∂µ → iην eνµ − iθab ωµab , where the quantity ωµab = ∂µ σ ab corresponds
to the so-called ‘spin-connection’. Choosing the natural extension of the matrix
0 0
σ ab [x] = σ a b (eaa0 ebb0 − eba0 eab0 ) allows localized twists introduced into the scalar
coordinate transform to be smoothly incorporated into the spin-rotation, and we
0 0
find the ωµab = σ a b eaa0 ∂µ ebb0 . For the current discussion, it is best to ignore this
complication as best possible without introducing approximation. To do so, we will
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generally ignore the spin-connection, realizing that we can take the appropriate
replacement of η at the end. Before continuing, we briefly note that this definition
of the spin-connection differs from its usual place in general relativity, in which it
plays the role of a gauge degree-of-freedom in the Minkowski metric. Here it arises
simply from a tensor construction of the atomic wavefunction.
In a standard Bogoliubov treatment of collective modes (for example, in a scalar
condensate), the action’s term fourth-order in the field-operator ψ is of central
interest, and typically the separation into a classical part ψθ and a fluctuation
δψ is retained to second-order in the fluctuation δψ. Above, we discussed this
nonlinearity in terms of a quadratic dependence on currents jµb . For a product of
currents jµb [x1 ]jνc [x2 ] = ψ ∗ [x1 ]ĵµb ψ[x1 ]ψ ∗ [x2 ]ĵνc ψ[x2 ], one then obtains two important
terms. The first (suppressing for a moment the spatial arguments), ψθ∗ ĵµb ψθ ψθ∗ ĵνc ψθ ,
is the analog of the term of Gross-Pitaevskii descriptions of condensates which
determines the chemical potential. Here, this term determines the space- and
time-dependent behavior of the vacuum state of the wavefunction ψ. The second
term involves all second-order products in δψ, and can be written as a sum of
elements in the two-by-two matrix




δψs∗0

bc
ij Tµν

c
∗ b
(ψθ∗ ĵµb ψθ )ĵνc 
∗  ĵν ψθ ψθ ĵµ
δψs = δψs0
δψs
(ψθ∗ ĵνc ψθ )ĵµb ĵµb ψθ ψθ∗ ĵνc
ij

(3.28)

in which each entry is itself two-by-two for the s, s0 indices. Each element can be
viewed as a sum over matrix elements hj1 m1 |T |j3 , m3 i. The off-diagonal components
bc
i,j6=i Tµν represent the interaction of a ground-state spin-current with a current due
bc
to the small fluctuations. The diagonal components of the tensor, ii Tµν
, are
constructed from the outer-product of the ground state spinor ψθ . This outerproduct can be decomposed into three contributions consisting of S = 0, 1, 2 total
spin. Alternatively, we can work with the Dirac-like representation of δψ,


δψ ∗

s0 s
ij

bc
Tµν



ĵ c ψθ ψ ∗ ĵ b (ψθ∗ ĵµb ψθ )ĵνc 
δψ = δψ ∗ Ps∗0  ν∗ c θ µb
Ps δψ
(ψθ ĵν ψθ )ĵµ ĵµb ψθ ψθ∗ ĵνc

(3.29)

It is interesting to ask how correctly to approach the indices s, s0 on the interaction
tensor. Considered as a single index formed by the outer product of s ⊗ s0 , one
might consider decomposition into total-spin components 0 and 1 acting on δψ.
Alternatively, one could view the indices as representing two-by-two matrices which
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could be expanded in a basis covering U (2). The appropriate choice is determined
by how such objects transform under gauge or frame transformations. Below, in
discussion of the geometry of the Unruh effect, we will argue the latter is more
appropriate, as under local gauge transformation associated with an accelerating
frame, the Unruh mechanism can be understood as an analytic continuation of
0
i
bc
local Lorentz transformations. Expanding ss
ij Tµν in spin-1/2 Pauli-matrices σ and
P a bc a
0
bc
the identity σ 0 , we can write ss
ij Tµν =
ij Tµν σss0 .
In this way, we can see that the second-order terms in the products of two
fluctuating currents can be expanded in the fluctuation of the wave-function as
outer-products of spin-0 and spin-1/2 states (off-diagonal), or as spin-0,1,2 and
spin-1/2 (diagonal). Representing these again by superposition, the off-diagonal
terms are spin-1/2 objects, while the diagonal terms have components decomposable
into spin-1/2,3/2 and 5/2. Restoring the position arguments,

δψ ∗

s0 s bc
ij Tµν [x1 , x2 ]



×

δψ =

Z

d4 x02 δψ ∗ [x1 ]Ps∗0

ĵνc ψθ [x1 ]ψθ∗ [x2 ]ĵµb δ 4 (x2 − x02 )
(ψθ∗ [x2 ]ĵνc ψθ [x2 ])ĵµb δ 4 (x1 − x02 )

(ψθ∗ [x2 ]ĵµb ψθ [x2 ])ĵνc δ 4 (x1 − x02 )
ĵµb ψθ [x1 ]ψθ∗ [x2 ]ĵνc δ 4 (x2 − x02 )


 Ps δψ[x0 ]
2

(3.30)
we see the off-diagonal terms are local, while the diagonal terms are non-local.
These represent two separate processes in Bogoliubov physics - the local (spin-1/2)
terms are Hartree terms, and the non-local (spin-1/2,3/2,5/2) are Fock terms in
which the vacuum-state ψθ mediates an interaction separated in space in time
through a propagating interaction (see Fig 3.6).
Another convenient way to visualize this interaction is to represent the influence
of the vacuum on co-located current fluctuations at points x1 or x2 as a spin-1/2
object residing at each point (the spin-state labels a particular Hartree interaction).
The diagonal terms can be represented (See Fig. 3.6(d)) by an edge with an
associated element of spin j = 1/2..5/2 joining any two points (whose spin labels
Fock-term it represents). This description of the effect of the ’vacuum state’ ψθ
bears a cosmetic similarity to so-called ‘spin-network’ states of lattice gauge theory
(which are discrete and ordered networks like the above) and similar constructs
in loop quantum gravity (disordered, discretized versions), although we will not
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（a）

（b）

（c）

（d）

m1
j31

m3

j12

j23

m2

Figure 3.6. Processes contributing to the vacuum energy and stability of Bogoliubov
normal mode analysis. (a) The Hartree term, in which a sound mode of the vacuum
excitation propagates, and interacts with the vacuum through virtual pair creation of
other similar excitations - the interaction is local, and mediated by the propagator for a
spin-1/2 interaction (squiggly line). (b) The Fock term, in which the excitation interacts
with itself by creating a propagating disturbance in the medium. The squiggly line
represents any one of three propagators representing spin jij =1/2,3/2 or 5/2. (c) By
combining multiple of these processes, one can build up a representation of vacuum state
properties as a series of disconnected diagrams. Placing a Hartree term at each vertex i,
labeled by its spin projection mi , and connecting vertices by edges representing Fock terms
of spin jij , one arrives at a simplified diagram in (d). This bears a strong resemblence
to structures considered in lattice gauge theories, in which the vertices form an ordered
graph, or loop quantum gravity spin networks, in which the graph is disordered.

pursue the analogy further here.
In Bogoliubov approaches, one traditionally strives to create superpositions of
positive- and negative-frequency states which diagonalize the total energy, including
both the interaction above, and the kinetic energy. Most often this is done in
cases where the Fock terms are ignored, and diagonalization is performed on
the Hartree plus kinetic energy. The kinetic energy (as shown in the previous
/ using the operator
section) can be written in terms of the dynamical gauge field A
/ + ~η/ + ~η/ )2 /2m, where the slash is extended only
K = (~η0 + Aµ=0 )I + ~γ 0 ηθ0 + (A
θ
over spatial indices. To accommodate for the coordinate system x̄[x], a factor of
eµν [x] = ∂ x̄µa /∂xν is included in the definition of the gamma-matrices γ µ [x] = eµν γ ν .
The kinetic contribution to the action K is a manifestly local interaction between
Aaµ and the atomic field, and therefore adds only to the Hartree terms - returning
to the suppressed spatial indices,





Ps∗0 ĵνc ψθ ψθ∗ ĵµb Ps
K + Ps∗0 V bcµν (ψθ∗ ĵµb ψθ )ĵνc Ps 
δψ ∗ 
δψ
K + Ps∗0 V bcµν (ψθ∗ ĵνc ψθ )ĵµb Ps
Ps∗0 ĵµb ψθ ψθ∗ ĵνc Ps
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(3.31)

In the language introduced above, this amounts to performing a (localized)
rotation in the effective spin-1/2 space associated with the s, s0 indices to diagonalize
the Hartree terms. This could be accomplished by dressing the fields δψ with a
spin-rotation U = I3 ⊗ exp (iσ z φb ), a six-by-six matrix which rotates components
in the two-by-two subspace associated with the positive and negative frequency
components by a Bogoliubov angle φb . Note that the angle φb must then be chosen
purely complex in order to maintain the commutation relations [ψ̂ a [x], ψ̂ b† [x0 ]] =
δab δ 4 (x − x0 ). Instead of doing precisely this, we will just introduce a general
six-by-six transformation matrix U , and ask what it must be to extract eigenmodes.
Focusing on only the upper-right Hartree term, this demands that U be chosen
such that
K+

X

Ps∗0 V bcµν θ jµb ĵνc Ps = U ΛU −1

(3.32)

ss0

for some diagonal Λ. Note that we have denoted the vacuum state current θ jµb =
/ = I2 ⊗
(ψθ∗ ĵµb ψθ ) for brevity. Defining a vacuum field as a six-by-six tensor θ A
F c F ν V bcµν θ jµb , the eigenvalue equation can be written
/ η//2m = U ΛU −1 .
K + P̄s∗0 θ Acν ĵνc P̄s = K − ~θ A

(3.33)

For this to be possible, we must have
/ η//2m − Λ) = 0.
det(K − ~θ A

(3.34)

The eigenvalues Λas represent the propagator for the eigenmodes of fluctuation
δ ψ̄ = U δψ. Recognizing that the kinetic terms in K only enter along the diagonal
/ η/
of the ss0 indices aside from the term ~γ 0 ηθ0 , and that the Hartree energy ~θ A
contributes solely on the diagonal, the determinant can be handled in blocks in
which the elements in one row or column commute. To maintain a reasonably
simple notation, we will write the quantities ηµ eµν simply as ην . The secular equation
becomes





Γ+
~F 0 ηθ0 
det(Γ+ Γ− − (~F 0 ηθ0 )2 ) = det 
=0
~F 0 ηθ0
Γ−
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(3.35)

Γ± = (~η0 − Λ± )I + Aµ=0 + (F i (Ai + ~ηi + ~ηθi ))2 /2m ± ~F µ θ Aµ F ν ην /2m
(3.36)
At this point, the scalar GPE result would be finished. In a scalar GPE problem,
the two solutions ± to the secular equation (equivalent to the two branches Γ±
of the secular equation here) correspond to phase and amplitude distortions of a
condensate. The spin-1 version instead has left behind a reduced secular equation
in the spin-indices, which represents the additional degrees of freedom involved in
not just sound propagation, but spin waves as well. Note that the vacuum state
has two effects on the dispersion - it offsets the spin-independent energy of the
perturbation in quadratures through the second term of the determinant, and it
splits the Pauli-energy Γ into a doublet ± through the field θ Aµ . Since this term
adds to that obtained through expanding the square of the Pauli energy, we see
that the two states couple with opposite charge to the vacuum, but with the same
charge to the dynamical field A:

Γ± = (~η0 − Λ± )I + (A ± θ A

Γ±
θ =

~F ν ηθν
θ Ai
)µ=0 + (F i (Ai ±
+ ~ηi + ~ηθi ))2 /2m + Γ±
θ
2m
2
(3.37)

1
(F i θ Ai F j θ Aj /4 ∓ F i θ Ai F j (~ηθj + Aj ))
2m

(3.38)

The contribution of θ Aµ is reminiscent of the intrinsic moment (and field) of
a quantized spin and charge. This is a direct result of the fact that the vacuum
field θ Aµ appears to have broken the symmetry implied by the slash notation. For
all other terms quadratic in slashed quantities, the result is diagonal in the s, s0
indices of like sign, and thus contribute equally to the Pauli doublet. The vacuum
energy Γ±
θ is independent of the energy and momentum of the excitation.
In this light it is helpful to note that we defined the vacuum field above as
/ = I2 ⊗ F c F ν V bcµν θ jµb , but could equally-well formulate it in a more well-posed
θA
/ = γ c γ ν V bcµν θ jµb . The appearance of a pair of
Feynman slash notation as θ A
generalized gamma matrices suggests something somewhat simple in terms of the
diagrams for Hartree and Fock processes - while it is easy to see the Fock diagrams
have two connections to an odd half-integral spin line, the Hartree terms should
be interpreted similarly, in that the single line is actually the limit of two closely
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/ as comprised of paired
split. This allows an interpretation of the vacuum field θ A
fermionic disturbances, and the oppositely charged response of the two components
of the Bogoliubov spinor is a direct consequence of this.
It is then also interesting to ask if there are situations in which the spin- and
‘charge’- (mass-) degrees-of-freedom can separate. Rare instances of this are known
to occur in one-dimensional condensed matter systems and some cold atom systems,
and form an interesting case of ‘fractionalization’ of excitations. To this end, we
note that the vacuum energy ηθ0 is responsible for mixing the Pauli-doublet, and
as a consequence creates states with ill-defined sign of coupling to the vacuum field
/ One can ask what the equivalent of the Bogoliubov ‘mixing-angle’ φb is for the
θ A.
spinful system here, and how it varies spatially. We will not pursue this line further
here, other than to say that since such effects are generally accompanied by a
change in exchange phase, they should be evident by examining (anti-)commutator
brackets such as [Pa U δ ψ̂, (Pb U δ ψ̂)† ], where the Pa project onto one component
of the six-component spinor space. Since these effects depend critically on the
ground-state structure, we will first try to understand it.
Before moving on to study the ground state structure, we make some last
comments on the Bogoliubov model above.
(1) The Bogoliubov Treatment has a Residual Gauge Symmetry. In
analyzing the effect of the interaction term determined by Vρbv above, we consider
quadratic fluctuations of the current jµb . In doing so, we originally ignored the
influence of the Lagrange multiplier j̃µb . We now consider its inclusion by adding
it to the vacuum current θ jµb . Since this in turn generates the field θ A, one can
see that the intrinsic field attached to the Bogoliubov collective mode is altered
by the Langevin current. One might suspect that this effect is artificial, since the
addition of currents, and indeed the nonlinearity in the Bogoliubov picture itself
are generated by the arbitrary decision to shift the integration over j̃µb in equation
3.20. It seems we have two equivalent descriptions (in fact an infinite range of
descriptions if we shift by some factor αjµb ) based on this decision. This is true, and
represents an additional type of gauge symmetry, where we have chosen to work
with the choice α = 1. Since the result of this choice is a nonlinearity driven by the
vacuum field θ A, it is tempting to view θ A itself as the result of this transformation
U −1 ∂α U, and interpret α2 as a type of coupling-constant.
In sec 3.7.1, we show that the Langevin current j̃µb is determined by the gradient
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of a Nakanish-Lautrap (NL) field (linked to the BRST symmetry), which in turn
determines the strength of fluctuations of A from a fixed gauge. This implies that
the intrinsic field or moment of the excitation δψ must be allowed to fluctuate. In
the next sections, we approach this from a different perspective by considering the
topology of the vacuum state. Under the BRST transformation, the NL field is left
unchanged, so the vacuum-field itself is unmodified. However, the gauge-field A is
replaced by a pair of fermionic ghost modes. In light of the interpretation above of
the vacuum as formed by paired fermionic modes, this is no longer a surprising type
of (super)-symmetry; both gauge fields may be considered as bound states of oddexchange-symmetry fields. Since A participates in the Bogoliubov-diagonalization
procedure described above, under the BRST transform odd-symmetry fields enter
into the eigenstate amplitudes in pairs.
It is tempting then to interpret the vacuum currents θ jµb in the same way as the
Langevin current, and associate them with the divergence of a separate NL field
which drives a second gauge fixing problem associated with the choice of α. By this
association, we must address the issue of what anti-commuting fields correspond to
the “ghost” fields associated with the gauge-fixing symmetry. The natural choice is
δ ψ̄ found below.
(2) The Bogoliubov Solution Determines the Stability of a Local
Ground State. We have not explicitly calculated the dispersion relation for
excitations. To understand this quickly, one can compare to the analogous secular
equation determining the Dirac equation in electrodynamics:




(mc2 − E + eφ) cσ · (p − eA) 
det 
=0
−cσ · (p − eA) (mc2 + E − eφ)

(3.39)

which suggests that the speed of sound can be read off from the secular equation
by separating spin-dependent and -independent terms in the secular matrix, and
performing a unitary transformation to place the spin-identity component on the
P
a
diagonal. This is tantamount to decomposing Γ± = Γ±
a F into spin-components,
applying a localized spin-rotation to the coordinate system through the spinconnection ωµab , and solving for the overall transform
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cF i (~ηi + Ai )
Γ+ F a ~F 0 ηθ0  −1  F 0 (c∗0i mij cj0 − E + A0 )

V
=
V  a0
∗ i
0 ∗
a
m
c
+
E
−
A
)
−c
F
(~η
+
A
)
F
(c
F
~F ηθ0 Γ−
0
i
i
0i ij j0
a
(3.40)

for some mass tensor mij , spatial metric cij (both three by three matrices decomposable into spin-matrices) and energy E. Since finding V is somewhat tedious and
dependent on the vacuum state through ηθ and θ A, we will not explicitly carry this
out. Suffice to say, this process involves separating the U (1) and SU (2) components
of the U (2) representation of Γ through a local rotation of the coordinates. If
this is possible, a diagonal matrix of rest energies c∗ mc and speed of ‘light’ (or
sound) through the matrix c may be defined. In this case, δ ψ̄ = V U δψ represents
a preferred representation for collective excitations in which the equation of motion
is a relativistic Dirac equation in a curved space-time,
(iγ µ [x]Dµ − m)δ ψ̄ = 0.

(3.41)

After restoring the shorthand notations above, the local generalized gamma matrix
γ µ [x] = γ ν eµν [x], and the covariant derivative Dµ = ∂µ + Aµ − (i/4) ωµab · [γa [x], γb [x]].
0
0
The metric is given by g µν = eµσ hσσ eνσ0 with hσσ , a flat Minkowski metric.
This procedure can fail if no such rotation is possible. In general, this is not a
crisis, but signifies that the chosen vacuum state ψθ is simply unstable to decay
(referred to as dynamic instability in scalar GPE). Since this is a local condition,
one can understand the failure by considering a region of space in which the solution
does exist and continuing to a point of instability. In this case, the metric g µν
begins well-defined, and signals instability once the condition on local spin-rotations
cannot be met.
At these points, presumably, the local speed of sound decreases to zero, and a
so-called ‘Killing-horizon’ is obtained, which is represented by a surface in spacetime coordinates. All such surfaces taken together form a patchwork of volumes in
which the local vacuum state must either contribute a vanishing field curvature or
discontinuously vary. These surfaces are critical for understanding the topological
state of the vacuum below.
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3.4.4 The ground state ψθ
In the previous section, we saw that the excitations of the atomic state out its
preferred time- and spatially- dependent ground state are governed by two principle
effects, local interactions introduced through Hartree terms in the Bogoliubov
expansion, and Fock terms representing propagating disturbances of the ground
state. The latter effects suggest that the ground state response to a fluctuation can
be understood by introducing an effective field to parameterize the vacuum response.
Like other polarizable or permeable media, one would expect that this response
could be understood by introducing a non-Abelian generalization of the dielectric
tensor familiar from Abelian electromagnetism in the presence of bound charges. In
a non-Abelian theory, this response can be richer. Below, we will use the language
of topology to delineate the different types of vacuum polarizability possible in
the current system by analyzing the Fock terms from the previous section. We
will find that there are a discrete number of such topologies possible, labeled by
an integer q representative of a topological invariant (a number which cannot be
modified by smooth redefinitions of the coordinates). There is in general no reason
to expect that the true ground state sits in just a single of these topological states,
and it is for this reason that we included the parameter θ in the definition of the
vacuum state ψθ in the previous section. The parameter θ represents a generalized
superposition state of different topologies, which we will define explicitly below.
The effects of including fluctuations of vacuum state topology have been under
intense scrutiny in quantum chromodynamics (QCD) in recent years [74] as a means
for understanding the development of confining phases and attainment of gaugeboson mass at long length scales. This is closely related to fundamental challenges
in gauge-fixing a quantum systems - even after utilizing the BRST method resulting
in the introduction of ghost fields, Gribov [75,76] pointed out that multiple discrete
copies of a physical gauge configuration can remain. This “Gribov ambiguity” arises
when the ghost field propagator κ[η] exhibits poles. Early attempts in QCD to
account for this postulated a prescription (the Gribov-Zwanziger propagator) to
limit the values the gauge field is taken over in path integration lie in the “first
Gribov region” prior to this pole. This was seen to affect the gauge boson propagator
by introducing a gauge boson mass at large length-scales. In the physical system
described here, no such ansatzes or prescriptions should be necessary - the allowance
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for a superposed state like ψθ , however, does allow us to interpret physical effects
using the language developed in QCD.
To understand the topological structures determining the self energy of an
atomic state, we return the notation developed before the Bogoliubov picture.
Through variation of the action in eq. 3.22 with respect to ψ ∗ , we get the equation
of motion in the following form
(∂t + A0 − p2 )ψ[x] =

Z

d4 xs (∂µ(s) ∂ν V̄ρ̃bc [xs , x])jµb [xs ]ĵνc ψ[x],

(3.42)

where V̄ρ̃bc [xs , x]) = Vρ̃bc [xs , x] + Vρ̃cb [x, xs ]. It is helpful to first understand the origin
of this nonlinear term. From equation 3.82, it is clear that this term can also
viewed as a source current interacting with its own field, that is, a self-interaction.
Equivalently this could be expressed as a total energy from the field alone by
defining a field curvature
bc
s fµν [x1 , x2 , η]

−1/2

= ∂µ Ḡbi [x1 , η]κis

[η]jνc [x2 ].

(3.43)

This field curvature tensor, in a simpler Abelian (electromagnetic) system interacting
with external charges and currents, would describe the electric and magnetic fields
produced at an observation point x1 due to a point charge or current j at x2
oscillating at frequency η µ (both temporal and spatial). The equation above (aside
from being a non-Abelian generalization) differs in two essential ways. First, it was
obtained by considering the nonlinearity introduced by integrating out detailed
information in scattered light interacting with a spinful atom, and describes the
self-interaction of a current as described by the atomic state ψ. For this reason,
it is natural to consider this term as describing the energy of the atomic state ψ,
including its interaction with the light. Second, the response of the fields to the
currents j is determined in part by the inverse square-root of the ghost propagator
κis [η]. This is also the case, for example, in calculation of the dielectric properties
of the QCD vacuum [77]. Taken together, it is then natural to describe this action
bc
as arising from the ‘vacuum energy’ of the ground state due to the fields s fµν
. In
comparison to the Abelian case of electromagnetism, the field structure is richer,
involving both spin-currents and fields which are representative of the richer gauge
symmetry.
It is helpful to reduce the action above to a simpler form. Using the field
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curvature, we can rewrite the second term in equation 3.22 as

SAj =
=

Z
Z

νµ
bc
dηdx1 dx2 s fµν
[x1 , x2 , η]s fcb
[x2 , x1 , η]
a
[x]f aµν [x],
dx fµν

(3.44)

a
bc
where the field strength fµν
[x] is obtained from the fµν
[x1 , x2 , η] by

a
fµν
[x] =

Z

0

σ

0

ac
iησ ∆x
d4 (∆x)d4 η s0 fµν
γ ν γc0 (
0 [x + ∆x, x − ∆x, η] i∂ν e

1 ± γ5
)s0 . (3.45)
2

This manipulation calculates the local field structure by summing over contributions
at different frequencies η and source-field separations ∆x. The index manipulations
are natural if one first considers equation 3.43 with the relativistic form of the
current jµc , and projects into the non-relativistic form by dropping the negative
frequency terms in the Dirac spinors. This is accomplished above by choosing the
γ µ to be expressed in the Weyl-basis, where the projection operators take the form
(1 ± γ 5 )/2.
The expression for SAj above, in Abelian electromagnetism, corresponds to
2
a vacuum field energy density (0 E02 + µ−1
0 B0 )/2 for electric and magnetic fields
E0 and B0 , which combines the vacuum permittivity and permeability with field
strengths to form an energy. This can be understood by viewing the vacuum as a
polarizable medium, in which the vacuum fluctuation of the field E0 interacts with
itself as well as a self-induced field described by 0 .
For the self-interaction in the non-Abelian case to be finite, the field curvature
must vanish at large distances x from any sources ψ, and therefore approach a pure
gauge Ajµ = g −1 ∂µ g, with g an element of the gauge group described by the index
a. It is easy therefore to establish a lower bound on this action by expanding

SAj =

Z

≥∓
=

Z

d4 x
Z

1 a
a
(f [x] ± f aµν [x])2 ∓ fµν
[x]? f aµν [x]
2 µν

a
d4 x fµν
[x]? f aµν [x]

d4 x 32π 2 Q(x) = 32π 2 q
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(3.46)

a
where the ? operator computes the Hodge dual of the field curvature ? fρσ
[x] =
aµν
ρσµν f [x]/2 [78]. This defines a topological constant called the Chern-Pontryagin
number q, an integer which can also be expressed (as above) as the volume integral
of a topological charge density Q(x)

a
Q(x) = ∓fµν
[x, η]? f aµν [x],

(3.47)

or equivalently as an integral over the bounding surface

q=

Z
S3

d3 xµ µρνσ (∂ρ g)g −1 (∂ν g)g −1 (∂σ g)g −1

(3.48)

The invariant q written in this form represents the number of “twists" the gauge
group undergoes on a bounding surface S3 of R4 , and separates classes of field
configurations which cannot be deformed into one another under any smooth change
of coordinates. In this way, the topology of the bulk is determined by the gauge field
on a bounding surface. While one such surface might naturally be taken at large
time and space coordinates, it is more natural to take these at the horizons described
in previous sections, where the Bogoliubov conditions indicate the instability of
a particular vacuum state to decay. For the remainder of this discussion, we will
consider the boundary to be chosen at some arbitrary location, and consider the
vacuum state defined within its interior. Before continuing, it is useful to get a
more physical feel for what the topology physically represents.

3.4.5 Topology of Non-Abelian Gauge Fields as Dynamic Evolution of a Non-equilibrium State
The topological charge density Q(x) formed from product of the field curvature
and its dual, has, as its Abelian electromagnetic counterpart, an interpretation as
~ · B.
~ This permits a simple physical
the product of electric and magnetic fields E
interpretation [74] of the effect its presence has on the dynamical evolution of
the system - since the latter can be expressed as the time-derivative of h(x) =
~ ·B
~ =A
~ ·∇
~ × A.
~ This magnetic helicity density h(x), once integrated over volume,
A
represents a type of knot invariant calculated by linkages between field lines of
~ [79].
A
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Thus the topological charge can be loosely viewed as driving the reconnection of
vorticity lines in the dynamical gauge field Aaµ , in that it represents a time-derivative
of the non-Abelian analog of magnetic helicity. Since the non-Abelian version contains additional indices a for spin, it is helpful to understand more physically the
generalization of helicity to the optical case we consider here. The introduction of
Aaµ was originally made as a short-hand description for optical scattering processes,
in which the effect of many optical scattering modes is represented minimally by
the gauge potential. Since the scattered light contains both spin (polarization)
and orbital (phase-front) angular momentum, the overall conservation of angular
momentum during a localized scattering process must involve both forms of angular
momentum transfer into the field whose detailed structure was removed by introduction of Aajµ . The larger gauge structure of Aajµ represents the separation of these
two forms of angular momentum, and the different topological classes q represent
different rates of transfer of total angular momentum into the vacuum modes. This
is one advantage of a gauge-formalism treatment of the light-scattering problem
- local conservation laws (and their violation) can be understood by topological
invariants.
For example, in the special case of the state defined with q = 0, we expect this
helicity is conserved, and topological class defined by the atomic state ψ remains
constant. Within any one topological class q, the action obtains the minimum value
a
a
for a field which is either self-dual or anti-self-dual ?q fµν
[x, η] = ±q fµν
[x, η] - each
minimum in the action represents a separate classical solution to the equation of
a(q)
motion, with corresponding fields ψq and gauge structure Ajµ . Classically, one
would then expect the time-evolution of the atomic state to follow one of these
solutions, and correspond a given “rule” concerning the conservation, growth, or
decay of the topological state with time. This classical rule is codified in the
“vacuum-energy” determined by SAj .

3.4.6 Topology in Fundamental Gauge-Field Theories
In fundamental gauge theories prior to the mid-nineteen-seventies, this (the assumption of a well-defined topological state q) was the default starting point for
perturbative treatments of gauge theories, in which quantum fluctuations are assumed small, and do not couple between states of different topology. From the
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point of view of (non-gauge) field theory, this is a reasonable assumption, since
“tunneling” between two classical minima with an overall change in topology requires
a macroscopic redistribution of field, and a corresponding WKB barrier extensive
in the volume [80]. For gauge-theories however, it is possible to circumvent this
argument, since in principle two minima at distinct Aj may be connected by a
pathway of non-physical variations of the gauge-field. We might expect these to
be eliminated once the BRST prescription is introduced - however, as pointed out
by Gribov [75], discrete degeneracies can still remain. The tunneling amplitudes
between two such minima are then not necessarily vanishingly small.
Ignoring the Gribov ambiguity led to gauge theories with manifestly massless
gauge bosons - furthermore, the phenomenon of confinement illustrated an inability
to understand the evolution of gauge fields at long (infrared) length-scales. The
subsequent understanding of the Gribov problem began to resolve this. Treating it
as a counting-problem in path integration over values of the gauge-field, Gribov,
and later Zwanziger, limited variation of the gauge-field over a single Gribov region,
in which no degenerate classical minima appear. The Gribov region (or horizon)
is determined by demanding that the ghost propagator (κ[η] above) exhibit only
a single pole in the variation of A. This prescription breaks the original BRST
symmetry, and in particular, leads to a massive gauge-boson at large lengthscales. To some extent, this begins to explain the phenomenon of confinement, and
provides concrete predictions for the variation of mass with length-scale which are
currently in rough agreement with large-scale lattice gauge theory calculations. An
alternative, and less prescriptive approach, was later provided by t’Hooft, in which
superpositions of degenerate minima of the action were constructed, and the vacuum
assumed to be in a state of lowest energy according to the tunneling probabilities
between topological states. This led (in QCD) to the definition of ‘topological
susceptibility’, and an understanding for the origin of large mass for certain mesons.
It was originally hoped that this would also lead to a better understanding of
confinement, however as discussed in detail below, a well-regularized version of this
theory is infrared divergent, and fails precisely at long length-scales. In a physical
system like the one here, the gauge-field fluctuates between topological classes
according to the dynamics of the external environment, and thus prescriptions like
those given by Zwanziger or the scaling arguments for topological theories like
t’Hooft’s are replaced by well-defined methods of counting optical modes. Thus we
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can use these as a case study of how a fundamental gauge theory might arise as an
effective description of a microscopic system, and perhaps utilize it to understand
confinement better.

3.4.7 Superpositions of Topological States and Topological Susceptibility
In a quantum system, fluctuation between classical minima of the action are allowed,
P
and superposition states such as ψθ = q eiqθ ψq would generally be expected to
lower the energy. A loose analogy can be drawn with the motion of a particle
tunneling between the wells of a one-dimensional periodic potential. There, a similar
superposition of the classical solution near each minimum position xi (analagous to
q) defines a Bloch state with a periodic parameter defining the quasi-momentum. In
that analogy, θ plays a role similar to quasi-momentum, and is clearly periodic. The
preferred value of θ, as determined by the band energy (θ) = −2K cos(θ), depends
on the magnitude and phase of the tunneling amplitude K between degenerate
minima, favoring θ = 0 when the tunneling amplitude is positive K > 0, θ = π
when negative K < 0 and degenerate (a flat band) when K = 0. The second-order
variation of the action with θ should then play a role similar to the effective mass
in a periodic system, and is reflective of the amplitude K. A convenient picture
to understand both the periodic potential and the dynamics of the gauge field
is to utilize the language of “instantons” [78], in which the amplitude K can be
calculated by extending the action to a Euclidean form, and analyzing the dynamics
of a particle in the inverted potential −V (x). Classical solutions to this problem
correspond to the motion of a particle from one maximum to another, since this
occurs over a short time interval, the dynamics are referred to as an ‘instanton’.
Longer range motion can be viewed as repeated events of this type, either rightward
(instanton)
or leftward (anti-instanton). The amplitude for a single process is given
q
by K = S0 /(2π~)| det G/ det V|, where S0 is a fixed action, G is a propagator
for small fluctuations about the stable minimum in the original potential, and V
describes small excitations along the classical pathway joining them. The factor of
~1/2 appears as a result of time-translational invariance for the process.
In the current model, q and K represent distinct topological minima of the
action, and the rate and phase with which the gauge field changes between them,
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respectively. For this reason, the curvature of the action in θ is often referred to as a
topological susceptibility [74] - one expects the preferred value of θ changes according
to the sign and magnitude of this susceptibility, and that this condition is determined
by the amplitude K. The instanton dynamics for topological changes in gauge
fields is a well-studied [74, 80] problem, and is a crucial element in understanding
certain features in QCD (such as the anomalously large mass difference in η and η 0
mesons via the chiral anomaly, or Witten-Veneziano mechanism [81, 82]).
a(q=1)
To begin, it is simple to see that the gauge field Ajµ
describes a localized
dynamical change in topology. To see this, it is helpful to consider a large cylindrical
boundary in space and time at which the field approaches pure-gauge, and work
a(q=1)
in a gauge such that Ajµ=0 = 0. In this case, the Chern-Pontryagin number may
be written as an integration of the gauge configuration over three surfaces - the
two space-like end-caps of the closed cylinder, and the time-like cylinder wall. For
the chosen gauge, the wall contributes nothing to the integral, leaving only the
space-like endcaps at distant past and future. The value q = 1 then implies that
the Chern-Pontryagin integration over the endcap surfaces results in a change of
homotopy class between distant past and future. Higher instanton classes |q| ≥ 2
reflect a larger change in topological number over the interval from distant past to
future, and, similar to the case of a particle tunneling in a periodic potential, can be
decomposed into well-separated singly-charged |q| = 1 instantons. In this picture,
the dynamical evolution of the topology of the state is given by some number of
discrete instanton structures; in exponentiating the process of moving from a state
of well-defined topological index m to n over a time T , one expects [80]

hθ|e−iHT /~ |θi ∝

X

0

0

(KV T e−S0 )n+n ei(n−n )θ /n!n0 ! = e2KV T e

−S0

cos θ

(3.49)

n,n0

and the ‘θ-vacuum’ energy density is given by
E(θ)/V = −2K cos θe−S0 ,

(3.50)

similar to the case of a periodic potential. Thus an understanding of K, and
its dependence on external parameters, allows one to understand the topological
susceptibility. Similar to the case for a periodic potential, this involves analysis of
the small oscillations about both the equilibrium and instanton pathways.
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3.4.8 Scaling forms for the Topological Susceptibility in Fundamental Gauge Theories
To understand the rate at which topological transitions occur, the topological
solutions Aqj must first be given an explicit form. The self-dual and anti-dual
instanton solutions for different q are given for SU(2) gauge fields by the forms [78]

g q=0 = 1

(3.51)

g q=1 = (x0 + ixi F i )/r
g q>1 = (g q=1 )q
.
For q = 1, these lead to a field structure in an appropriate gauge
Aq=1
µ

ρ2 (x − X)ν
i
η̄µν
(gF i g −1 )
=
2
2
2
(x − X) ((x − X) + ρ )

(3.52)

i
where η̄µν
are the anti-self-dual t’Hooft matrices, and the parameters Xµ , ρ and
g are collective coordinates or zero modes, whose variation does not change the
topological class q, and therefore leaves the classical (lower minimum) action
unchanged. The Xµ can be viewed as center-of-mass coordinates, ρ a scaling
parameter, and g a global rotation of the spin-axes. In the interpretation above as
an instanton structure, these determine the instant-at-which, the duration-of, and
the global gauge rotation of a topological transition. In that sense, they represent a
breaking of the original symmetries of the action, and may be considered Goldstone
modes of excitation.
In fundamental gauge theories, the topological tunneling amplitude is fixed by
conditions of regularization of ultraviolet divergences. The tunneling amplitude
then takes the form [80]

K = e−8π

2 /~

~−4

Z ∞
0

dρ
f (ρM )
ρ5

(3.53)

√
The prefactor of ( ~)−8 , similar to the periodic potential (in which a factor of
√
1/ ~ appears due to integration over the instant at which a tunneling event occurs),
reflects symmetries in the location and structure of the instanton. As described
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above, there are four such symmetries (zero modes) for the location of a q = 1
instanton Xµ , another three representing global gauge transformations g, and one
for the scale-factor ρ, for a total of eight symmetries. Since these correspond to
no change in the action, integration over these modes contribute a single factor of
√
1/ ~ to the partition function each. Only the last of these zero-modes, representing
scale factors ρ, is nontrivial, since it take into account dynamics at arbitrarily short
and long time- and length-scales. For this reason, we leave it in a form consistent
with dimensional analysis, an integration of a dimensionless function f over ρ, with
M an undetermined mass scale.
The introduction of a scale M is necessary in fundamental gauge theories to
prescriptively regularize the appearance of an infinite number of perturbations
to the classical instanton pathway (see e.g. [80]) at short length-scales ρ. This is
typically introduced by explicitly summing over variations of the gauge field, and
canceling the divergence by renormalizing the non-Abelian coupling constant
gA02 =

gA2
√
1 + 11
g 2 log (M τ0 )
24 A

(3.54)

where τ0 is a proper-time scale cut-off. Expanding perturbatively in the gaugeparameter gA [83], leads to a form
f (ρM ) ∼ A(ρM )8π

2β

1

(1 + O(gA2 )),

(3.55)

with β1 and M linked by the scaling relation
β1 log M = gA−2 + O(gA2 ).

(3.56)

The parameter β1 = 11/12π 2 can be determined from perturbations in small
gA , and leads to an infrared divergence for large instanton structures ρ → ∞ in the
expression for K above. This is due to the growth of the renormalized coupling
constant gA for large instanton structures, in which the perturbative picture for
scaling is likely to break down. This is a common occurrence for pictures of nonAbelian gauge theories at large length-scales, where confinement is likely to play a
role - it is typically assumed that some new effects at strong coupling introduce
an infrared cutoff, beyond the reach of perturbation theory. This is also directly
related to the assumption that individual instanton structures may be considered
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well-separated, and that only A|q|=1 is necessary to understand the evolution. For
this reason, it is not sensible to apply the form 3.53 to arbitrarily large ρ, but the
contributions of A|q|≥2 should be included. Below, we will first consider how the
regularization and renormalization of 3.53 work in a physical system, after which
we will address the problem of higher |q| instanton classes. In a fundamental theory,
one also typically demands that the regularization process leaves no remnant of the
arbitrarily chosen cut-off M . Since the simple instanton picture leaves an infrared
divergence, this renormalization process for this picture is a moot point. Below
we will argue that in the physical system, these two problems, tunneling in higher
instanton classes and renormalization, are closely related.

3.4.9 Topological Susceptibility and Non-Perscriptive Regularization in the Atom-Optical System
Since the problem at hand represents a physical system in which the quantum mechanical behavior is assumed a priori well-understood, such prescriptive techniques
for renormalization and regularization should not be necessary. The problem of
small oscillations about the instanton pathway at a given scale factor ρ cannot
correspond physically to an infinite number of normal modes. This is due to
the fact that the atom-optical evolution of the system contains both a finite and
decreasing number of degrees of freedom at short length-scales and a defined scaling
of degrees-of-freedom at large length-scales. Since the evolution of the combined
system at short-lengthscales requires the redistribution of quanta in optical fields,
changes below the scale of an optical wavelength correspond to a vanishing number
of normal variations. At large scales, the scaling of number of effective degrees-offreedom in the optical potential limit the rate at which the normal variations can
grow. For this simple reason, the scaling relation β1 log M = gA−2 + O(gA2 ) above
cannot be valid for the problem at hand, nor can the implicit infrared divergence.
At the same time, it is not necessary to entirely abandon the regularization
process described above. We note that a rescaling of the coupling constant gA for
long timescales is not an unreasonable method to approach a coarse-grained picture
of the experimental system, provided that we do not compromise the microscopic
picture in the process. Since at the microscopic level there is no need to depart
from gA = 1, one can utilize the regularized form in equation 3.54 above with the
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−1/2

choice M = τ0 . The proper-time cut-off τ0 , and the associated instanton mass
scale M should be defined at the scale below which only a single normal mode of
the gauge field remains.
This can be understood more clearly by considering the method of calculation
used to arrive at equation 3.53 above [83], which also clarifies how to understand
the physical origin of the prefactor A. This problem was originally studied in the
context of QCD by t’Hooft [84], and refined by Polyakov [83]. Small fluctuations of
the gauge field Aj from a given topological state q can be understood by expanding
(q=1)
it as Aj = Aj
+ ζn αn , where the αn are a set of normal modes, and ζn the
corresponding amplitude.
These modes are meaningless, however, without fixing the gauge freedom.
This is typically handled in fundamental theories by utilizing the Fadeev-Popov
method again, introducing another set of ghost degrees-of-freedom φ to fix the
gauge such that ∇i αi = 0, where the covariant derivative is defined such that
∇i αk = ∂i αk + [Aq=1
ji , αk ]. We will first discuss how this is treated in fundamental
theories before discussing its replacement in a physical system like the atom-optical
system described in this thesis.
Writing the gauge-field contribution to the lagrangian α∗ Gα with operator G and
ghost as φ∗ Vφ, the contribution to the action for each of these can be understood
by path-integrating over the amplitudes ζn . This results in a topological tunneling
amplitude K = (det G/ det V)1/2 /K0 , where K0 = (det G0 / det V0 )1/2 is determined
from the extension to the abelian case gA = 0. The determinants can be calculated
from the spectrum of solutions to the eigenmode equations obtained by substituting
(q=1)
the expansion for Aj
into the Yang-Mills form for the action, yielding

∇i ∇i φn = Vφn = µn φn
∇i (∇i αnk − ∇k αni ) +

(q=1)
[j
fkm , αnm ]

(3.57)
= Gαnk = −λn αnk

)
with eigenvalues µn and λn . Ascribing a degeneracy ρ(G,V
to each eigenvalue λn or
n
µn ,

(det G/ det V)1/2 = eWG −Wv
with
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(3.58)

WG = −(1/2)

X

ρ(G)
n log λn

(3.59)

n

WV = −(1/2)

X

)
ρ(V
n log µn

n

The detailed calculation of the spectrum of λn is tedious and will not be reproduced
here (it can be found in [83]). By dimensional analysis, for each eigenvalue λn , we
can ascribe an inverse squared length-scale. As λn increases, the length-scale on
which variation of the gauge fluctuation αn is relevant decreases. In fundamental
theories, without introducing a cut-off scale through M −1 as above, the WG represent
divergent contributions to the tunneling scale, since both λn and ρn scale with
positive powers of n.
Thankfully, in a physical system the cut-off M is better defined, and the
prescriptive regularization process is unnecessary. This is true physically because
below a spatial length-scale of roughly one optical wavelength, the number of
scattering modes accessible drops to unity. Equivalently, shorter than a single
photon scattering time, only a single quantized time-evolution process is permitted.
The ratio of these two scales, temporal and spatial, defines a characteristic velocity
c which tacitly appears in the four-vector notation above. This velocity scale will
be discussed below - for now, we will simply assume such a scale exists, and leave
M as an overall scaling. This implies that if the “mass” or length scale M is taken
to represent a combined spatial and temporal scale of a single optical mode and a
single scattering time, the number of normal modes of the gauge fluctuation below
this scale drops to one. A characteristic velocity also allows the definition of proper
time, and meaning can be given to the parameter τ0 above.
Less formally, one can recognize that the gauge fluctuations in the eigenvalue
problem above are not entirely free variables, since α is determined through the
variation of the atomic ψ. This means that the eigenvalue problem as treated in
fundamental gauge theories is missing a component due to the change of variables
(or change in measure) in moving from ψ to α, which appears in the form of a
prefactor det(∂α/∂ψ) in path integration. Since α is determined by ψ quadratically
through the current, the determinant is not independent of α, and the prefactor to
the path-integration can be absorbed as a coupling between revised Grassmann
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(ghost) fields φ and α. This would have the effect of replacing the fist line in 3.57
above with an equation of motion for φ coupled to α, and a corresponding coupling
term introduced in the second line of 3.57 above. While this should provide a more
accurate version of argument above, we will not explicitly construct this argument,
but rely on the physical intuition of mode counting to link M to τ0 .

3.4.10 Topological Susceptibility and Higher Order Topological
Hopping
It is clear that simply having a physical cut-off M for the regularization process
above still leaves an infrared divergence in the large-instanton limit. This is
because the origin of this divergence is more closely tied to a breakdown of the
separated-instanton assumption. Higher order instantons |q| ≥ 2 are necessary to
understand this limit, and can be handled with methods similar to those above. It
is helpful to consider again the analogy between the topological instanton problem
and tunneling of a particle in a periodic lattice again. The restriction to |q| = 1
instanton classes is in this picture very similar to a tight-binding approximation
used to understand motion in a crystalline lattice. The tight-binding model uses
a single hopping amplitude K, and will always result in a band-structure given
by (θ) = −2K cos (θ). Going beyond a tight-binding model can be viewed as
adding longer-range hopping terms K|q| to the model, and generally results in
a band-structure whose fourier coefficients in θ are given by the K|q| , such that
P
(θ) = |q| −2K|q| cos (qθ). This has substantial ramifications for the effective mass
P
00
(or by analogy the topological susceptibility), since  (θ) = |q| q 2 K|q| . Depending
on the amplitudes and phases of the K|q| , this can favor θ-vacuum superpositions
with nonzero θ.
To understand how K|q| vary with q, one can first consider the collective degrees
of freedom in a multiply-charged instanton. As above, for every collective coordinate,
√
we expect a prefactor of ~ to appear in the partition function determining K|q| . For
higher q instantons, there are 8|q| such collective coordinates [78], which together
form the ‘Modulus-space’ of the instanton. From this, one can conclude that the
2
scaling K|q| = e8π /~ ~−4|q| × H|q| , where again we separate out a factor, H|q| to
handle the overall scaling(s) of the instanton structure. Before analyzing the role
of cut-offs in H|q| , one should recognize that the scaling with ~ can effectively be
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Figure 3.7. Instanton dynamics can be applied to the tunneling dynamics of a single
particle in a periodic potential (left) or to the topological dynamics of a gauge field (right).
Similar to the way in which a particle tunnels from one stable classical minimum of a
potential to the next, the topology of a gauge field (represented by its Chern-Pontyragin
number) can change in time. By forming a bounding surface (either taken at large
distances from a system or on causal boundaries) one can choose an appropriate gauge in
which the instanton number vanishes on time-like surfaces (the outside of the cylinder) and
therefore is different on space-like surfaces (endcaps). A singly-charged instanton implies
a change in topological index of one. Just as in a periodic lattice, a multiply charged
instanton can be decomposed into single charged instantons, provided the constituent
collective coordinates are well-separated. In this way, time-evolution can be broken into
a series of individual topological tunneling events.

replaced by scaling with the square of the coupling constant (see e.g. [80]), such that
2
2 −8|q|
K|q| = e8π /gA gA × H|q| , and thus the scaling is nominally strongly decreasing
with |q| at large coupling constant without consideration of H|q| . In certain limits,
the instanton structures for |q| ≥ 2 can viewed as multiple instantons, in which
case the collective coordinates resemble a set of |q| coordinates like those from the
q = 1 case. However, once the separation is comparable to the scale-factors (which
becomes manifestly true in the infrared limit), it becomes less clear how to handle
calculation of H|q| .
To understand what is entailed in the calculation of H|q| , we first try to understand the calculation of H|q|=1 above in the language of its modulus-space of
collective coordinates (this is actually what was done in ref [83], though the language
used was not explicitly geometric). The study of the moduli-space, or space of
collective coordinates for instanton structures is now well-developed [78]. In general,
the 8|q| collective coordinates for a charge q instanton form a manifold of a Kähler
type. For q = 1, this space is isomorphic to M = R4 × R4 /Z2 [78], where the first R4
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denotes the coordinates Xµ , and the second R4 /Z2 corresponds to the scale freedom
ρ (a positive real number) combined with the gauge rotation’s three coordinates
(the modulus with Z2 arises due to invariance with the gauge group’s center). The
scale factor ρ plays an important role in this context. The natural metric h for the
space M can be found by considering the small variation of two of the instanton
field’s collective coordinates X = (X µ , ρ, g), and computing the resulting overlaps
of the gauge field variation. All metric components are independent of the collective
coordinates X except for those involved in global gauge rotation of the instanton
structure. For these, the metric components scale as ρ2 , and thus the Moduli-space
metric hz on the subspace R4 /Z2 scales with a conformal parameter ρ. Interestingly,
the compete action for the instanton structure can be written in a simple Yang-Mills
form

Szm =

Z

d

8

a (8) aµν
X (8) fµν
f

=

Z

d

4

a (4) aµν
X (4) fµν
f

Z

q

d4 z hz Rhz

(3.60)

where Rh is the Ricci-scalar for the metric h.
Seen in this way, two things are clarified. First, it is clear the cut-off M is a
breaking of the conformal invariance [83], and can be associated with an ‘internal’
set of coordinates z for the instanton structure associated with its global gauge
invariance and scale-factor. Second, the action contributing to the amplitude of a
topological tunneling term can be understood by a Yang-Mills type action promoted
to a higher-dimensional space corresponding to the collective coordinates of an
instanton. Thus, to understand a given topological sector q, one might suspect that
a higher-dimensional Yang-mills action in the corresponding collective coordinates
will suffice.
The calculation of the spectrum of eigenvalues above involved the interrogation
of operators G[A(q=1) ] and V[A(q=1) ] for gauge and ghost degrees of freedom, and
entered in the tunneling element Kq=1 through their determinants. The determinant
can be viewed geometrically as a type of volume element for the fluctuations of the
gauge- and ghost-fields in a space consisting of degrees of freedom ζn . However,
these modes are also functional solutions of the differential operators G[A(q=1) ]
and V[A(q=1) ], and therefore the ‘volume element’ det G is equivalent to a type of
zero-point energy for the operator G (and similar for V). The operator G is derived
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from the action Szm above as the equation of motion from variation of α - to
understand V, we must add to the action either (in the fundamental gauge theory
picture) a Fadeev-Popov gauge-fixing determinant, or (in the physical system) a
change-of-variables determinant as discussed above. One might wonder why the
zero-point energy of the ghost operator V reduces that from G. In fundamental
theories, this occurs because only a fraction of the gauge field variations found in
the spectrum of G are physical (inequivalent to others under gauge freedom), and
the ghost degrees-of-freedom work to reduce this count to only physical degrees-offreedom. In the physical atom-optical system, only a fraction of the gauge field
configurations are accessible by choice of atomic ground state ψ. For either purpose,
we can add to the lagrangian φ̄(x)Vφ(x) with the grassmann field φ.
In fact, it is possible to demand that the physical requirement for V as determined
by change-of-variables and its form as a BRST or Fadeev-Popov determinant (V =
∂∇) coincide, as shown in section 3.7.1. It is important to consider whether these
modes’ contributions can also be brought under the geometric picture of a modulusspace as above. The calculation of det V is therefore tantamount to counting
the number of zero-modes a Grassmann field inherits in the presence of (here a
singly-charged) instanton. The form above, as determined by BRST, maintains an
important symmetry under exchange of gauge and ghost (and Nakanishi-Lautrap)
degrees-of-freedom.
For the sake of counting degrees-of-freedom in the modulus space, it is also
important to ask if additional modes are introduced by the variation of the atomic
state described in the Bogoliubov model above as δ ψ̄. It is well-known [78] that
this indeed the case, and follows a simple form in the case that the modes δ ψ̄
participate in a super-symmetry like that described for different choices of gauge α.
All such fermionic modes introduce an additional 8|q| fermionic (anti-commuting)
coordinates.

3.4.11 Topological Susceptibility, Renormalization, and the Higgs
Transition in the Atom-Optical System
We have not in the previous section addressed the potential for divergences in
H|q| as we saw for H|q|=1 before at large scale factors ρ, nor have we addressed
the aspect of whether a picture based on any of these is at the end of the day
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renormalizable. Since we previously associated the cut-off scale M as a breaking of
conformal invariance, the issue of renormalization is reduced to one of maintaining
conformal invariance.
Let’s try to understand when two conditions are met: (1) the resulting picture
in a given instanton sector q0 is conformally-invariant (or renormalizable), and (2)
the contribution to the tunneling amplitude K|q0 | from the factor det G/ det V = 1
for some q0 . In fact, these two conditions are equivalent. This is easiest to see by
borrowing a result from a perhaps at first surprising place, string theory. A simple
reason for this connection is that it was string theorists who first investigated the
structure of super-manifolds like Mpe ,po in detail, specifically with an eye toward
manifolds which exhibit conformal invariance. Typically, this is versed in the
language of conformal charge c, which is essentially the count of normal modes of
excitation described above. For theories with anti-commuting degrees-of-freedom
like the ghost modes φ above (or those used to gauge-fix the moduli-space metric),
the contribution to conformal charge is negative, and conformal invariance is
achieved only for a total conformal charge c = 0.
In light of this, we quickly summarize the geometric picture found in the last
section. In the geometric language, we can associate each topological sector q
with a 8|q|-dimensional Kähler manifold M|q| whose internal metric is cut-off with
a conformal scale M , and whose contribution to the tunneling scale K|q| is the
associated zero-point energy of a gauge-field defined on it. Accounting for the BRST
degrees-of-freedom from gauge-fixing, the manifold is promoted to a super-manifold
M(pe ,po ) with even/odd dimensions (pe , po ) = (8, 16) ∗ (|q| + Nf ), where Nf is the
number of fermionic Bogoliubov modes. The tunneling scale K|q| is reduced by
the zero-point energy of Grassmann-fields (odd) defined on it. The construction
of manifolds for general instanton spaces is referred to as the Atiyah, Drinfeld,
Hitchin, and Manin (ADHM) process, and is well-studied. From this we can reason
that the only renormalizable theory, and one which retains conformal invariance
despite a naturally defined scale cut-off M , is one in which the ADHM construct
provides a modulus-space without an infrared divergence.
Many-instanton theories in the ADHM picture can be described by a Yang-Mills
type action for the collective coordinate manifold. In these cases, the action is
known to follow a form [85]
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SM I =

Z

iθgA2
1
/ A − Dµ Xa Dµ Xa ]]
d4 x T r[ Fµν F µν +
Fµν ∗ F µν + 2iχ̄A Dχ
2
16π 2

(3.61)

which is a direct generalization of the single-instanton case given previously, but
with bosonic coordinates written as X and Grassmann coordinates as χ. There
are two cases in which the many-instanton picture is known to give renormalizable
results, remaining finite in the infrared limit. The first is in specific super-symmetric
theories such as Yang-Mills field theories with four super-symmetries in specific
dimensionalities. The theory at hand has only two identified symmetries of this sort
and does not qualify. The second case is when there are gauge-fields present which
acquire non-zero expectation values in the vacuum state (a vacuum expectation
value or VEV). This is the typical case considered for particle physics in which a
Higgs mechanism is specified, which typically postulates the existence of a non-zero
field directly coupled to the dynamical field which breaks the gauge symmetry and
gives mass to the gauge boson. In our case, the instanton physics is modified by the
jacobian taking the atomic field ψ into the vacuum gauge field θ A defined by the
relation 3.43; this introduces a coupling between the associated odd (ghost) and
even (gauge) degrees of freedom by modifying the G and V operators to introduce
a coupling term. In general, this produces collective coordinates for instanton
structures which are non-commutative. In the language of instanton physics, the
action above is modified by an additional interaction between instanton collective
coordinates given by

SM Iint =

Z

d4 xχ T r[

X
gA2
[Xa , Xb ]2 + gA
(χ̄A [Xa , χ̄B ] + χA [Xa , χB ])].
2
aAB

(3.62)

Normally, we would expect that in the vacuum state the expectation values of
the bosonic collective coordinates X µ are all zero, and the commutation relations
between fields vanish, contributing no potential energy to the action. However,
in the presence of the coupling introduced by the physical system, they obtain a
nonzero expectation value, and a non-commutative potential in the action above. In
the instanton analogy to a periodic potential, this implies that long-range hopping
2
2 8|q|
processes K|q| are such that log(K|q|≷q0 e−8π /gA gA ) ≶ 0. The resulting band-theory
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energy (θ), including long-range hopping elements with this sign crossover, now
has a nontrivial dependence on θ. In the atom-optical problem, this leads to a
change in the topological susceptibility, and grants mass to the gauge boson.
In later sections we will try to approach this problem more comprehensively
and simply by introducing a generalized set of non-commuting coordinates (similar
to instanton collective coordinates) to describe the atom-optical system from the
top-down, leading to a picture of gauge-fields and disorder that bears a strong
resemblance to gauge fields propagating on a gravitationally curved space-time
metric. But we can see already the essential physics of a Higgs-mechanism from the
instanton picture, in which the dynamic reconnection of optical vorticity and spin is
taken between two limits at the longest length- and time- scales. It is surprising that
the instanton picture, which in many ways has been of limited utility in theoretical
approaches to fundamental gauge physics due to infrared divergences, provides a
natural, and physical, intuition for the existence and character of a Higgs transition
in an open quantum system.

3.4.12 Geometrical Viewpoint
We first provide a simple argument that power-law decay and the role of disorder
can be understood more simply geometrically, and from an approximate discretized
model more familiar in laser-cooling methods. On long timescales, the diagonal
P
components of a density matrix ρ̂a (t + ∆t) = Q0 ,Q hQ0 |û† (∆t)|Qiρ̂a (t)hQ|û(∆t)|Q0 i
should suffice to describe transport between discretized quantum states. The
evolution is Liouvillian due to the projective action |QihQ| tracing over optical states
|Qi; in general the master equation matrix element wij = ∂ρa,ii (t + ∆t)/∂ρa,jj (t) 6=
wji . For long measurement times, the loss time constant reflects the smallest
relevant eigenvalue of the operator ωij = lim∆t→0 (wij − δij )/∆t; power-law behavior
results when this eigenvalue vanishes in the long-time limit as γ̃/t, and indicates an
absence of dynamic scale. The change in phase-volume in a single time-step is given
by det(w) - its second largest eigenvalue λ2 (representing the slowest process away
from equilibrium) is bounded by Cheeger’s- [86] and Bruger’s- inequalities through
the isoperimetric constant h as 1 − h2 /2 ≥ λ2 ≥ 1 − 2h - the vanishing constant
γ implies sub-exponential decay h ∼ t−γh , with 1 ≤ γh ≤ 2. The isoperimetric
constant represents the smallest surface-area to volume ratio of a discrete space
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(Fig. 3.8) of atomic states describing directed transport, and suggests a similar
underlying continuous geometric model without discretization.

Figure 3.8. Discrete Model of Hilbert Space. Geometrically, these are points of convexity
in a space in which the corresponding master-equation sets the distance between states;
such geometry must be defined covariantly through the effective gauge fields Aaµ
H and
Aaµ
,
which
completely
specify
the
dynamics.
Similar
ideas
used
in
a
continuous
sense
d
lead to an analog model for emergent quantum gravity.

This geometric bottle-necking can be understood on physical grounds as a nonequilibrium quantum effect. The thermal length scale for the gauge-field dynamics
is set by the thermal deBroglie wavelength λdb for a cooling atomic wavepacket.
Within λdb , excitations of the gauge-field should be related by unitary dynamics,
whereas points separated by more than λdb are related predominantly through
classical statistical correlations. The boundary between these regions, including
time as a coordinate, defines a type of horizon similar to that considered in blackhole physics, where the holographic principle was first discussed. This boundary
becomes sharp if, as there, the speed of propagation (group velocity) for unitary
dynamics vanishes. In both systems, this boundary must accelerate at some rate a;
the resonant vacuum modes in the atomic system then appear thermally occupied
at an Unruh temperature Tu = (~a/2πckB ), and a balance is achieved in the free
energy changes due to thermal entropy and the entropy of disorder. The relation
to gravity is not just cosmetic - through detailed modeling of this behavior (see
section 3.7), one may arrive at a Palatini formulation for general relativity in a set
of non-commutative coordinates describing optical modes and excitations of the
gauge field. The Higgs mechanism can be understood by mapping the dynamics
of the gauge-field onto a related two-dimensional conformal field theory, in which
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the dark-state cooling conditions appear effectively as a gauge potential acting on
the dynamics of a two-dimensional sheet. This gives mass to the gauge boson with
sufficiently compromised dark-state cooling, and exhibits a sudden transition to
masslessness with sufficiently dark terminal states, corresponding to vanishing flux
on the sheet. This transition is observable by varying the angle subtending the
optical pumping propagation axis and the external magnetic field (Fig. 3.9).

Figure 3.9. Higgs-like transition to scaling behavior. The number of atoms
retained in the disordered potential (corrected for vacuum lifetime) after varied holding
times and for varied orientation of magnetic and optical pumping fields are shown as
scatter points. The transition to scaling-law behavior (blue line, θ = 23 ± 2o ) is sharp,
representing a discrete transition between decay due to massive (exponential, timeconstant shown by green line) and massless (scale-invariant) gauge boson modes. Here,
θ represents the angle between the external magnetic field and optical pumping beam
propagation axis, which determines degree of decoupling of the dark state. Zero angle
corresponds to pure σ+ polarization, which maximally decouples the dark state. The
mesh surface shows a fit result from a model allowing for a crossover from exponential to
power law decay of varying width.
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3.5 Information Scaling
In the massless case, the Cardy formula [87] can be used to relate the variation of
thermal entropy and that of disorder, showing a type of dynamic equilibriation which
relates the associated disorder and thermal temperatures to a local gravitational
field strength (a dilaton field) - under such conditions, a holographic scaling law is
a natural outgrowth, relating scaling powers for degrees of freedom in the optical
potential and the dynamic evolution time. In fig. 3.10, we demonstrate such an
effect, observing a relation between the atom loss constant γ̃ and the information
scaling κ roughly consistent with κ − 2 = −z(γ̃ + 1), with a dynamic critical
exponent z = 1, suggesting the relevant scaling quantity is the informational
degrees of freedom per unit area. In the experiment we vary the mode content of
the multimode fiber by changing the angle and divergence of the input beam. Some
images of the intensity distribution is shown in Fig 3.11.
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Figure 3.10. Scaling behavior vs information content. Plot shows normalized loss curves
for different optical fiber mode content (corresponding to fourier-plane images shown in
false color), including equilibrated mode content (red,purple,orange κ = 0.54 ± 0.06), low
transverse-wavenumber excitation (blue κ = 0.41±0.07), and high transverse-wavenumber
(black κ = 0.52 ± 0.05, green κ = 0.53 ± 0.05). Inset shows loss scaling parameter γ̃
against κ.
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Figure 3.11. Images of the intensity distribution in the aperture (a,c,e) and imaging (b,d,f ) planes. Red, green, and blue
correspond to all, only low-K, and only high-K optical modes from the light potential, respectively. g, Scaling laws of the
information content of the corresponding figures in a-f. The exponential of the Shannon information, Fs , is calculated for each
point as a function of distance from the origin, `/2, constructed with all terms up to 10th order in the power series. The lines are
least-squares linear fits to log(Fs ) for ` between 40 nm and 3.6µm, which yield exponents, κ, of 0.53 ± 0.05 (red), 0.52 ± 0.05
(green), 0.41 ± 0.07 (blue). All possible κ from each combination of two points of log(Fs ) are shown in the inset; the error on the
fit was taken to be the standard deviation of this spread in slopes. Orange is a simulation with only the lowest 5% modes in K
retained with κ = 0.22 ± 0.03.

3.6 Additional Scaling
The scale invariance of the classical YM dynamics should be lost in the quantum
limit, as the coupling constant gA now introduces a preferred scale for the dynamic
evolution. To explore this regime, the experiment was repeated at a series of optical
pumping intensities for fixed experiment duration, see figure 3.12. The scaling of
retained number for sufficiently low intensities follows an apparent power-law form
λ
Nv ∼ Iop
, with λ = 0.5 ± 0.2 over two decades in intensity Iop . While not fully
understood, we note that the number of atoms retained follows roughly the same
~ ×A
~ d , which suggests the relevance
dependence as the dissipative flux density ∇
of a non-equilibrium version of “filling-factor." This is consistent with the picture
above, in which the dissipative flux associated with the dynamical gauge-field sets
a relevant scale for disorder.
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Figure 3.12. Variation of dissipative capture with pumping intensity. The number
of retained atoms after 5.1s is plotted against optical pumping intensity, calibrated to
scattering rate from the (bright) mF = 0 state. The red line is a power law fit of the
data, showing an exponent of 0.5 ± 0.2. Error bars show the standard deviation in the
mean along both axes, and the shaded region uncertainty in the power-law scaling.
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3.7 Gauge Field Model
3.7.1 Gauge Fixing in Path Integral
The dynamical gauge field can be fixed to this specific transformation using pathintegration

W [Abµ ] =

R

δ[Abµ − Ābµ ]

D[{a}]

Y

~i −
δ[E

X j j
~

b

Q

i

ai Ei (~x, t)]W [{a}],

(3.63)

j

where we express the electric fields in terms of individual mode amplitudes a, which
are taken to represent coherent state amplitudes, and the action in W [{a}] is given
R
j
by the Sa = dt(ȧi j∗ aji − ωij aj∗
i ai ) where a sum is implied over all three mode types
i (far-detuned, optical pumping, and vacuum modes class) and individual modes
j within each class. For the far-detuned modes Ef i and optical pumping mode
j
Eop we set ωi=,op
= 0, but for the vacuum modes the frequency of Eν is measured
relative to the coherent optical pumping mode frequency. Expressing the delta
function above through a fourier-transform, and absorbing a constant,

W [Abµ ] =

Z

j
D[{a}, j̃µb ] exp [i dt(ȧi j∗ aji − ωij aj∗
i ai )]

R

× exp (i d3 x dt[j̃µb (Abµ − Ābµ )])
R

(3.64)

we have, an Euler-Lagrange equation of motion from variation of Abµ as

a
c
∂ µ Fµν
+ ~gA abc Abµ Fµν

(3.65)

= j̃νa − jνa − 2gρ ρab Abν
These dynamics are not complete in the sense that they depend on as yet unspecified
dynamics of the mode amplitudes {ai } through j̃ bµ . Rather than develop a second
equation of motion, which would result in full deterministic evolution of the coupled
atom-optical system (with a vanishing field curvature as a consequence of the
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“pure gauge" represented by Ābµ ), we integrate-out the modes {av } corresponding to
the vacuum modes of the pumping process. We separate the pumping-dependent
terms from the gauge term Ābµ , such that the pumping-dependent portion of the
Lagrangian density becomes

LD ≈ j̃µb ĀbDµ [{aν }] +

X

|Eνj |2 ajν (i∂t − ωνj )aj∗
ν /c,

(3.66)

j

where ĀbDµ is the first order correction to Ābµ at low coherent optical pumping mode
strength aop .
It is helpful to first define

∂ Āµ
= iaop [∂µ ∂aop log U ]aop =0
aop →0 ∂aop

ĀDµ = aop lim

(3.67)

and split the rotation U1 = U1δ U1B into two parts, first rotating the hyperfine spin
~ and subsequently into the direction n̂F through
axis locally into the direction of B,
U1δ . A similar split for U2 leads to a simpler expression for ĀDµ as

ĀDµ = aop ∂µ [∂aop U2δ U2B U1δ (U2B )−1 ]aop =0

(3.68)

which reduces to

ĀDµ = ∂µ [−

2td ~
(D · B̂)(F~ · B̂) − Ω̃]
~

(3.69)

where Ω̃ represents the effect of measurement back-action on the non-commuting
components F y,z in an “interaction-representation," due to the local differential
rotation δθF , δφF , of the hyperfine spin axis away from the direction specified by B~
~ Explicitly,
due to D.

~ ~

Ω̃ = e−igB·F t/~ e2i(F

y δθ +F z δφ )/~
F
F
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~ ~

eigB·F t/~ − 1

(3.70)

~ ~

~ ~

~ ~

≡ e−igB·F t/~ e2iF ·δθF /~ eigB·F t/~ − 1
~

~

~

~

= e2i(δθF +gtB×δθF )·F /~ − 1
and
ĀDµ =

~
~
2d ~
~ − B̂ · D
~ B̂)t − D − B̂ · DB̂ ]
F · ∂µ [(B̂ × D
~
gB

(3.71)

Due to the SU(2) and U(1) symmetries, the local gauge transformation may
be written using the same “extended" index b = 0...3, with F 0 /~ representing
the hyperfine spin identity operator, and the remaining three indices the SU(2)
generators F x,y,z in a form

ĀDµ =

ĀbDµ F b /~

X

(3.72)

b=0...3

This can be written concisely as

ĀcDµ = ∂µ [Gcrk Σrk
op ]

(3.73)

†k
rk
j∗ r
j k
†r
where Σrk
j Σop,j =
j (av Eop Ev,j + av Ev,j Eop ) is the spatial components of
op =
the stress-energy tensor for the optical pumping field, and

P

P

Gcrk =

2d~ krc
( + δkr δc0 )
gB

− 2d~(irc + δir δc0 )(tijk B̂ j + (
≡

c
0 Grk

(3.74)
1
− t)B̂ i B̂ k )
gB

+ 1 Gcrk t

The field ĀbDµ depends linearly on the vacuum mode amplitudes ajν (t), and the path
integration can be written as a gaussian in ajν . To understand the contributions
from j̃µb , it is convenient to first integrate the action by parts based on the Eq 3.66,
obtaining
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SD =

Z

+

bµ
d4 x Gbrk Σrk
op (δSµ − ∂µ )j̃

X

(3.75)

|Eνj |2 ajν (i∂t − ωνj )aj∗
ν /c

j

where δSµ is the µth component of the unit normal at the bounding surface of the
integration.
The quantity δ ρ̃b = (δSµ − ∂µ )j̃ bµ can be interpreted within the bulk as the
deviation of the Langevin current j̃µb from local conservation (and on the bounding
surface S as a flux). We intend to create a description of the dynamics of this
system which does not include detailed information regarding the scattered optical
pumping light - integrating out the dynamics of the mode amplitudes ajν achieves
this, and gives an alternate description using a condensed set of physical parameters,
including a dynamical gauge field and its evolution according to a modified view of
the underlying coordinate system. We implement this by reformulating the field in
terms of a local ‘Bogoliubov-Fourier’ transform

ajν (t) =

Z

k∗
d4 ηd4 x0 Ev,j
(x0 )δ(t − t0 )uki βi (ηµ )

(3.76)

where the uki [ηµ , xµ ] with i = (0, 1) represent spatial ‘wave-functions’ of generalized
momenta ηµ , we take β1 = β0∗ to represent anomalous coupling of the vacuum
annihilation operator avj to creation operators β1 [ηµ ], and will later perform pathintegration over the new amplitudes βi .
In order to account for Unruh-like effects using the mode structures ukj (defined
explicitly below), in which unoccupied modes appear occupied in an accelerated
coordinate system, we choose the dependence on the coordinates to enter through
a new, smooth and conformally-mapped, complex coordinate system x̄µ [xν ] - we
choose this in the spirit of understanding Unruh effects through analytic continuation
of the action of the hamiltonian into Lorentz boosts, and will take the complex
part of the new coordinates to generate anomalous couplings using a specific form
of ukj [ηµ , xµ ] below.
We further choose the corresponding metric tensor hiµν (with i = 0, 1 representing
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the metric and its conjugate) to satisfy
(det hi )1/2 = Ḡbi δ ρ̃b

(3.77)

r k∗
r∗ k
u2 ) and Ḡb1 = Ḡb∗
u1 + Eop
where Ḡb0 = Gbrk (Eop
0 .
The quantity Ḡb1 then represents a sum of ‘cooling’ and anomalous absorbtion
processes, in which either a pumping photon is absorbed and re-emitted into an
unoccupied vacuum mode, or a photon is absorbed from the apparently thermally
occupied vacuum mode by an accelerating atom and emitted into the pumping
beam. The quantity Ḡb0 represents the unitary opposite of these processes. With
this definition, the dissipative part of the action can then be written in a simple,
more geometric form

SD =

Z

d4 η [vi βi + βi κij [η] βj ]

√
R
R
with vi = d4 x̄i = d4 x −hi exp (φi ) the volume in the new coordinates x̄i , and
under a condition

Z

k∗
k
d4 x σijx [ukl (η1 x)∂t uk∗
i (η2 x) − ui (η2 x)∂t ul (η1 x)]

≡ −iκlj [η1 ]δ(η1 − η2 )

(3.78)

for some function κ, which ensures the “diagonality" in η, and permits the β to
be integrated out of the path integral (conditions under which this is possible are
discussed below). This leads to an effective action

eff
SD
=

Z

1
d4 η (vi κ−1
ij vj − c̄i κij cj )
2

(3.79)

where we have included the change-in-measure associated with the determinant
of the operator κ through anti-commuting Grassmann numbers ci [η] and c̄i [η],
representing so-called ‘ghost’ modes - while these are decoupled from the dynamics
at the classical level, we include them in order to retain the well-behaved quantized
path integration we began with - the function κij [η] can now be recognized as the
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propagator for ghost modes with momenta and energy ηµ in a Yang-Mills picture.
The inverse of this operator also relates the dynamical gauge field to the Langevin
current. Restoring the original coordinates in the integration,

eff
SD

=

Z

d4 x1 d4 x2 δ ρ̃b [x1 ]Vρ̃bc [x1 , x2 ]δ ρ̃c [x2 ]

with an effective interaction

Vρ̃bc [x1 , x2 ] =

Z

c
d4 η Ḡbi [x1 , η] κ−1
is Ḡs [x2 , η]

(3.80)

returning to j̃µ , and integrating again by parts,

eff
SD

=

Z

≡

d4 x1 d4 x2 (∂µ(1) ∂ν(2) Vρ̃bc [x1 , x2 ])j̃µb [x1 ]j̃νc [x2 ]
Z

d4 x j̃µb Abµ
j̃

(3.81)

where one can view the dynamical gauge field Aj̃ generated by the Langevin current
j̃ as

Abµ
[x] =
j̃

Z

d4 xs (∂µ(x) ∂ν(xs ) Vρ̃bc [x, xs ])j̃νc [xs ]

(3.82)

3.7.2 Soft Fixing and BRST Symmetry
Generally, one expects the preferred field Ābµ
c breaks gauge symmetry and introduces
massive bosonic excitations for the fields Abµ . While this is generally true, under
certain cases closely connected to the presence of a dark state, a limited form of
gauge symmetry can be restored. To see this, it is helpful to bring the action found
above into a more standard form by scrutinizing the change in measure induced by
removal of the detailed dynamics of the optical pumping fields. The fluctuation of
the Langevin current j̃ is reminiscent of the additional current [88] associated with
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softly fixed gauge conditions - this can be seen by associating the Langevin current
j̃µa [x] ≡ ∂µ ba [x]

(3.83)

with the divergence of a set of scalar fields ba [x] (Nakanishi–Lautrup fields). Integrating equation 3.81 by parts and combining with the original action,

Z

Sξ =

d4 x [ba ∂µ (Aaµ − Āaµ
c )

c
− c̄a ∂µ (δac ∂ µ + gA abc (Abµ − Ābµ
c ))c

+ ba [x]

Z

d4 x0 bb [x0 ]ξ ab [x, x0 ]]

(3.84)

where we have introduced transformed ghost fields

c̄a [x] =
a

c [x] =

Z

d4 η c̄ uai [η, x] c̄i [η]

Z

d4 η c uai [η, x] ci [η]

(3.85)

and the functions c̄ uai and c uai are chosen such that

0

κlj [η]δ(η − η ) =

Z

c
0
d4 x c̄ ual [x, η]∂µ (δac ∂ µ + gA abc (Abµ [x] − Ābµ
c [x])) c uj [x, η ] (3.86)

When such a choice is possible, BRST symmetry [88–91] is satisfied, such that the
action is invariant under the variation

a a a
δΨ = δ(Aaµ − Āaµ
c , c̄ , c , b ) = λQΨ

(3.87)

c a
abc b c
= λ (∂µ ca + gA abc (Abµ − Ābµ
c c , 0)
c )c , b , gA 

which mixes bosonic fields (ba , Aa ) with fermionic fields (ca , c̄a ) with a scale set by
an infinitesimal anti-commuting parameter λ.
Provided BRST symmetry can be maintained for the complete action, renormalization to large length and time scales may be achieved, even in the presence of
the symmetry-breaking term Āaµ
c . Note that the action is invariant (closed) under
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BRST, such that QL = 0, which can be seen from the fact that these terms are
BRST-exact

L = Qc̄a (∂µ (Aaµ − Āaµ
c )+

Z

d4 x0 bb [x0 ]ξ ab [x, x0 ])

(3.88)

combined with the fact that the BRST operator is nilpotent, Q2 = 0.
The final term in the action 3.84 may be interpreted as a soft condition setting
a
the gauge ∂µ (Aaµ − Āaµ
c ) to zero through the auxiliary fields b [x], which fluctuate
against a ‘stiffness’ given by

ξ ab [x1 , x2 ] = 1 2 Vρ̃ab [x1 , x2 ]
=

Z

b
d4 η 1 Ḡai κ−1
is 2 Ḡs

(3.89)

with the d’Alembertian (combined with a surface term) for the xi coordinate
i = (δSµ − ∂µ(i) )∂ (i)µ . It is important to note that this stiffness is itself a function
of the ba [x] through j̃µa in the functions Ḡai [η] and κis [η], and the gauge-fixing
contains higher powers than quadratic in ba [x] and its derivatives. If the ba [x] were
integrated-out of the action, this would lead to terms higher than quadratic in
Aaµ [x] and its derivatives, and would produce a contribution to the kinetic energy
associated with the non-abelian field Aadµ [x] = Aaµ [x] − Aacµ [x].
As a simple example, in the case ξ ab [x, x0 ] → ξ0 δ(x − x0 ), with small ξ0 , Landau
gauge conditions would be strongly enforced with a locally preferred gauge condition
∂µ Abµ = ∂µ Ābµ
c in a more-or-less standard picture. The general case can be seen as
a type of Rξ -gauge fixing suitable for gauge fields produced by a natural system,
in which correlation is to be expected over some length-scale, and gauge-fixing
conditions are naturally softened by the dynamics of the external body. Unlike the
case for the standard model electroweak interaction, off-diagonal elements in ξ ab
couple the U (1) symmetry to SU (2), and despite the fact that that the U (1) sector
is abelian and decoupled from the SU (2) through the structure constant abc , all
excitations can acquire mass through this term unless ξ 0b = ξ b0 = 0 for all b 6= 0.
Under this latter condition, the U (1) fields are completely decoupled, and partial
gauge symmetry may be restored, in which case a single component of the gauge
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field would lose its mass.
It is helpful to understand this on a more geometric footing - the gauge-fixing
action represented by ξ ab has its origin in the action determined by products of
‘volume’ elements vi [η] corresponding the coordinates x̄i [η] - the tensor field ξ ab [x, x0 ]
reflects the (non-)local contributions to the total squared-volume vi vj due to spin
components a, b as well as their correlations - one can view the tensor aspect as
necessary to describe the local volume as due to an ‘internal space’ representing spin
dynamics and whose value reflects a contribution to the Fadeev-Popov determinant.
This is made clear by the constraint assumed above for the volume form vi ,

q

hi = Ḡbi bb

(3.90)

The volume can be calculated from the coordinates x̄i [x] by first using a NambuGoto form and introducing an auxiliary dynamical metric i gµν [η, x] to convert it
into the form of a Polyakov action

vj =

Z

0
√
d4 x gj gjµν h̄jσσ0 ∂µ x̄σj ∂ν x̄σj =

Z

√
d4 x gj hµjµ

(3.91)

0

where h̄σσ is a flat metric in the higher-dimensional Riemannian space with σ =
1...N , the metric determinant gj = det(j gµν ), and j hµµ represents the contraction of
µν
with the transform metric j hµν induced from the σ-coordinates as
jg
0

j hµν

∂ x̄σj j ∂ x̄σj
=
h̄ 0
∂xµ σσ ∂xν

(3.92)

The constraint can be imposed by introducing a dilaton field φj [η, x] through a
Lagrange multiplier χj [η, x] = exp(φj ) and adding to the action

Sφ = i

Z

√
d4 x d4 η [ gj hµjµ − Ḡbj bb ] χj [η, x]

(3.93)

showing that the NL-fields bb [x] couple linearly to the exponential of the dilaton field
φi [η, x]. This has an important consequence, in that the natural Rζ gauge-fixing
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couples the fluctuations of the dissipative gauge field Abµ
d [x] within its gauge orbit
to the dilaton field. This suggests that, within this model, the modification of
measure in a path-integration associated with the Fadeev-Popov volume of the
gauge orbit is tied closely to the strength of the dilaton field. This will in turn below
be linked to local effects which resemble the dilaton-like components of gravitation.
It is important to stress that these effects are at least partially entropic in origin,
associated with the disregard of detailed dynamics of light-scattering modes.
It is natural then to ask if the dynamical gauge field Abµ
d and dynamical metric
j
gµν
obey the known equations of motion of gauge fields and gravity - for example,
whether the Einstein-Hilbert form of the action is obtained in any limit. To answer
this, we return in the next section to the remaining constraints introduced by
the coordinate transform above - under an appropriate redefinition of the action,
these constraints may also be automatically satisfied according to the associated
Euler-Lagrange equations.
Before continuing, we first interpret physically the appearance of two auxillary
metrics j g µν for j = 0, 1 associated to the coordinates and their conjugation.
This is related to the appearance of the volume-volume interaction appearing
above. The interpretation of this term changes somewhat if we consider the
combined set of coordinates as a higher-dimensional Hermitian manifold. In
this case, the dimensionality is in a sense doubled, and vi represent roots of
the total volume of the manifold. Likewise, the auxillary metrics j g µν resemble
complex roots of the Hermitian metric, similar to vielbeins, and the inverse of the
ghost-propagator appears effectively as a curvature tensor. As such, the j g µν are
insufficient to fully determine the structure of the higher-dimensional manifold with N total coordinates, it remains to specify another N quantities related to
the spin-connections. We will see these enter below through conditions fixing the
coordinate transforms x̄ in the form of Lagrange multipliers ΛµN . Finally, for a
Hermitian manifold, there is a natural sense of orientation to the volume form this is provided by a final set of four multipliers λis introduced to fix the form of
the ghost propagator κis . In this way, a single natural Kähler manifold structure is
assembled through the introduction of constraints above.
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3.7.3 The Unruh Effect and Gauge-Field Dynamics
The Unruh effect describes the apparent thermal occupation of a vacuum by an
accelerating observer - for an observer in a frame accelerated at a rate a, the
thermal energy scale is set by Tu = ~a/2πkB c0 , with c0 the maximal speed of
propagation of excitations of the vacuum. Typically, Unruh effects are considered
unobservably small due to the extreme accelerations necessary to achieve Kelvinscale temperatures with excitations at the speed of light. For the experiment here,
extremely low optical scattering rates are used, such that dispersive effects on the
slower λ-like transition for mf = 0, 1 lead to an effective speed of propagation [92]
naively on the order of Γc/Ω2c ∼ 10−12 c at the highest bright-state Rabi-frequencies
Ωc used. For Unruh temperatures comparable to the ultra-cold thermal scales on the
order of 100nK, this yields Unruh accelerations ranging over 0.1 − 10m/s2 . These
are comparable to the forces generated by the optical potential, and thus should
be included in the description. To be clear, the application of the Unruh effect
should not be considered surprising, since the combination of the slow-light-based
calculation above and the Unruh calculation simply state that a single photon recoil
of momentum is absorbed over a duration of order 1 − 100ms, which is roughly the
bright-state scattering rate.
Unruh effects can be considered geometric in nature, and can be captured
naturally by simple geometrically-motivated scattering modes as we describe below.
Thus, the dynamical gauge field is in some sense just an alternative method for
describing EIT-like interference effects in a multilevel system that takes into account
local variation of the optical fields. This treatment is helpful in cases, like here, that
considerable conservative motion occurs during the spontaneous photon scattering
process.
In the analysis above, both the interaction Vρ̃bc and the gauge stiffness ξ bc
above are determined by the structure of det κis [η], which in turn is limited by
the Bogoliubov-Fourier wave-functions uki (η, x) through the constraints above. It
is therefore helpful that explicit uki be chosen. We provide here first a somewhat
incomplete description, starting from simple plane-wave structures, and then introducing arguments based on the symmetries present in the light-scattering problem
constrained by conformality. We introduce the conformal constraint in order to
preserve scale-invariant dynamics already present in the action above.
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The most intuitive start is to use “plane-waves" in the new coordinates x̄[x]
introduced above, which imply definition of the ηµ as conserved quantities (energy
and momenta) associated with translation in the new coordinates. The complex form
of the new coordinates permits smooth connection to the anomalous Bogoliubov
amplitudes u2 as the coordinates are varied, in line with the Unruh effect and
associated analytic continuations. For simplicity, we first propose a short form to
illustrate the idea,

ukl

q
αk
x s µ
=
exp (iηµ (σtj ) x̄j + iπsl) × dµ,
2

(3.94)

where s is summed over the values 0, 1, αk is an amplitude, and dµ is a normalizing
measure. To understand this more easily, it is helpful to see these have the form

uk0 ∝ cosh(θ) exp (iφ)

(3.95)

uk1 ∝ sinh(θ) exp (iφ)

(3.96)

where the Bogoliubov angle θ = iηµ (x̄µ0 − x̄µ1 ) is given by the imaginary part of the
coordinates and φ = ηµ (x̄µ0 + x̄µ1 ) by the real.
It is helpful to bring mode expansions for the ghost and scattered light modes
into a similar form; for this reason we will consider below the quantity a ubi = Ḡbi ,
which is ’dressed’ by the gauge form to transform the polarization index into one
for spin, similar to the ghost mode structures c,c̄ ubi . Furthermore, for simplicity, we
will consider the real and complex parts of the coordinates A x̄σ as a set of eight
real-valued coordinates defining a higher-dimensional system, and condense the set
of indices (i, φ = c/c̄/a, b) with a single letter A.
Restricting the coordinate transforms x̄ to be smooth and conformal, however,
places surprisingly strong constraints on the form above. We will explore the complex
nature in a moment - first, for purely real coordinates, all such transformations would
be members of the conformal group SO(4, 2). While this group includes infinitesmal
generators Pµ for translation, and therefore suggests conserved momenta ηµ as used
above, it also includes generators Mµν for rotations and boosts to moving frames,
dilations D, and special conformal translations Kµ related to frame acceleration.
The three added generators M, D, K form a subgroup isomorphic to the Weyl group
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W , such that the full conformal group is a product of an internal Weyl subspace
and a Minkowski space M4 = SO(4, 2)/W - it is convenient to write the spatial
coordinates using a matrix form





x0 + x1 x2 + ix3 
Xαα0 = 
x2 − ix3 x0 − x1

(3.97)

in which case all conformal transformations may be written in the form

X̄ =

AX + B
CX + D

(3.98)

for 2 × 2 complex matrices A, B, C, D.
This representation is not unusual - for instance, it is used as a convenient
starting point for instanton and twistor formalisms, and is simply related to the
fact that all conformal mappings can be understood by manipulating a ‘product’ of
the local coordinates and the Weyl group representing an internal space. This also
suggests inclusion in the above of a larger set of conserved charges η̄σ associated with
incorporating the irreducible representation of the internal space, and extension of
the ‘coordinates’ to a larger set x̄iσ (where we still retain an index i for conjugation
of the complex coordinates, equivalent to a parity flip of a subset of coordinates in
the higher-dimensional representation). The plane wave expansion above may then
be generalized to a pair of Fourier expansions in a basis dual (in the Peter-Weyl
sense) to SO(4, 2) and represented by the η̄σ .
To incorporate the Unruh-like effects, the coupling between complex and real
coordinates used above must be accounted for, in a way which connects the special
conformal generator Kµ (representing acceleration) to the anomalous angle θ. A
similar approach is discussed in refs. [93,94], the first of which interestingly interprets
the Unruh effect as a ‘spontaneous breakdown of conformal symmetry’. There,
the SO(4, 2) group is extended into a complex representation U (2, 2), such that a
complex (Cartan) space D4 is obtained as a continuation of M4 . The modified form
of the conformal transformation 3.98 above, irreducible representations (depending
on a conformal dimension λ and two spin indices s1 , s2 ), and the transformation
of an associated wave-function with the associated normalization are reported
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there. The complex conformal group exhibits a symmetry under the combined
replacements Pµ ↔ Kµ and D ↔ −D; together these imply a (CPT) symmetry
under simultaneous exchange of proper time, parity, and conjugation of wavefunctions [94], which the authors have argued is also tantamount to Born-Reciprocity,
a point to which we will return in different language below.
The mode expansions for scattered pumping light a uki and (anti)-ghost modes
b
b
(c̄)c ui can each be expanded in a separate set of preferred coordinates as φ ui ∝
exp(iη̄σ x̄σiφb ), for each field φ = (a, a∗ , c, c̄). To bring the optical pumping modes
into a form similar to the ghost modes, we define

b
a us

r
x
k
x
= Gbrk Eop,t
σtf
a ug [x̄f ]σgs

(3.99)

and define all fields through coordinate transformations A x̄,

b
φ ui [η̄, x̄]

σ

= eiη̄σ x̄A

(3.100)

We include constraints that the physical momenta follow the ‘induced’ form ηµ =
η̄σ ∂ A x̄σ /∂xµ , and that the coordinates A x̄σ be determined by a fixed mapping
σ
A x̄ [x] defining a four-dimensional ‘surface’ S in the higher-dimensional space. It
is formally convenient to absorb these constraints as two additional ‘coordinates’

N
σ
σ
x̄N
A = −i log[δ (A x̄ − A x̄ [x])]
+1
x̄N
= −i log[δ 4 (ηµ − η̄σ ∂ A x̄σ /∂xµ )]
A

(3.101)
(3.102)

with corresponding momenta η̄ N = η̄ N +1 = 1, such that the implied sum over σ in
3.100 extends over σ = 0...N + 1, and define

b
φ ui [η, x] =

Z

dN η̄ dN x̄ φ ubi [η̄, x̄]

(3.103)

(note that the final coordinates x̄N (+1) are not integrated).
The constraints above, along with the desired volume forms, reduce to a Palatini
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form for the action in terms of the partial derivatives A eσµ = ∂ A x̄σ /∂xµ . It is helpful
to first break the transformations A x̄σ [xµ ] into two steps, A x̄jσ [xµ ] = A x̃jσ [A M j [xµ ]]
consisting of fixed ‘lifts’ A M j of xµ to the internal (j = 0), external (j = 1), and
constraint (j = 2) spaces, followed by continuous mappings A x̃jσ of those spaces
onto themselves. The existence of a covering group like the above assure the
transformation may be broken into these three sectors. The partial derivatives
jσ
jσ 0
can then be written A ejσ
µ = A Mµ A ẽσ 0 , which allows for an interpretation of the
jσ
jσ
jρ
as frame-fields or ‘vielbeins’, through the partial derivatives of
A ẽρ = ∂ A x̄ /∂ A x̃
the lifts A Mµjρ = ∂ A x̃jρ /∂xµ . This allows the action found above to be written in a
modified Palatini form

SP =

Z

0

0

0

ρρ
ρ̄ρ̄
σ
ρ
dN x̄ d4 η̄ [A ẽσρ B ẽσρ0 Pρ̄ρ̄
0 AB Ωσσ 0 + A ẽρ A Fσ ]

where A, B now represent sets (i, j, φ) condensing the labels for coordinate conjugation i, sector j and field φ. The quantity Ω may be viewed as representing a
curvature tensor, and takes its form from expansion of the ghost action above as

ρρ0
AA0 Ωσσ 0

0

= η̄jσ η̄j 0 σ0 c̄ai cai0 δ ρρ δφ,c̄ δφ0 ,c

(3.104)

and the contribution to the curvature from the volume constraint above is added
through the action of the operator P as

0

ρρ
Pρ̄ρ̄
0

0

= δAA0 δρ̄ρ δρ̄ρ0 +
0
√
iχj j g j g ρρ h̄ρ̄ρ̄0 p̂cc̄→aa ∂η̄jσ ∂η̄j0 σ0 ∂c̄ai ∂cai0

(3.105)

which exchanges the stress-energy associated with the ghost modes with a complex
curvature determined by the auxillary metric acting in the optical-pumping mode
space. Here, p̂cc̄→aa shifts the AB indices from ghost modes to optical pumping.
Classically, independent variation of the vielbeins and the spin-connections
(contributing to the form of Ω) for j = 0 are well-known to lead to an action
equivalent to the Einstein-Hilbert form, and thus the classical equations of motion
for general relativity. In the j = 1 sector, the Yang-Mills kinetic energy terms arise
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through spin-connects in a way similar to the Kaluza-Klein compactification. The
operator P , if its second term is of an appropriate form, leads to a self-dual or antidual formulation of gravity and gauge fields. If in this case, P is to be interpreted
as a type of dualization, it must be viewed as acting in the higher-dimensional
manifold specified the totality of all coordinate systems A.
The final term F in the action above goes beyond the Palatini form, arising from
two sources. The first is contributed by the ghost propagtor’s covariant derivative,

ρ
(φ=c̄,i,j) Fσ

= Mµjρ η̄σ abc Abµ c̄a cc

(3.106)

and represents three-leg gauge-ghost vertices, with the attachment of an antighost
vielbein.
A second contribution arises from fixing the form of the ghost propagator κis to
the form κ̄is determined above by the optical pumping fields. To implement this,
we introduce a lagrange multiplier λis [η, x] and add to the action iλis (κis − κ̄is ).
The first term is equivalent to replacing the ghost amplitudes cai cas with cai cas + iλis ,
and the second introduces a term linear in the vierbeins to the action through

ρ
A=(φ=a,i,j) Fσ

= −iλisA M0ρ η̄σ

(3.107)

In total, the action is then constructed from

S = SP + Sφ + Sξ0 + Sψ0

(3.108)

where Sξ0 discards the middle term of Sξ as defined above, and Sψ0 is second-order
in the covariant derivatives of ψ. While it would be possible to study this model
in detail (including necessities we have not included here, such as accounting for
gauge-equivalence in the vielbein definitions), we will find it easier to map this
problem onto boundaries of a two-dimensional space formed by consideration of
the j = 2 coordinates.
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3.7.4 Constraint Space as a Two-Dimensional Conformal Field
Theory
In Palatini formulations of gravity, the vielbeins ẽ are treated as degrees-of-freedom.
This is natural for the internal and external coordinates j = 0, 1, but merits special
consideration in the constraint space j = 2, where we have given the coordinates
values defining, for σ = N , a specific coordinate transform, and, for σ = N + 1,
conservation of momentum.
At the outset, defining coordinates this way appears ill-posed, as only the “point"
N
A x̄ → −i∞ carries direct meaning for the coordinate transform A x̄, and labels the
entirety of the surface A x̄[x]. Likewise, only divergent values of the coordinate A x̄N +1
appear a priori relevant, representing strict momentum conservation. Though only
their common divergence then would seem to have meaning, Heisenberg uncertainty
suggests otherwise; fixing A x̄N would imply all normal coordinates are known,
and thus lead to arbitrarily large fluctuations of the normal momentum. Thus
non-divergent values of A x̄N and A x̄N +1 must also be considered in their motion.
Treating the constraint-space vielbeins on equal footing as the other two sectors
requires introduction of a constraint in the form of an additional lagrange multiplier
µ
A ΛN (+1) in the action

N
SΛ = iA ΛµN (A eN
µ − ∂µA x̄ [xµ ])

SΛ =

+1
iA ΛµN +1 (A eN
µ

− ∂µA x̄N +1 [xµ ])

(3.109)
(3.110)

which fixes the vielbeins to the values

δσN (A x̄σ −A x̄σ [x])
δ N (A x̄σ −A x̄σ [x])
δ 4 (ηµ − η̄σA eσµ )
= −iη̄σ ∂ν A eσµ ν4
δ (ηµ − η̄σA eσµ )

∂µA x̄N = −iA eσµ
∂µA x̄N +1

(3.111)
(3.112)

It is revealing that the first of these relates the normal vector of the surface
σ
A x̄ [x] to the vielbeins in all sectors, while the second relates spin-connections
defined through the derivatives ∂ν A eσµ to a four-dimensional vector tangent to the
surface. These are reminiscent of Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions
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familiar from string-theoretical pictures, in which the gauge field is determined by
the motion of the endpoint of an open string tied to the surface of a membrane.
With some effort, it can be shown this is not just cosmetic. The delta-function
derivatives above may be viewed more generally as expectation values for differential
operators using a common distribution function ∆,

∂
i∆
∂ A x̄σ
∂
∂µA x̄N +1 = −iη̄σ ∂ν A eσµ h
i∆
∂ A p̄ν
Y
δ N (A x̄σ −A x̄σ [x]) × δ 4 (ηµ − η̄σA eσµ )
∆ =
∂µA x̄N = −iA eσµ h

=

ZA

D[

Y

A pσ , A xσ , A p̄ν ]δ(A p̄ν

(3.113)
(3.114)

− ην + η̄σA eσν )

A

exp

X

2πi[A pσA x̄σ + A xν A p̄ν ]

A

where we have defined the quantity A p̄ν and constrained it to the value η̄ν − η̄σA eσν ,
and offset the A x̄σ by the value of A x̄σ [x]. We have chosen the names for the
Lagrange multipliers p and x, and the form of action above, to be suggestive of
Born-reciprocity.
A more convenient coordinate system can be constructed by bringing the
divergences of A x̄N to finite values through σA = tan−1 (iA x̄N ). While the endpoint
σA = π/2 is maximally relevant in determining the surface location, the endpoint
at σA = −π/2 is maximally irrelevant; we consider connection of this irrelevant
point to another for a second surface B by forming paired coordinates

σAB = θ(σAB )(π + σA + σB ) − (π/2 + σA )

(3.115)

where θ is a heaviside function. The new coordinate σAB takes the value −π on the
surface A and π on surface B, and otherwise represents either of A/B x̄N according
to its sign. In this way, the coordinates σ form a (Chan-Patton-like) matrix of
affine parameters for curves connecting surfaces in pairs. A similar construct τAB
can be made using the x̄N +1 coordinates, taking the values ±π when momentum is
conserved on the A/B surfaces.
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It is convenient to group the variables in the action also pairwise by introducing
functions of the form

AB x̄

σ

[σAB , x] = A x̄σ δ[σAB + π] + B x̄σ δ[σAB − π]

AB p̄
AB x
AB p

ν

σ

ν

[x, τAB ] = A p̄ν δ[τAB + π] + B p̄ν δ[τAB − π]

[x, τAB ] = A xσ δ[τAB − π] + B xσ δ[τAB + π]

[σAB , x] = A pν δ[σAB − π] + B pν δ[σAB + π]

defined now only at the points σ = ±π and τ = ±π. The distribution can now be
written more simply as

∆ =

Z

−1 4
σ
D[pσ , xµ , p̄ν ]∆−1
p ∆x δτ =±π (p̄ν − ην I + η̄σ eν )

exp (

i Z
d
d
dσdτ Tr[ (pσ x̄σ ) + (xν p̄ν )])
2
4Na
dσ
dτ

where we have suppressed the A/B matrix indices, I is the matrix identity in the
A/B space, Na its dimension, and the trace is taken over the matrix products
of pσ x̄σ and xν p̄ν . Note also that we have taken advantage of the full derivative
R
to introduce integration over τ and σ. The factors of ∆p = D[pσ ] account for
the increase in measure of the functional integral by introducing interior points
pσ [σ] for −π < σ < π, which do not affect the integrand. All such functions
must by definition be antisymmetric in σ under transposition of the Chan-Patton
indices. Finally, note that the partial derivative eσν (only presently defined at the
values τ = ±π) has also been extended to a matrix form - this implies generally
0
noncommutative relations [eσµ , eσµ0 ] 6= 0, and becomes relevant if the same form is
also used to represent the Palatini action.
Since the surface normals form an N − 4 dimensional subspace, it is simpler
to group the multipliers πσ = (xµ , pσ0 ) into an N −dimensional vector, and form a
corresponding vector qσ = (ην I − η̄σ eσν , x̄σ0 ). In these variables, the distribution can
be written concisely as
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∆ =

Z

D[πσ , g̃] ∆g

exp

Z

Tr[

(3.116)

i
1
d(πσ q σ ) − χ ? (dπ σ ) ∧ dπσ ]
2
4Na
2

with d the exterior derivative on the (σ, τ ) space, ? the hodge dual, and ∧ the
exterior product. Note that integration is now also taken over the two-dimensional
metric g̃, which in combination with the final term of the exponent, accounts for
the measure of integration over interior points; we will assume det (g̃) = 1, and
introduce Weyl-like scalings through the dilaton field χ, which must coincide with
that introduced above to match the boundary values. The Fadeev-Popov factor ∆g
appears due to gauge symmetry in g̃. Aside from the matrix-nature of the variables,
the form for ∆ above is equivalent to that described in [95] for a bosonic string.
There, it was noted that completing integration over π σ results in the standard
Polyakov action with coordinates q σ and an inverted coupling constant χ, while
introducing an integration over q σ results in a Polyakov action in π σ - a realization
of T-duality. Therefore, perhaps not surprisingly, there is motivation for use of these
ideas without a priori postulation of string-like object, but only beginning from
a description of gauge field dynamics and considering the simultaneous definition
of preferred coordinates and momenta. The advantage is that non-perturbative
techniques in string theory, such as renormalization-group methods for background
fields, T- and S-duality, are now directly applicable to these problems; it is also
convenient that two-dimensional conformal field theory may be applied to the fields
x̄σ defined on the (σ, τ ) coordinate space.
The two ends of this problem, the gravitational-/gauge dynamical- picture
R
based on path-integration Z = D[ẽ] exp (S) of the action S[∆] above, and the
two-dimensional dynamical distribution ∆[ẽ] are coupled through the evolution of
the vielbeins ẽ, such that the two distributions Z[∆] and ∆[Z] are co-dependent.
Since the coupling of Z to ∆ is through expectation values of momenta and position
associated with the A x̄, and the coupling of ∆ to Z is through the associated vielbeins
A ẽ, a natural method of approximately decoupling these problems is to introduce
expansions of these quantities in their moments defined by each distribution.
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3.7.5 Holography and Effects on Excitation Masses
The picture of T-duality is particularly useful in understanding how dark-state
conditions can lead to a discrete (topological) change in non-equilibrium behavior
from the microscopic level. Generally, the energy-momentum relation of excitations
of a string are given discretely by its winding numbers m along compact dimensions,
and its integral n number of phase windings in the fourier-decomposition of AB x̄σ
along its length σ. T-duality asserts (for the bosonic string) that the same energymomentum relation will be found on combined exchange m ↔ n, exchange of the
q σ fields for a dual set, and a specific inversion of the coupling-constant χ and
length of the compact dimensions. Finally, for open strings as above, Neumann
and Dirichlet boundary conditions are exchanged. The field π σ above can be seen
as the field dual to q σ , and thus if it experiences a change which would alter these
discrete numbers, the excitation spectrum is changed.
The coordinate transform introduced for normal-mode scattering of optical
pumping light above introduces an extra factor in the constraint sector for the
r
coordinate A x̄N related to the amplitude Oa of the prefactors Grk and Eop
. The
N
corresponding coordinate A x̄ with A = (φ = a, i) therefore enters everywhere
offset by the value i log Oa , making it convenient to absorb the offset into the
constraint-space description. Since the effect enters only through the expectation
values against the distribution ∆, it is clear this is equivalent to a local shift of the
value of the multiplier

πσ [σ, τ ] → πσ +

i ∂Oa µ
e
Oa ∂xµ σ

(3.117)

which is tantamount to a gauge field derived from the extension of Oa [xµ ]

ασβ = ∂β

i ∂Oa µ
e [σ, τ ]
Oa ∂xµ σ

(3.118)

introduced into the two-dimensional conformal field theory for the fields π σ [σ, τ ]
(β indexes the 2D coordinates (σ, τ )). Since the only physically-relevant points for
these expectation values lie on the boundary at σ, τ = ±π, it is natural to expect
the impact of this term can be understood through a line-integral of this quantity
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tracing the boundary of the constraint space. This is apparent above, as the first
term in the ‘action’ defining ∆ is a boundary term. Due to the shift of π σ , this
P
contributes Sh = − σ ihσ /4Na2 , where

σ

h =

I
∂Σ

αβσ · d`β

(3.119)

Through the definition of q σ , we can see that the integral over the boundary ∂Σ
of the constraint space Σ is equivalent to some set of loops A ∂Σσ (σ, τ ) in the full
coordinate systems A x̄σ . This demarcates the boundary of the two-dimensional
system, and lies within one (or two for off-diagonal elements of q) of the surfaces A.
Since these are themselves parameterized by xµ , the loops can be projected into
the original coordinates as ∂Σµ [σ, τ ] by inverting the original transforms A x̄σ [xµ ].
Equivalently then, the contribution from the constraint space to the full action is
given by integrals of the gauge-like quantity α related to the dynamical gauge-field
Ā. These may be viewed equivalently as (Wilson-like) loops in real space, or as
loops along the boundary of the two-dimensional field theory in the constraint
space. The geometry of the loops arise dynamically according to the variation of
the vielbeins ẽ. The field structure αβσ , however, is defined by the arrangement of
optical pumping fields and external magnetic fields through Oa .
Alternatively, the effect of these loops can be understood from the interior of
the constraint space σ, τ . To do this, one must extend not only eσµ to the interior
points, but also Oa [xµ ] by some suitably smooth mapping, and thereby define some
area Σµ [σ, τ ] filling the interior of the loop ∂Σµ , and parameterizing it by σ and
τ . Naturally, we will require that the area chosen, and its parameterization, are
immaterial to our results. In this way, we might expect discrete values of hσ to
represent flux quanta of the gauge-field αβσ , and we might expect their effect to
enter through a ‘filling factor’ of flux through ∂Σ. The natural choice for Σµ [σ, τ ]
is one which follows the form of eσµ [σ, τ ], such that ∂µ Σσ [σ, τ ] = eσµ [σ, τ ].
At a base level, the Virasoro algebra representing the two-dimensional field
theory is altered by the introduction of additional terms in the stress-energy tensor
T (z) due to topological defects in αβσ

0
Tαβ (z) = Tαβ
(z) + αασ αβσ + αβσ ∂α π σ + αασ ∂β πσ
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(3.120)

Where T 0 is the standard result from the unmodified Polyakov action. As a result,
the Noether-currents associated with any operator O are modified along with the
associated Ward identities. As a result, the generators Ln

1 I
Ln =
dz z n+1 Tzz (z)
2πi

(3.121)

are shifted and the ground state |0i modified such that L0 |0i =
6 0 (here Tzz is
decomposed in the basis of z).
Not all flux of αβσ are necessarily relevant to the gauge-boson dynamics. The
excitation modes of a string corresponding to gauge-field dynamics are given by
vertex operators of the fields q σ [95] as

V ∼

Z
∂Σ

ds ζa : ∂z q a exp (iησγ q σ ) :

(3.122)

where ζa is a polarization vector, the sum over index a is restricted to directions
parallel to the surface, the derivative ∂z is taken with respect to z = exp (iσ − τ ),
and the :: imply normal ordering in τ . While the constraint of Weyl-invariance
normally restricts gauge-bosons to zero-mass ησγ η γσ = 0 [96], the presence of αβσ with
non-vanishing field curvature implies a shift to the corresponding n and m, generally
lifting this condition and giving the gauge boson mass. If, through manipulation of
Oa , this defect is removed, the massless condition is restored. A similar statement
may be made concerning conditions on transversivity of polarization ζ a ηaγ = 0,
which is, in the absence of the offset, a result of requiring the operator above to
be primary. An excellent viewpoint for this was suggested by ref. [95], in which a
T-dual vertex was introduced, equivalent here to

?

V ∼

Z
∂Σ

ds ζb : ∂z π

b

exp (iησγ

I

?dπ σ ) :

(3.123)

zi

The effect of a puncture introduced by the shift of πq at zi is then to introduce an
associated winding number about zi .
All such winding numbers are dynamically determined through the product
of vielbeins through eσµ and the form of Oa . Since the eσµ are dynamical, one
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might speculate that the presence of defects in α is simply canceled by considering
integration over a different class of eσµ with opposing defects. To affect the dominant
form of mass, there must be some form of preference for the vielbeins eσµ according
to their defect structure. This preference can be seen by considering the effective
change in variables introduced in the representation of pumping scattering modes
through eq. 3.99. We assume for the moment, that this relation is achieved through
a change-of-variable in writing the uki and ubi in simple exponentiated forms as
described above, and consider the change in measure associated in moving from
dynamical variables Ā eσµ to A eσµ , where the Ā system represents a set of coordinates
Ā x̄ indexed by vacuum-mode polarization k instead of the spin-index b. The relation
0
can be found by differentiating eq. 3.99 once each with respect to xµ and η̄ σ ,

σ
A eµ

= (Ā eσµ − i(1 + η̄σ0 ∂η̄σ̄0 )−1 ∂η̄σ̄ ∂µ )Jkb

(3.124)

where Jkb is a local jacobian written in operator form as

σ

σ

x x iη̄σ (Ā x̄g −A x̄s )
r
σtf
σgs e
Jkb = Gbrk Eop,t

(3.125)

In this way, the measure of the path-integration Z (proportional to 1/ det J) can
be directly tied to the effective gauge field αβσ - the second term in 3.124 for σ = N
contributes a shift of the constraint vielbein through

αβσ = eµσ i∂β (1 + η̄σ0 ∂η̄σ̄0 )−1 ∂η̄σ̄ ∂µ Jkb

(3.126)

It is important to note that the coordinates qσ are not dynamical variables of the
action defining ∆, but rather ∆[qσ ] is functionally dependent on them. Generically,
this represents the interaction between the two-dimensional field theory defined by ∆
and the full action S above. In general, this is complicated to solve. To understand
the coarse behavior of the system from ∆ alone, we assume that the effect of the
‘mean values’ of the fluctuating qσ can be understood as a nonlinear-sigma model
arising from a ‘background’ fields corresponding to a metric Gµν , dilaton Φ and
torsion fields Hµνρ (modified by a Born-Infeld term for the gauge fields described
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below) in a more-or-less standard picture of a bosonic string [96]. This replacement
would be consistent with the dynamics determined by S only if its low-energy
equivalent action coincided with that predicted by the variation of S over the
variables in qσ . Since both pictures represent formulations of gauge-fields coupled
to gravity, it is likely this can be made true. Unlike more fundamentally-inspired
pictures, this consistency can be directly checked by demanding the means predicted
by the distributions ∆ and Z agree, and constraints placed on the model through
them - in this way, the corresponding background fields defined through g, Λ and
λ above should be directly related to background fields G, Φ, H. We reserve this
connection for future studies.
To produce the equivalent field αβσ affecting the two-dimensional theory, the
background torsion must be chosen appropriately, accounting for the offset Sh to
the effective action. Due to the presence of a natural short length scale cutoff µ
at the scattered light wavelength, there is reason to believe that arbitrarily small
spatial loops Cx̄ will eventually fail to provide the same results as large loops, and
thus short-time behavior of the evolution will depend on this cutoff. In the opposite
limit of the longest time-scale behavior, however, one can ask if a well-defined limit
point can be achieved in which the dynamic behavior is not dependent on this
cutoff. For this, one can demand that the associated beta functions [96] vanish at
a fixed point of flow to larger µ. At the fixed point, the background metric Gµν
and associated Ricci scalar R, dilaton Φ and torsion tensor Hµνρ must satisfy the
equations of motion of the effective Einstein-Hilbert action

(1)
S∆

∝

Z

√
dN π −Ge−2Φ (R − Hµνρ H µνρ + 4∂µ Φ∂ µ Φ)

combined with a low-energy action generalizing the Born-Infeld action for a nonAbelian gauge field with curvature Fdµν , which for small fields may be written [96]

(2)
S∆

∝

Z

d4 π σ

(3.127)
0

0

0

Tr[Fdµν Fdµν /4 + Dµ π σ Dµ π σ − Vπ (π σ )]
where Dµ is the covariant derivative associated with Abµ
d .
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It is worth mentioning that a similar mechanism is known to occur in supersymmetric Yang-Mills and instanton [78] pictures, in which the Higgs mechanism is
associated with the separation of otherwise coincident D-branes, and does not rely
on the presence of gravitational terms as were unavoidable above. In those cases,
the potential energy of the surfaces corresponding to AB π σ is restricted by T-duality,
P
0
00
and is, as above, equal to Vπ = σ0 σ00 Tr[π σ , π σ ]2 /2 for summation over directions
σ 0 , σ 00 normal to the surface. Within the zero-energy subspace obtained by choosing
commuting coordinates, the gauge boson mass is determined by the middle term
(2)
of S∆ as proportional to the surface separations |A π σ −B π σ |, where σ is chosen
along the direction of separation, and A, B represent the relevant coordinates for
the given field component (in the case of instanton physics, the relevant separation
is of the instanton and D-brane). Under the CPT symmetry discussed above, and
consistent with the gauge-symmetry of Abµ
d , all but two coordinate systems A, B
must be identical. The gauge boson mass must then be determined by the interplay
of Hµνρ and the vacuum expectation values for the A,B π σ fields. However, these
must be constrained by the same relation of measure (Jkb ) and constraint-space
gauge field αβσ described in the microscopic picture above.
(1)
(2)
Finally, for the effective action S∆ + S∆ to represent a consistent picture of
gravitation at the fixed point, the effective four-dimensional gravitational constant
G0 must be inversely proportional to the internal volume Vint associated with the
N − 4 additional dimensions in S (1) [96]:

G0 ∝

1
Vint

(3.128)

In the next section, we will see that this volume can be modified in the presence of
thermal and disorder-driven effects.

3.7.6 Disorder and Thermal Averaging
It is helpful to put holographic effects on a more physical footing before considering
the quantitative details entailed by the model above. We consider first the boundary
separating any given region of an atomic wave-packet (near which its dynamics
are related by unitary motion) from regions in which only thermal correlations
are present, which occurs roughly at the thermal deBroglie wavelength. The
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slowest dynamics of this system, those measured in the experiment, occur at low
temperatures through the continuous motion of this boundary. In a disordered
system, increasing the radius rdB of this boundary changes free energy associated
with the unitary region in two distinct ways. Trivially, as the packet cools, the
thermal entropy decreases, and the wavepacket expands. In a disordered system,
however, the informational entropy of disorder also increases as a larger region
of disorder is sampled, and thus there is a balance required between these rates
of entropy change. A non-trivial outgrowth of the above is that these two effects
interact with a third effect associated with the change in a local analog gravitational
potential through the dilaton-field.
Thermal averaging can be understood in the usual way by adding a complex
‘time’ coordinate tt to the action, and assuming all dynamical fields are periodic
in the new direction over a scale βt with 1/βt = kB T , and T the temperature.
Likewise, to understand the role of a disordered optical field formed by the fardetuned light, we introduce an additional parameter, or coordinate, td to those
describing the mode amplitudes af i [xµ , tt , td ] for far-detuned light, as well as all
other dynamical variables. We will assume this coordinate also to imply periodicity,
though at an independent inverse ‘temperature of disorder’ βd . Corresponding to
each are additions to the original action proportional to |af i |2 and the associated
kinetic energy. Physically, the disorder temperature is related to the variance δa2f i
of the far-detuned modes by kB Td = δa2f i . Though one could follow similar steps
to those for integrating-out the optical pumping modes above, we will forgo that
complication, and concentrate instead on changes to the constraint space.
Since we assume no particular relation to the prior set of preferred coordinates
jσ
for j = 0, 1, 2, it is sufficient to consider the additional coordinates (tt , td )
A x̄
as an isolated sector j ≡ −1 covered by the other coordinates. In this way, the
entirety of the previous analysis may be retained, with the exception of expanding
the indices to include the larger range of j, and with coordinate integrations in the
action extending over all j ≤ 1. We therefore anticipate the addition of a new set
of vielbeins ẽj=−1,σ
to our dynamical variables. We consider here the change to the
ρ
constraint space dynamics due to the presence of the additional associated partial
derivatives ej=−1,σ
and constraint-space fields q j=−1,σ .
µ
An immediate consequence can be seen from T-dualities, under which the
coordinate lengthscales βt and βd independently map onto dual pictures in which
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the corresponding Polyakov actions appear with coupling constant and dimension
related by βi → χ/βi with i = t or d. Applying the T-dual (integrating out q j=−1,σ=t )
to one (i=t) of the two shows that the action for any particular string state is
altered by Zt χ/βt , where the integer Zt is determined by the defect(s) introduced
by Oa above. In addition, the Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions are
exchanged, leading to a total of N + 2 fields corresponding to each.
Without modifying the action, another type of exchange can be made to the
same dimension tt exploiting modular invariance to exchange coordinates σ and τ in
the argument of π σ [σ, τ ]. Similar arguments, using modular invariance alone, lead
to the Cardy-Verlinde relation
[29, 87] for the entropy of a single field component
q
q σ or π σ as S σ (Lσ0 ) = 2π (cσ /6)(Lσ0 − cσ /24) with cσ the central charge for the
field with index σ, and Lσ0 the virasoro generator representing the ground state.
The combined operations allow the highly-disordered and low-temperature actions
to be mapped onto one another, in that the distribution ∆[βd , βt ] = ∆[βd , χ/βt ].
As a result, the action for ∆ is minimized (that is, the entropy is maximized under
exchange of energy within the j = −1 sector with all other variables held fixed)
when the dilaton field assumes the value

χ = βt βd

(3.129)

This suggests the ‘local strength of gravity’ is affected by both the strength of
disorder and the thermal energy scale. It is not difficult to ascribe a simple meaning
behind this result. It is interesting to note that if one associates a type of inverse
√
‘temperature’ βχ with χ, one can interpret the above as a type of equilibration for
βχ = βt = βd . This makes sense only if one can associate some form of entropy Sχ
with the dynamics behind χ; since χ itself was introduced as a result of disregarding
the detailed behavior of the scattered optical pumping light, it is natural to associate
this with a form of entanglement entropy. Under conservation of the exchanged
energy and momenta ηµ , this would then represent a maximization of the combined
thermal, disorder and entanglement entropy.
The introduction of βt and βd have a simpler further effect, serving to increase
the volume of the internal space. In this way, both the entropies of disorder and
thermodynamics effect the local effective gravitational constant. Since the Planck-
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area is defined using the gravitational constant and effective speed-of-light, this
suggests that holographic scales will be set by the same physics. A simple scaling
argument can be created for this - since at low βd , the Cardy-Verlinde formula
S σ (Lσ0 ) simply counts the effective degrees-of-freedom Fs in the disorder, the fixed
point described above should scale with a power related to Fs . Assuming Fs ∼ `κ
scales with the length scale ` to a power κ, the fixed point indicates a dynamical
scaling κ − 2 = −z(γ̃ + 1).

3.8 Characterization of RSC in Disordered Potential
To further investigate the cooling effect and the properties of the disordered potential,
we present microwave-spectroscopic measurements of sideband asymmetry exhibited
by atoms after cooling, as well as vibrational spectroscopy measurements, as shown
in Fig 3.13. The two together indicates a kinetic temperature after cooling for short
durations around 50nK, well above the Anderson localization temperature [97],
though likely dominated by a thermal tail. The details of spectroscopy experiments
are described below.

3.8.1 Microwave Spectroscopy
We performed a microwave spectroscopy measurement to verify the cooling effect
in the disordered potential with a wide range of vibrational frequency distribution.
Atoms are first cooled for one second under optimized conditions, with the optical
pumping beam 12 MHz blue detuned to the |F = 1i → |F = 0i transition on the
D2 line and the depumping beam resonant with the |F = 2i → |F 0 = 2i transition.
At the end of the cooling period, the optical pumping and depumping beams are
turned off, while the magnetic field remains unchanged. Shortly (25 ms) after the
optical pumping beam is off, a microwave field is applied with varied frequency for
50ms, together with weak (“blow-off") light resonant with the F = 2 → F 0 = 3
transition to remove atoms from the potential. Negligible loss of atoms is observed
without application of microwave radiation, indicating atoms are well de-pumped
during cooling to the F = 1 manifold. The microwave frequency is tuned to
f = f0 + δf , where f0 is the hyperfine splitting, and δf is a frequency offset chosen
in the range ±150 kHz, causing transfer of atoms to F 0 = 2 and subsequent loss
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Figure 3.13. a Microwave spectroscopy showing sideband asymmetry of the atoms
after cooling. The plot shows 947 measurements of the retained atoms versus δf where
f = f0 + δf is the applied microwave frequency, and f0 is the hyperfine splitting. The
asymmetry of each peak (see inset) can be used to extract kinetic temperature - the red
line shows a fit to parameterize temperature. b Parametric excitation of the atoms is
performed by modulating the light intensity; this couples vibrational levels that differ by
two due to even symmetry and is used (inset) to infer the distribution of local trapping
frequencies. The plot shows the survived atom number as a function of the center
frequency of the modulation. The inset shows the fraction of atoms contained within a
1kHz bin of local vibration frequency.

due to resonant light scattering. The remaining atoms are recaptured in a MOT to
measure the atom number through fluorescence imaging.
As shown in Fig. 3.13 a , loss occurs at evenly spaced peaks corresponding to
microwave coupling on allowed transitions between different states in the F = 1, 2
hyperfine manifolds. The corresponding transitions are illustrated in Fig 3.14.
The separation is measured to be 40.5 kHz, corresponding to a Zeeman shift from
external magnetic field of 57.8 mG. The slight asymmetry in peak shape shows
a cooling signature [98]. Though hard to define an equilibrium temperature for
atoms, we extract a kinetic temperature by fitting the peak shape with a Boltzmann
weighted Lorentzian as
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Figure 3.14. Illustration of the microwave transitions. The Zeeman shift is caused by
the external magnetic field. We keep the field strength the same as during the cooling
period. A horn delivers microwave with freqeuncy centered on the spliting of the two
hyperfine ground states, and drives magnetic transitions among F = 1 and F = 2
magnetic sublevels.

N = N0 − A

X

Cn1 ,n2

Z

dν

n1 ,n2

P (ν)e−hνn1 /kB T (1 − e−hν/kB T )

1
1 + 4δf2 /γ 2

(3.130)

where P (ν) is the measured vibration frequency distribution (described below),
γ is dominated by broadening from the “blow-off" light, and the detuning δf =
f − (n2 − n1 )ν − δz with δz = gµb ∆mF the Zeeman shift, with gµb = 700kHz/G.
Here, Cn1 ,n2 is the coupling coefficient between two different vibrational states
min(n0 ,n)

Cn0 ,n =

X
l=0

√

1

2

0

n! n0 ! e− 2 α (−α)(n −l) α(n−l)
(n − l)! (n0 − l)! l!

(3.131)

q
√
where α = mωδx2 /2~ = δx/ 2x0 , with x0 the harmonic oscillator length scale.
δx denotes a position shift of potential minimum for two different spin states. The
temperature is estimated to be 50 nk.
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3.8.2 Vibrational Spectroscopy
To measure the vibrational frequency distribution of atoms in the disordered
potential, we parametrically excite atoms by modulating the laser intensity with
small amplitude, shown in Fig 3.15. For far off resonance dipole trap, the heating
rate Γ is given by [99],
Γ = π 2 ν 2 S(2ν).
(3.132)
Here ν is the local trap frequency and S(ω) is the one-sided power spectrum of the
fractional intensity noise. Due to the even symmetry of the parametric modulation,
the heating rate depends on twice the trap frequency. The average energy of atoms
in the modulation bandwidth increase exponentially, hE(t)i = hE0 i exp(Γt).

n=2

A

Figure 3.15. Amplitude modulation of lattice potential.

The measurement start by cooling atoms for 2.1s at optimum condition. After
that, we modulate the speckle beam intensity for 100 ms with a chirped sinusoidal
form
∆I/I = A sin((2π(fA − 0.5 − t/T )t)
(3.133)
where A is the modulation depth, fA is the modulation center frequency and T
is the modulation time. The modulation depth A is set to be 2% to minimize
the power broaden effect. The chirp frequency bandwidth is 1 kHz. Due to the
heating of this modulation, atoms possessing vibrational frequencies within this
modulation bandwidth are heated and lost from the potential when their energy
are sufficiently higher than the potential depth. After that, atoms are holding in
the disordered potential for extra 100 ms and then collected in a MOT to measure
the atom number. The result is shown in Fig. 3.13 b in the main text, as the
modulation frequency fA is scanned. The plot is average over 591 measurements,
with each frequency chosen randomly in the range of 1 to 125 kHz to minimize effect
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from atom number drift over time. We further extract a normalized vibrational
frequency distribution by taking account the modulation power spectrum,
N = N0 − N0

Z

P (ν)H(eπ

2 ν 2 S (2ν)t
M

, hEth i/hE0 i)dν,

(3.134)

where H is the Heaviside step function , hEth i is a threshold energy, and SM (ω) is
the modulation power spectrum. The vibrational frequency distribution P (ν) is
shown in the inset of Fig. 3.13 b.
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Chapter 4 |
Localization and Fractionalization in
a Chain of Rotating Atomic Gases
We describe the phase diagram and thermodynamic properties of a chain of axiallytunnel-coupled fractional quantum Hall systems realized by rotating a series of
optical dipole traps about their center. We demonstrate not only a experimentally
feasible pathway to a state describable as a Mott-insulator of composite bosons, but
also describe the nature of the coherent states at higher tunnel coupling strength,
and identify a series of new superfluid phases with rich behavior. The phase
diagram directly reveals not only characteristic features of the few-body systems,
including the effective mass of composite particle- and hole-like excitations and
their interactions, but emergent properties of the chain also reveal a fundamental
mapping between the adiabatic dynamics of two dimensional systems governed by
particle braiding and the hydrostatic response of the gas in the conducting phases.

4.1 Introduction
Shortly after the discovery of fractional quantum Hall effects in electronic systems,
it was realized certain thermodynamic ground states possess excitations with
fractionalized mass and statistics. Despite intense efforts, direct observation of
these features has proved elusive in experiments on electronic systems. Recently,
it was predicted [20, 21, 100–102] that rapidly rotating gases of ultracold Bosonic
atoms exhibit states similar to fractional quantum Hall ground states with emergent
topological and quantum order, and experiments have begun to probe gases in this
regime [8]. The question then arises as to how one can create and probe excitations
in these systems which may shed light on the structure of the fractional Hall ground
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states, or perform other experiments indicative of this novel type of order. In a
recent letter [103], it is shown that hole-like excitations in a fractional Hall state
could be created and probed by introducing impurity atoms of a second atomic
species, and that the pair-correlations of two such excitations reveal fractionalized
angular momentum as a result of their fractionalized statistics. Here we consider a
second method of interrogating fractional Hall effects in cold gases, in which many
such samples are created along a chain of lattice sites, and coupled together via
tunneling. We find that such systems support novel insulating and superfluid states,
and that an interplay of the conserved quantities, particle number and angular
momentum, arises, affecting the character and dynamics of quantum and thermal
fluctuations, and leading to novel transport properties. We calculate a mean-field
phase diagram and derive effective field theory to describe this system.

4.2 A Chain of Rotating Atomic Gases
As shown in Fig 4.1 (a), we consider the thermodynamic ground state of the
Hamiltonian
Ĥ = ĤΩ + Ĥ|| − µN̂ ,
(4.1)
where
ĤΩ = (1 − Ω/ω)L̂ + η V̂ + Ĥ

(4.2)

is the on-site hamiltonian for gas harmonically trapped and rotating at the frequency
Ω, projected onto the lowest-landau-level (LLL), and
Ĥ|| = −t

X

(â†i+1,m âi,m + c.c.)

(4.3)

m,i

describes tunneling along the chain. Here, the âi,m destroy a particle of angular
momentum m at site i, and obey bosonic commutation relations [âi,m , â†i0 ,m0 ] =
δi,i0 δm,m0 , and all energy scales are measured relative to the harmonic trap energy ~ω
in the plane of rotation. The chemical potential µ is introduced to allow variation
P
of the total particle number N̂ = i,m â†i,m âi,m . The total angular momentum
P
L̂ = i,m mâ†i,m âi,m , and the interaction energy V̂ is assumed to be given by contact
interactions, whose form is given by
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Figure 4.1. (a) We consider a chain of rotating traps, through which atoms can tunnel
at a rate t along the rotation axis. At sufficiently high rotation rates Ω, and with (b)
sufficiently strong scattering due to repulsive interactions parameterized by η, atoms may
occupy higher angular momentum eigenstates mi in the lowest Landau level, forming (c)
strongly correlated fractional Hall states within in a two-dimensional well (filling factor
ν = 1/2 state is illustrated for n = 4 atoms). Such states are describable as composite
particles bound to fluid vortices, and we show for moderate t that tunneling between
such states reduces to highly collaborative tunneling of composites at a renormalized rate
t0 . (d) Under appropriate conditions, a tunnel-coupled chain will form insulating states
of well-defined atom number and FQH filling factor at each site, and superfluid states
formed by local superpositions thereof. Such states possess novel transport properties, in
which particle flow along the chain is described by motion of composite entities, which
for a given axial flow induce a torsional strain in the background insulator. The linkage
between flow and strain can be described in a chain with periodic boundary conditions (e)
as a topology-preserving insertion (steps i-iii) of motional flux in the presence of intrinsic
flux representing the insulating state.
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V̂ =

X

V{m} â†i,m1 â†i,m2 âi,m3 âi,m4

(4.4)

{m}

with
m3 +m4
V{m} = 2πδm
(m1 + m2 )! 2m1 +m2 (
1 +m2

Y

mi !)−1/2 ,

(4.5)

i

which describes the scattering of particles between angular momentum orbitals
m1...4 in the LLL. Finally, we include the effect of a small rotating quadrupolar
moment to the local trapping potential through
Ĥ =

X

 (â†i,m+2 âi,m + c.c.),

(4.6)

m,i

such that the major and minor trap frequencies ω± give
 = 2(ω+ − ω− )/(ω+ + ω− ).

(4.7)

The few-body eigenstates for the Hamiltonian ĤΩ are calculated by direct
diagonalization (DD), similar to the methods used in references [8, 104]. In figure
4.2, we show the lowest eigen-energy of HΩ as a function of Ω for a number of atoms
n ≤ 5. As the rotation rate is increased, the kinetic energy penalty for single atoms
to occupy higher angular momentum eigenstates is reduced, and interaction begins
to mix the non-interacting eigenstates. As a result, at high Ω, each occupancy
enters into a series of progressively more strongly entangled ground states of higher
angular momentum. Previously, we have identified the first and last states in
this sequence as an |L = ni single-vortex, and |L = n(n − 1)i 12 -Laughlin state,
respectively, for all particle numbers (for n = 2 these states are equivalent); other
states have been tabulated extensively in previous literature, and experiments have
now entered a regime in which individual few-body samples may be brought with
reasonable fidelity into many of them. The 12 -Laughlin state is a generalization
of the 1q -Laughlin state known from 2DEGs, whose wavefunction can be written
Q
P
in complex coordinates as φL (zi ) = ij (zi − zj )2 exp(− i |zi |2 /2). If the particle
number in the 12 -Laughlin state is made indefinite through a coherent superposition
of such states, it can be considered as a condensate of composite objects, in which
q quanta of vorticity are attached to each particle coordinate prior to condensation.
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We interrogate whether such a state can be directly created in a chain of cold-atom
FQH systems, and whether its dynamics are best described by the tunneling of
composite bosons through the chain, or by the motion of bare particles. We find
that not only does the composite language form a good description, but that
relations between emergent hydrostatic properties (such as compressibility and
rotational moment and superfluid density and torsional stiffness) reflect a basic
mapping of topology from two spatial plus one time (2+1) dimensions into a static
three-dimensional version (3+0).

Figure 4.2. The energy spectrum nf for each of these n-body states (A) is shifted
downward proportionate to the chemical potential µ to form the free energy in a grandcanonical ensemble. Experimental control over the many-body state can be exerted
through (B) deformation of the rotating trap (strength ), which couples states of
differing angular momentum (proportional to slope dnf /dΩ) and introduces avoided level
crossings (highlighted in yellow), or (C) by controlling the tunneling rate t, producing
avoided crossings between states of differing particle number (expectation value of n
represented by color). Spectra shown here correspond to η = 0.0054, µ = 0.025~ω,
 = 0.002 (in B), t = 0.004~ω (in C). Spectra in (A) and (B) were produced with DD,
and (C) by minimization of the Gutzwiller form as described in the text.
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4.3 Phase Diagram
We form a mean-field model first by assuming an approximate Gutzwiller form for
Q
the many-body state of the system |Ψi = j |Ψij with
|Ψij =

X

an,f |n, f ij ,

(4.8)

n,f

where an,f represents the amplitude of the f th lowest energy-eigenstate |n, f ij of
the n-atom solution to ĤΩ , localized on site j. Forming the energy hΨ|Ĥ|Ψi, and
P
minimizing its variation with an,f subject to the constraint n,f |an,f |2 = 1, one
finds the condition
X
n0 f 0

M nn0 an0 f 0 = Eanf ,

(4.9)

ff 0

with

M n n0 = δ n n0 [n0 f 0 −µn0 ] − 2tδn0,n−1

X

f

f0

f

f0

(m)∗

ψm τn0 ,f 0 ,f + c.c.

(4.10)

m

Here, the quantity E is a Lagrange multiplier, and nf represents the energy of
the state |n, f ij due to ĤΩ . The nonlinearity is represented through the fields
(m)
ψm = j hΨ|âj,m |Ψij , and the quantity τn,f1 ,f2 ≡ hn, f1 |âm |n + 1, f2 i reflects the
overlap of two few-body states when a single particle of angular momentum m
is removed, describing the effectively lower rate of tunneling between strongly
correlated states on neighboring sites. A numeric solution of these equations can be
performed by choosing an arbitrary set of coefficients anf , calculating the fields ψm ,
and solving for the lowest eigenvector of M , iterating until the fields converge [105]
- a representative sample of field values obtained this way are shown in figure 4.3.
In the decoupled limit t = 0, the many-body states are simultaneous eigenstates
of the number operators n̂j at each site j, and for  = 0, are also eigenstates of
angular momentum L̂j ; and thus the ground-state wavefunction is a product state
Q
j |n, Lij with n and L chosen to minimize the total energy E = Ns (n,L − µn),
reflecting a generalized Mott-insulator state, which we label as n Iν with filling factor
ν = n(n − 1)/2L. For each particle number n, the ground-state crossing sequence
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Figure 4.3. (A-C) Mean-field phase diagrams, showing components ψm of the order
parameter in color, and zero- and finite-temperature phase boundaries (joined symbols) at
three rotation rates. The dashed red line shows the analytic result for the zero temperature
phase boundary. (A, Ω = 0.929ω) At low rotation rates, the phase-diagram reduces to
that of the Bose-Hubbard model, exhibiting insulator-to-superfluid n I∞ − SF transitions
in the m = 0 channel. (B, Ω = 0.988ω) As the rotation rate is increased, high-occupancy
insulating regions n Iν transition to higher angular momenta and stronger correlation due
to the change in lowest-energy few-body form. (C, Ω = 0.997ω) Near the centrifugal
limit, insulators at all occupancies have transitioned into the ν = 12 (Laughlin) form, in
which the on-site interaction energy is zero; at higher t, superfluidity develops as coherent
superpositions of these states. When t is sufficiently large, the Laughlin-superfluid is
destroyed in favor of a more completely mean-field type state. (D-E) Mean-field ground
state probabilities |anf |2 are shown as a function of tunneling strength t for two different
cuts from (B) and (C). They show two sudden changes, first at the insulator boundary,
and a second jump as the FQH-forms are lost at higher t - the latter can be roughly
described by calculation of u in an effective field theory, corresponding to saddle points
in the free-energy along a second component of ψ (points: numeric Gutzwiller ansatz,
solid lines: EFT to fourth order in ψ.)
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consists of n − 1 transitions, and thus below the chemical potential corresponding
to nm filling, there are nm (nm + 1)/2 such insulating states which can be reached
through control of Ω and µ. For sufficiently high rotation rates, the few-body ground
state for any particle number n is a ν = 12 ( 12 -Laughlin) form, with zero interaction
energy, and the total energy can be written as n,L=n(n−1) = (1 − Ω/ω)n(n − 1).
The boundaries between insulators n I1/2 therefore occur at the critical chemical
potentials of µc = 2n~(ω − Ω). Adiabatic evolution or cooling of a sample into these
or other insulator phases by dynamic control of Ω, µ and t provides an experimental
method for producing large numbers of pure few-body FQH states of definite
occupancy and filling factor.
One might naively guess that the transition at the insulator boundary signifies
the onset of superfluidity of composite particles along the length of the chain,
forming a locally coherent state. In fact, if one retains only the lowest few-body
eigenstates just below the centrifugal limit, a mean-field calculation would support
this picture somewhat trivially, as described in reference [105]. However, retaining
the full few-body spectrum for each particle number, the mean-field calculation
presented in figure 4.3C does not support this picture beyond sufficiently high t,
nor does it strictly support the picture of the superfluid phase as a locally coherent
√
state (with a statistical spread of occupancy n about n) even at intermediate
values of t.
At intermediate t, a superposition of locally correlated states of different n does
develop, but due to the linkage between the angular momentum and particle number
for the lowest energy FQH states, only two FQH states are superposed in any
given superfluid state. The superfluid resembles a hard-core Bose gas of composite
particles or holes in the neighboring FQH insulator state, with only a single nonzero
component ψm of the order parameter, with m = ∆L, the difference in angular
momentum of the superposed few-body states. At such a transition with  = 0, the
bosonic gauge and rotational symmetries are simultaneously spontaneously broken,
as the phase of the order parameter determines both a measurable superfluid phase
and a rotational orientation to the corresponding few-body superposition of angular
momentum eigenstates.
The phase boundary for any n0 Iν insulator can be located semi-analytically by
expanding the expectation value of the full many-body hamiltonian to second order
in the fields ψm , determining when energy is lowered by nonzero fields. Using a
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mean-field hamiltonian ĤM F = ĤΩ + Ĥc − µN̂ , where

X

Ĥc = −2t

(m)∗

(ψm τn,f 0 ,f |n + 1, f ihn, f 0 | + c.c.)

n,f,f 0 ,m
∗
The energy hĤi ≈ E0 + mm0 ψm Rmm0 ψm
0 , where E0 is independent of the ψm and
with the matrix R = 8Ns t2 (γ − 2tγ 2 ), where

P

(m0 )∗

γmm0 =

X
f

(m)

(m0 )∗

(m)

τn0 −1,f,f0 τn0 −1,f,f0
τn0 ,f0 ,f τn0 ,f0 ,f
+
n0 ,f0 − n0 −1,f − µ n0 ,f0 − n0 +1,f + µ

The mean-field energy is lowered when the lowest eigenvalue of R becomes negative,
signifying the phase boundary illustrated by the dotted lines in figure 4.3a-c. At high
Ω and small but nonzero t, the terms contributing most strongly to γ correspond
to ν = 1/2 (Laughlin) states at particle numbers n0 ± 1; R has an eigenvalue which
first inverts sign for the lower value of t such that
2tαn2 0 −1/2∓1/2 = 2(n0 − 1/2 ∓ 1/2)(1 − Ω/ω) ∓ µ

(4.11)

corresponding to the only nonzero tunneling matrix elements between ν = 1/2
2n
2n
states τnνν
(we calculate using DD τnνν
= 0.707, 0.603, 0.546, 0.508, and note that
this matrix element asymptotes to 1/2 as n increases). Thus the boundary from
the Laughlin-insulator into the symmetry-broken state has a fixed slope on the
µ − t plane, determined by the structure of the on-site few-body wavefunction,
independent of both rotation rate and interaction strength η, provided (1 − Ω/ω) 
η, and n is sufficiently large. Analysis of the single-particle Green’s function (see
section 4.5) shows that the longitudinal masses of particle- and hole-excitations in
these insulators are determined by the same parameters as M± = ~2 /t|αn |2 , and the
energetic gap for their creation at the minimum in their dispersion disappears at
these boundaries. These conclusions should persist to larger values of n, provided
rotation is brought sufficiently close to Ω ≈ ω.
(m)
We note that within normalization factors, τn,f1 ,f2 is equivalent to the maR
trix element in first quantized form d2n ζd2 ζ Φ∗f1 (ζ1 ...ζn )Φf2 (ζ1 ...ζn |ζ)φ∗m (ζ), where
Φf2 (ζ1 ...ζn |ζ) represents the (n + 1)-body state with one particle coordinate symmetrically chosen and set equal to the classical coordinate ζ. Carrying out the sum
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over m in the chain-coupling Hamiltonian,
Ĥc = −2t

Z

d2 ζψ ∗ (ζ)τ̂ (ζ) + c.c ,

(4.12)

where ψ(ζ) ≡ m ψm φm (ζ), and τ̂ (ζ) = j δ(ζj − ζ). Thus the total energy is
reduced by creating states of strong overlap between the mean-field and individual
particles, tying dynamics of ψ to the transverse motion of “coordinate-fixing"
excitations in the local state. For example, the dynamics and adiabatic manipulation
of excitations along the chain in the n Iν insulators and n Sνν superfluids determine
(m)
the nonzero elements τnνν
such that
P

P

Z

hĤc i ∝ −2nRe[t̃h d2 ζ

(ζj − ζ)1/ν φ∗m (ζ)ψm (ζ)i] ,

Y

(4.13)

j

the expectation value of a creation operator for ν −1 counter-circulating quasi-holes
in the m = n/ν orbital in the |n νi state. More generally, the operator τ̂ therefore
appears as a type of fusion operator, creating a (fractionalized) hole by statistically
distinguishing an individual particle, and in Ĥc , reversibly transferring weight to
the coherent field.
Since the energy to promote the mean-field component to a nonzero longitudinal
momentum k can be calculated by adiabatically taking t → t̃ ≡ teika , one can
see that equivalently the quasihole wavefunction is taken to φm (ζ) ∝ ζ m →
(ζeika/m )m , rotating each quasi-hole location through an angle ka/m = kaν/n.
The corresponding quasi-classical orbit of this excitation is therefore screw-like,
and includes a component equal to the geometric phase corresponding to a single
orbit of a quasi-hole center ζ around a closed-loop, which defines its fractionalized
charge (or mass) [106]. The longitudinal current j = h∂ Ĥc (t → teiφ )/∂φ|φ=0 i.
In the superfluid phase at high t, the lowest energy few-body FQH eigenstates
are no longer weighted strongly due to their more even distribution among orbitals
m, and the superfluid phase reflects a more completely mean-field type state. This
is consistent with a picture in which particles must first pay a chain-localization
energy t before participating in a strongly correlated on-site state; for modest
tunneling strengths the localization energy penalty is sufficiently low to allow atoms
to first localize to a lattice site and participate in a strongly correlated state, but
at high t, this kinetic energy cost is too high, and a delocalized superfluid state is
favored.
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4.4 Transport Properties Near Criticality
In this section, we consider novel transport phenomena and properties near criticality
through an effective field theory. For finite temperatures, the free energy density
F/Ns = −kB T ln Z

(4.14)

can be constructed using a coherent-state path integral representation of the
partition function
Z=

Z

−

D[{bim , ψim }]e

Rβ
0

Ldτ

,

(4.15)

with β = 1/kB T , and Lagrangian

L=

X

L0i −

i

∗
(ψim b∗im + ψim
bim ) +

X
i,m

∗
ψim
σij−1 ψjm
t
ijm

X

(4.16)

where the complex numbers bim (τ ) label coherent state amplitudes for the mth
orbital at site i, and L0i is the site-decoupled few-body Lagrangian given by

L0i =

X
m

db∗im
bim + ((1 − Ω/ω)m − µ)|bim |2
dτ
+

X

V{m} b∗im1 b∗im2 bim3 bim4

(4.17)

{m}

We use a generalized Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation [107] to couple the
mean-field components ψim , using the tunneling matrix σij = δi,j±1 , and integrate
out the bim (τ ) to obtain the partition function
Z = z0

Z

D[{ψim }]e−

Rβ
0

Lψ dτ

.

(4.18)

The effective lagrangian can be expanded in powers of slowly varying fields ψ =
(ψm (z, τ )) and gradients as

Lψ ≈

Z

dz [ψ ∗ rψ + ψ ∗ ψ ∗ uψψ + ψ ∗ k1 ∂τ ψ + ∂τ ψ ∗ k2 ∂τ ψ + ∂z ψ ∗ K∂z ψ]
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(4.19)

where the (matrix) coefficients can be determined from the microscopic parameters
by expanding the field-dependent portion of the path-integral, yielding expressions
(detailed in section 4.5) dependent on the single- and two-particle Green’s functions
confined to a single lattice site. The decoupled few-body partition function z0 =
P
nf exp ((µn − nf )/kB T ), and one finds generally the matrix r (which forms a
complex Hessian for the free energy of the insulator),

(m)

rmm0 = δmm0 /2t −

z0−1

X
nf f 0

(m0 )∗

τnf f 0 τnf f 0
nf − n+1,f 0 + µ

(4.20)

× (e(n+1,f 0 −µ(n+1))/kB T − e(nf −µn)/kB T )
Reaching insulator states in the chain requires temperatures and adiabatic
manipulation timescales more demanding than does producing FQH states in
isolated wells - the finite temperature insulator boundaries are found by setting the
lowest eigenvalue of r to zero as illustrated in figure 4.3c, displaying a memory of
the insulator boundary structure up to temperatures of 0.5η~/kB for Ω = 0.997ω,
corresponding to ≈ 800pK for physical parameters consistent with the experiment
in ref. [8], though we note that this scale increases with stronger interactions and
stronger planar confinement. The parameter u can be extracted from the few-body
spectrum as described in the section 4.5, and directly probes two-particle physics its explicit calculation permits calculation of critical points in the superfluid phases
at higher t, as illustrated by the solid lines in figure 4.3f, which correspond to
continuous transitions at saddle points along a new direction of ψ in the free energy
introduced by nonzero fields ψm0 .
The remaining coefficients are most transparently recovered from symmetries uns
der two global time-dependent rotation of phases (b and ψ)im → (b and ψ)im eim φs (τ ) ,
and corresponding shifts (µ, Ω)s → (µ, Ω)s + i(−1)s ∂φs /∂τ for either s = 0 (bosonic
gauge rotation) or s = 1 (physical rotation about z) with  = 0. Similar to the singleorbital Bose-Hubbard case kσ = −∂ σ r/∂µσ , and for  = 0, k1m0 m = (∂rm0 m /∂Ω)/m.
The parameter k1 is given by the inverse slope of the phase boundary in the µ − t
plane. Near the centrifugal limit, k1 never vanishes by this calculation, and thus
all transitions to the coherent state lie in the universality class of a dilute gas, in
contrast to the single-orbital case at low Ω. More insight into the transition can
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be found from the single-particle Green’s function for the chain using a cumulant
expansion [108] in powers of t, similar to the single-orbital case [109, 110], but with
diagrams carrying orbital indices (this can be performed non-pertubatively in t by
summing an infinite set of diagrams [108, 110]).
Finally, we note a unique feature of superfluidity in the fractional Hall chain
related to interplay of bosonic gauge and rotational symmetries. Using the expansion
4.19 above, one can alternately consider the stiffness ∂ 2 F/∂φ2s of the superfluid to
“twists” of either the phase of the order parameter (φ0 ), or a “torsional” twist (φ1 )
of the gas over its physical length or in time. By standard arguments, the increase
in free energy from the former can be used to infer the superfluid density [111],
while the latter defines a torsional stiffness of the chain. The responses to these
two deformations are linked in a manner characteristic of each phase. In the
ν = 1/2 superfluid at occupation n0 , for example, the two twists are physically
indistinguishable due to the presence of a single nonzero component ψm=2n0 , with
a superfluid phase twist of φ0 equivalent to a torsional twist of φ1 = φ0 /2n0 with periodic boundary conditions, such as would occur in a chain with its ends
joined, this connects a discrete fractional twist of the chain about its axis to
its quantized superfluid velocity. This belongs to a family of relations between
transport parameters which can be understood by finding the change of free energy
due to spatial and temporal gradients of the order parameter phases φs , relating
the shifts from time-gradients to chemical potential and rotation rate, and spatial
gradients to superfluid density and torsional stiffness.
The free energy can be expanded using the fields ψm which minimize the action
given by the lagrangian in the main text as

∂φs
s
0s
(ims )ei(m −m )φs |ψm0 |k1m0 m |ψm |
∂τ
m0 ms
X ∂φs
+
(
)2 (m0 m)s |ψm0 |Km0 m |ψm |
∂z
m0 ms
X ∂φs
+
(
)2 (m0 m)s |ψm0 |k2m0 m |ψm |
∂τ
m0 ms

β∆F =

X

At the same time, the free energy can be related to changes in chemical potential
and rotation rate as
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∆F ≈

(∂F/∂χs )∆χs + (∂ 2 F/∂χs 2 )∆χ2s /2

X

(4.21)

s

with χ = (µ, Ω). The changes ∆χs can be related to temporal gradients of the
twist angles ∂φs /∂τ using the symmetries under gauge and rotational transforms,
and thus each prefactor in the expansion 4.21 can be tied to a derivative of the
free energy. Since the particle and angular momentum density are ρ = −∂F/∂µ
and `z = ∂F/∂Ω respectively, and the compressibility and moment of inertia
κ = ∂ 2 F/∂µ2 and I = ∂ 2 F/∂Ω2 , we have the following relations for physical
parameters

X 1
∂F0
−
|ψm0 |k1m0 m |ψm |
∂µ
~
m0 m
∂F0 X m i(m−m0 )φ1
` =
+
e
|ψm0 |k1m0 m |ψm |
∂Ω m0 m ~

ρ = −

κ =

X

(4.22)
(4.23)

|ψm0 |k2m0 m |ψm |

(4.24)

|ψm0 |m0 k2m0 m m|ψm |

(4.25)

m0 m

I =

X
m0 m

For a spatially varying phase with constant gradient, φs = 2πz/L, the change in
free energy for s = 0 defines a superfluid density ρs through ∆F = ~2 ∆φ20 ρs /2M ,
and for s = 1 defines a torsional stiffness through ∆F = S∆φ21 /2. One has then
also

ρs =

1
|ψm0 |Km0 m |ψm |
~
m0 m

S =

X

X

|ψm0 |m0 Km0 m m|ψm |

(4.26)
(4.27)

m0 m

4.5 Landau Expansion of Free Energy
Terms in the Landau expansion of free energy can be calculated from partial
derivatives of the partition function; the derivatives of order q can be related to
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the 2q-point thermal Green’s functions

Y

(

{m}

∂
∂
∂
∂
)...(
)( ∗ )...( ∗ )Z |{ψm }→0
∂ψm1
∂ψmq ∂ψm1
∂ψmq

(4.28)

The first two terms in the expansion are found to be

Z0 = [

X

e−(nf −µn)/kB T ]Ns = z0Ns

(4.29)

δmm0
(1)
− Gmm0 )
2t

(4.30)

nf

rmm0 = (
(1)

where Gmm0 = h b∗m (τ )bm0 (τ 0 )dτ dτ 0 i integrates the single-particle thermal Green’s
function on a lattice site, which we find from the spectral function
R

ρmm0 (ω) = z0−1

X

0

hnf |âm |n0 f 0 ihn0 f 0 |â†m0 |nf i(e(n0 f 0 −µn )/kB T − e(nf −µn)/kB T )

nn0 f f 0

× δ(nf − n0 f 0 − µ(n − n0 ) − ω)
= z0−1

(m0 )∗

(m)

X

τnf f 0 τnf f 0 δ(nf − n+1,f 0 + µ − ω)

nf f 0

× (e(n+1,f 0 −µ(n+1))/kB T − e(nf −µn)/kB T )

(4.31)

to be

(m)

(1)
Gmm0

= z0−1

X
nf f 0

(m0 )∗

τnf f 0 τnf f 0
(e(n+1,f 0 −µ(n+1))/kB T − e(nf −µn)/kB T )
nf − n+1,f 0 + µ

The second-order term in the expansion of the partition function can be expressed
as an integral over the two-particle Green’s function isolated on a site:

u{m} =

Z β
0

= z0−1

(2)

d4 τ G{m} (τ1 τ2 |τ3 τ4 )
X Z β
{n,f }

0

dτ4

Z β

Z β

Z β

τ4

τ3

τ2

dτ3

dτ2
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dτ1 e−βh1

4
Y

×

σj
hnj fj |α̂m
|n(j+1)mod4 f(j+1)mod4 ie(hj −h(j+1)mod4 )τj
j

(4.32)

j=1

where for brevity hi = (ni fi − µni ), and the α̂σ = â or â† according to the σi ,
which are permuted over pairs of creation and annhilation operators. To reduce
the computational burden, the ni , fi states are chosen to match “rings" of 4-tuples
(m)
(m)∗
of nonzero elements τnf1 f2 and τnf1 f2 found in the few-body spectrum for each set
of indices {m} = (m1 ...m4 ).
In order to determine the universality classes of transitions, the expansion
must also include spatial and temporal gradients in the ψm , for which we expand
ψm (z, τ ) ≈ ψm + z∂ψm /∂z + τ ∂ψm /∂τ . The remaining terms in the Landau
expansion of the lagrangian can be found using symmetry under gauge rotation.

k1mm0 = −

∂rmm0
∂µ
(m)

=

z0−1

X
nf f 0

(nf

(m)

(m0 )∗

τnf f 0 τnf f 0
× (e(n+1,f 0 −µ(n+1))/kB T − e(nf −µn)/kB T )
− n+1,f 0 + µ)2

(m0 )∗

τnf f 0 τnf f 0
n (nf −µn)/kB T
−n − 1 (n+1,f 0 −µ(n+1))/kB T
+
×(
e
e
)
−
nf − n+1,f 0 + µ
kB T
kB T
(4.33)

k2mm0 = −

∂ 2 rmm0
∂µ2
(m)

= z0−1

X
nf f 0

(m0 )∗

−2τnf f 0 τnf f 0
× (e(n+1,f 0 −µ(n+1))/kB T − e(nf −µn)/kB T )
(nf − n+1,f 0 + µ)3
(m)

(m0 )∗

2τnf f 0 τnf f 0
−(n + 1) (n+1,f 0 −µ(n+1))/kB T
n (nf −µn)/kB T
+
×(
e
+
e
)
2
(nf − n+1,f 0 + µ)
kB T
kB T
(m)

(m0 )∗

τnf f 0 τnf f 0
n + 1 2 (n+1,f 0 −µ(n+1))/kB T
n 2 (nf −µn)/kB T
+
× ((
)e
+(
)e
)
nf − n+1,f 0 + µ
kB T
kB T
(4.34)
A cumulant expansion can also be used to determine the single particle Green’s
function
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0

0

m
m
m∗
m∗
τn,f
τn−1,f
f 0 τn,f f 0
f 0 τn−1,f f 0
−
)e(µn−nf )β
=
(
0 − µ + iωs
0 − nf − µ + iωs

−


0
nf
n−1,f
n+1f
nf f
(4.35)
0
where the indices m, m represent orbitals, and the matsubara frequency is labeled
as ωs . One can build a series expansion for the coupled system in powers of t as a
sum over connected diagrams of the form shown in Fig 4.4.

G01m0 m (ωs )

X

Figure 4.4. Feynman diagram representation of Green’s function.

The summation over internal sites j` is most easily performed in some type of
reciprocal space; for reasons which will become clear below, it is illustrative to first
perform a j-dependent gauge transformation corresponding to a weak twist of frame
s
or bosonic gauge, changing both the underlying basis states φjm → φjm eijm φs and
idjk ms φs
tσjk → tjk
σjk with djk = ±δj,k±1 . One can transform to a fourier-basis
m = te
P ikm jd
φkm m = j e
φjm , which for the nearest-neighbor coupling yields a dispersion
relation tkm = t cos(km d − ms φs ) with d the lattice period, and km the momentum
in the mth orbital in the limit φs = 0. Associating a factor of tkm with each hopping
line and performing the sum,

G1m0 m (k, ωs ) =

G01m0 m + G01m0 m1 tkm1 G01m1 m + ...

=

G01

∞
X

g n = G01 (Q−1 Γ̃Q) (4.36)

n=0

where gm0 m = tkm0 G01m0 m = (Q−1 ΓQ)m0 m is an eigenvalue decomposition with
eigenvalues Γm , and the matrix Γ̃m0 m = δm0 m /(1 − Γm ). The representation of G1
can be converted through the expansion G1 (χ0 , χ) ≡ Tr(φ̃ G1 ) using the matrix
φ̃m0 m = φ̃∗m0 (χ0 )φ̃m (χ) formed from basis states in various representations χ, for
example with χ = (p, pz ) and φs = 0, one has φ̃m (p, pz ) = pm δ(pz − ~km )/π2m/2 .
Permuting the trace,
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G1 (χ0 , χ) = Tr[(Q φ̃G01 Q−1 ) Γ̃]
1
= Tr[(q2−1 φq2 q1−1 Γ0 q1 )Γ̃]
t

(4.37)

where the subscript 0 indicates setting the k = (km ) = 0, the unitary matrices
q1 = Q0 Q−1 and q2 = SQ−1 , with φ̃ = S −1 φS the eigenvalue decomposition of φ̃.
In the cylindrically symmetric limit  = 0, the matrices Q, Q0 and q1 reduce to
the identity, and q2 = S, reducing the calculation of the Green’s function to

G1 (χ0 , χ) =

1
Tr[φ(SΓ0 Γ̃S −1 )]
t

(4.38)

Poles in the Green’s function, once analytically continued to real time, describe
various excitations. In the decoupled limit, all such excitations have a finite energetic
penalty. Once tunnel coupling is introduced, each excitation can delocalize, and the
energy as determined by the corresponding pole of G1 becomes dependent on the
longitudinal momenta k = (km ); determining the minimum in energy as a function
of k yields the gap, and the lowest order expansion coefficient of δk 2 away from this
point in the pole frequency allows for determination of the mass of the excitation.
Presumably at some value of t, the mode becomes gapless; the first such mode to
become gapless determines the location of the phase boundary, reproducing the
condition on the matrix r given in the main text, and defining the lowest energy
excitations near the phase boundary.
At low temperature, for  = 0, and µ and Ω chosen to place the equilibrium
thermodynamic ground state in the n0 Iν0 insulating phase, the dynamical singleparticle Green’s function for an isolated well reduces to

0

G01,m0 m

τnm∗
τm
0 −1,ν0 ν− n0 −1,ν0 ν−
≈ −i(
n0 ν0 − n0 −1,ν− − µ + ω + iη
0

τnm∗
τm
0 ,ν0 ν+ n0 ,ν0 ν+
−
)
n0 +1ν+ − n0 ν0 − µ + ω + iη

(4.39)

where ν± refer to filling factors of the neighboring particle number states of lowest
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thermodynamic potential, representing particle- and hole-like excitations in the
m
insulator. The matrix elements τn0−−1,ν0 ν− = hn0 − 1, ν− |âm− |n0 , ν0 i =
6 0 only for
m− = n0 (n0 −1)/2ν0 −(n0 −1)(n0 −2)/2ν− and τnm0+,ν0 ν+ = hn0 , ν0 |âm+ |n0 +1, ν+ i =
6 0
only for m+ = n0 (n0 +1)/2ν+ −n0 (n0 −1)/2ν0 by conservation of angular momentum.
For the general case m+ 6= m− , and thus the two terms in the sum contribute two
relevant eigenvalues Γm± , but for the special case m+ = m− = m0 , such as occurs
at low rotation rates in all n0 I∞ insulators, only a single eigenvalue Γm0 is relevant.
The Green’s function G1m0 m in the tunnel-coupled case then exhibits two
poles, either from the two terms in Γm0 or each term Γm± , defining two lowenergy excitations dependent on a single km0 or two km± respectively. Choosing
the most compact representation of G1 through χ = (`z , pz ), the eigenvalues
φm0 m = δ(pz − ~km )δ(`z − m~), and S is the identity. Performing the sums over
values of m and km , we find the dispersion from the condition 1 − Γm = 0 for cases
in which poles reside in different orbitals m± as

ω± = µ ∓ (n0 ±1,ν± − n0 ,ν0 )
` /~

∓ t|τnz0 −(1∓1)/2,ν0 ν± |2 cos (pz d/~ − (`z /~)s φs )
≈ ∆± +

~2
(pz − pz,0 )2
2M±

(4.40)

where ∆± represent the particle/hole gaps at the minima in the dispersion located
at pz,0 , and the M± represent the effective masses. The gaps vanish along a line in
the µ − t plane governed by

±µ − (n0 ±1,ν± − n0 ,ν0 )
` /~

= −t|τnz0 −(1∓1)/2,ν0 ν± |2

(4.41)

` /~

(4.42)

while the masses

M± = ~2 /t|τnz0 −(1∓1)/2,ν0 ν± |2

show the effect of correlations in slowing the tunneling processes, but never vanish
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for finite t.
The vanishing of a gap ∆± (in any reference frame determined by the φs ) is
sufficient to predict the location of all phase boundaries separating neighboring
n I1/2 insulators from coherent phases, but it is clear from its general form that it
cannot predict the location of curved phase boundaries, such as occur for the n I∞
phases (whose poles inhabit the same orbital m0 = 0 and thus escape the form
above), nor other transitions, such as illustrated in figure 4.3 of the main text for
the region between 4 I3/4 and 3 I1/2 , nor the tip of the 2 I1/2 phase.
Moreover, in no instance do the gap and the mass vanish at the same point,
invariant of Galilean and/or statically twisted reference frames. In the single-orbital
Bose-Hubbard model, such a case does arise at the tri-critical point, and this fact
can easily be recovered from the multi-orbital case described here by considering
cases where two poles reside in the same orbital m0 , wherein the particle and hole
excitations hybridize according to equation 4.39 to create the modified dispersions

(c)

ω±

√
= ω± ± (ω+ − ω− )[ 1 − h2 − 1]

(4.43)

where ω± are the particle/hole energies found above for the uncoupled case, and

` /~

z
2
2
4t2 |τn`z0/~
,ν0 ν+ | |τn0 −1,ν0 ν− |
h =
cos2 (pz d/~ − (`z /~)s φs )
(ω+ − ω− )2

2

(4.44)

4.6 Topological Interpretation
The time-evolution described by the path-integral in the main text obtained by
setting all ψim = ψm can be described by self-consistent evolution of a single
two-dimensional system in the presence of a statically defined ψ. This leads to a
picture of time-evolution in the insulating phases which is (neglecting fluctuations)
equivalent to that of an interacting two-dimensional system, in which the domain
of the path-integral can be broken into classes of homotopically-equivalent paths.
The same separation of paths can be made in the coherent case. However, since the
homotopy groups are a function of the configuration space of the few-body system,
we first analyze how this space changes for the cases ψ = 0 and ψ 6= 0. We find
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that while in the insulator phases paths can be described by the standard braid
group, the weakly coherent case leads to a entirely different first homotopy group.
The mapping pφ : (ζ, z) → (ζeiφz/L ) of the chain coordinates (ζ, z) onto to the
base space (ζ) is continuous and surjective, such that the chain represents a covering
space of the on-site coordinates, and each site a sheet of its base space. In this case,
p0 represents a specific covering map, whose fiber connecting neighborhoods on-site
as seen embedded in R3 is straight. If periodic boundary conditions are imposed
on the chain, the twist of any given fiber over the chain becomes discretized by an
integer number of revolutions over its length L.
Any path in coordinates ζ can be homotopically lifted to discrete paths in the
chain, and the first homotopy (fundamental) group π1 (B) describing equivalent
paths within the base space B can be related to that of the covering space, the
latter a subgroup p∗ (π1 (B)) of the former. For a single particle, whether in two or
higher dimensions d, this fact is trivial, as the fundamental group of the simply
connected C or Rd is simply the identity.

4.6.1 Path Integral Formulation for Isolated Two-Dimensional
Systems and the Insulating Phases
For a multiparticle system, the decomposition of the mean-field ψ in the coordinates
(ζ, z), however, based on a dynamical mapping from the original symmetrized
multiparticle coordinate configuration space Bn0 ≡ (ζi=1...n ) = (Cn − D)/Sn , formed
by n factors of the complex plane with all points D removed where any two particle
coordinates coincide, properly symmetrized (glued) by forming the quotient with the
symmetric group Sn [112,113]. Closed paths in this space correspond to trajectories
in any few-body path integral similar to that described by Z in the main text, which
can be divided into (homotopy) classes of paths which can be smoothly deformed
into one another [112]. The fundamental group π1 (Bn0 ) describing equivalent loops
in this space is isomorphic to the n−particle braid group Bn generated by the
operations σi , clockwise exchanging the particles i and i + 1. The only relations
restricting these operations (the presentation of the braid group) are

σi σi+1 σi = σi+1 σi σi+1
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(4.45)

σi σj6=i±1 = σj6=i±1 σi
and the group has the one-dimensional unitary representations χ(σi ) = e−iθ , with
0 ≤ θ < 2π, extrapolating continuously from bose (θ = 0) to fermi (θ = π) statistics.
As described in Ref. [113], any propagator K for a fixed number n particles between
initial and final points q and q 0 in B0n , can be expressed as a sum over paths in each
equivalence class:

K(q 0 , τ 0 |q, τ )
X

=

(4.46)
Z

χ(Υ)

D[q(τ )]ei

R τ0
τ

L[q(τ )]dτ

q(τ )Υ

Υπ1 (B0n )

Here χ(Υ) is a phase-factor characterizing each equivalence class Υ, which to
satisfy composition rules of path integration must form a one dimensional unitary
representation of π1 (Bn0 ). Equivalently [113], the phase factors can be absorbed
into the path integral by recognizing that

−i πθ

χ(Υ) = e

R

P

dτ ∂τ (

i<j

∠ζij (τ ))

(4.47)

with ∠ζij the orientation of the relative coordinate between particles i and j in the
plane, and the member of the braid group Υ specified by any representative path
q(τ ) = {ζi (τ )} in the class. Absorbing these into K, they take the form of an additive
P
total time-derivative of the statistical gauge generator Λ ≡ (θ/π) i<j ∠ζij (τ ),
resulting in the alternate expression for propagators

K(q 0 , τ 0 |q, τ ) =

Z

D[q(τ )]ei

R τ0
τ

(L−∂τ Λ)dτ

(4.48)

Following ref. [113], it is also possible to consider this path integral in the universal
covering space B̃0n of B0n , with final points q 0 lifted onto separate sheets. This
exploits the isomorphism between the fundamental group π1 (B0n ) and the deck
transformation group of the mapping from B̃0n to B0n to introduce a monodromy
action. In this picture, the propagation of an initial wavefunction Φ(q, τ ) described
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by K leads to a multivalued final wavefunction Φ(q 0 , τ 0 ), with values corresponding
to each sheet projected back onto the original configuration space B0n .
This formulation effectively describes a statistical gauge transformation of the
few-body wavefunction Φ → eiΛ Φ leading to the definition of a dynamical gauge
field

α(ζi ) ≡ (∂Reζi + i∂Imζi )Λ

(4.49)

experienced by each particle arising from its statistical interaction with all others.
In second-quantized form, the gauge field can equivalently be expressed as a solution
of the equation

∂ζr αi − ∂ζi αr =

θ
ρ(ζ)
π

(4.50)

where the subscripts r, i denote the real and imaginary components, and ρ is the
density, expressing the composition of flux and particles. Using the continuity
equations for particle currents [114], the time derivative ∂τ α = −(θ/π)(ji + ijr ),
with j representing particle current. These equations of motion correspond to an
action of the Chern-Simons form

Lα = (π/2θ)(~
α·∇×α
~) − α
~ · ~j

(4.51)

where α
~ = (α0 , Re α, Im α) is a generalization of α above including a time-component
α0 as a Lagrange multiplier to enforce condition 4.50, and ~j = (ρ, jr , ji ). The full
system is then described by L0 = Lα + Lm , where Lm can be found from L0 by the
~→A
~+α
~ the original vector potential,
substitution A
~ , with A

Lm = b̂† (ζ)(i~∂τ − A0 − α0 )b̂(ζ)
1
−b̂† (ζ)
(−i~∂ζ − A − α)2 b̂(ζ)
2m
m
−b̂† (ζ)[ (ω 2 − Ω2 )|ζ|2 − µ]b̂(ζ)
2
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(4.52)

~ representing a statistical gauge transform under
Under the choice α
~ = −A,
which the new particles experience no net gauge potential, we see that the number
of external flux attached per particle is ν = b/n = (π/θ) - with the condition
θ = 2π, ν = 1/2 and Lm represents a field-free interacting Bose gas.
R
Before concluding, we note a intuitive picture of the action Sα = d2 ζdτ Lα ,
obtained by gluing the endpoints of the path integral trajectories q and q 0 to
visualize the space as isomorphic to a solid torus. Integrated over this volume, the
R
action can be expressed as an abelian Chern-Simons three-form Sα ∝ α ∧ dα this form is similar to that discussed in the context of hydrodynamic helicity in
three-dimensional fluids [108] and plasmas, with α
~ playing the role of a velocity
field in three spatial dimensions. In these cases, the integration over the three-form
P
P
forms an integer topological invariant h = κi κj ij Θij + κ2j j Ξj related to the
number of links Θij and self-links Ξj of individual vortex lines i, j with winding
numbers κi,j .

4.6.2 Path Integral Formulation for Weakly-Coupled Two Dimensional Systems
Incorporation of the mean-field based on the coupling Hamiltonian Ĥc , and determination of its hydrodynamic properties as described in the main text breaks
this process into two topological steps. In the first, described by the elements τ (ζ),
the n + 1-particle states are coupled to the n-particle states through a (covering)
0
mapping of the underlying manifold from Bn+1
to Bn0 , resulting in alternately
the matrix elements τ (m) between states, or their representation as a complex
function τ (ζ) defined on a simpler manifold T. Once τ is determined, self-consistent
solution with ψ results in a local mean-field model. Finally, lifting this local
(two-dimensional) system into the larger space including the chain coordinate z
allows for determination of the response of the system to slow spatial and temporal
variation of ψ(ζ, z). Identifying the form of the manifold T and the function τ
self-consistently with ψ then forms a full solution to the hydrodynamical problem.
The mean field can be incorporated by introducing the field ψ(ζ) through a
modified lagrangian density according to a spatially continuous representation of the
same Hubbard-Stravantovich transform used above to obtain the finite temperature
phase diagram numerically,
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L[{ψi , bi }] =

X

L0 [bi ] +

X

i

Lψ [ψi , bi ] +

X

i

(c)

Lψ [ψi , ψj ]

ij

with

Lψ [ψi , bi ] = −b†i (ζ)ψi (ζ) − bi (ζ)ψi∗ (ζ)

(4.53)

(c)

Lψ [ψi , ψj ] = ψi (ζ)(t σij )−1 ψj∗ (ζ)
As above, integrating over all values of ψi (ζ, τ ),

Z=

Z

D[{ψi (ζ, τ ), bi (ζ, τ )}] e−S

(4.54)

with the action

S[{ψi (ζ, τ ), bi (ζ, τ )}] =

XZ β
i

0

dτ d2 ζ L[{ψi , bi }]

(4.55)

recovers the full microscopic model and therefore is an exact representation of the
original problem in the form of a coherent state path integral with continuous fields.
In order to connect to the picture based on the few-body first-quantized
propagator above, and understand how a statistical gauge field or fields may
be introduced in the coherent phase, it is helpful to convert the coherent state
path integral into a sum over paths in first-quantized form. To do so, we break
the action integral into infinitesimal time steps, replace the coherent fields with
φi (ζ, τ ) = h{ψj (ζ, τ ), φj (ζ, τ )}|φ̂i |{ψj (ζ, τ ), φj (ζ, τ )}i, with |{ψj (ζ, τ ), φj (ζ, τ )}i the
coherent state, in which the dynamical auxiliary field ψ has been added to the
state label. Since the path integral 4.54 is formally equivalent to one in which
the auxiliary field is represented by an operator ψ̂i with eigenvalues and states
ψ̂i |{ψj (ζ, τ ), φj (ζ, τ )}i = ψi (ζ, τ )|{ψj (ζ, τ ), φj (ζ, τ )}i, we treat both fields identically.
We then expand the path in intermediate states at all times τ using the identity
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I=

X X Z

d2n [{ζ, ζ̄}]|ζ1 ...ζnb , ζ̄1 ...ζ̄nψ ihζ1 ...ζnb , ζ̄1 ...ζ̄nψ |

(4.56)

n (nb ,nψ )

where the second sum is restricted such that nb +nψ = n. The states |ζ1 ...ζnb , ζ̄1 ...ζ̄nψ i
represent Bose-symmetrized, spatially localized states of definite numbers nb with
coordinates ζ1...nb (τ ) and nψ with coordinates ζ̄1...nψ (τ ).
The nψ quanta are introduced here only as a means for calculation of the path
integral above - while they can loosely be interpreted as particles with a longitudinal
dependence to their wave function with a distinguishable form to that represented
by the b̂i , there is no need to make this association as the problem is fully defined
by the choice of action in 4.55. Without further additions to the action, namely
topological terms which modify exchange processes, it is clear one must choose the
commutators [b̂i (ζ), b̂†j (ζ 0 )] = [ψ̂i (ζ), ψ̂j† (ζ 0 )] = δij δ(ζ − ζ 0 ) and [b̂i (ζ), ψ̂j† (ζ 0 )] = 0.
While the nψ quanta are defined here formally through the Hubbard-Stravantovich
using the auxiliary coherent states ψ, they are reminiscent of the introduction of nψ
“worms" in quantum Monte Carlo algorithms [115]. In the latter, the introduction of
one or more such entities through “cuts" of existing or insertions of new world-lines
and subsequent movement and joining of their endpoints can connect topologically
distinct multi-particle trajectories contributing to the partition function. Before
re-joining endpoints, the trajectories obtained through a single cut/insert and endpoint manipulation represent contributions to the single-particle Green’s function,
and the inclusion of nψ > 1 such operations represent contributions to higher-order
(0)
Green’s functions. Given the role of the single-particle Green’s function G1 in
determining the position of the first phase boundary for fixed chemical potential
and increasing tunneling, there is inspiration to consider the classification of its
contributing terms according to their topological properties.
To that end, we consider the configuration space of the states |ζ1 ...ζnb , ζ̄1 ...ζ̄nψ i.
Addition of a fixed, transversely localized field ψ(ζ) 6= 0 punctures the complex
base space for each quanta of nψ at one additional point P, and alters the homotopy
classes from π1 (B0n ) to π1 (B00n [Pnψ ]), where

B00n [Ps ]

(C − Ps )n − D
≡
Sn
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(4.57)

are new configuration spaces in which s punctures are placed in the complex-plane
for each particle.
For s = 1, π1 (B00n [P1 ]) is isomorphic to the circular braid group CB n of n-braidings
on an annulus, whose generators σic wind the ith and (i + 1)th particles as before,
and γc cyclically permutes the particles around the puncture [116]. In addition to
the relations of Eq. 4.45 applied to the σic , for this group

c
γc−1 σic γc = σi+1

(4.58)

it is possible to understand this group in a slightly different way - CB n has also
previously been noted [116,117] to be isomorphic to Dn+1 , a finite index (n+1-coset)
subgroup of the n + 1-particle braid group Bn+1 , in which a single strand of the
original configuration is required to end on its original position [117]. One can
thereby alternatively view this as making one particle of the n + 1-particle path
integral statistically distinguishable such that its beginning and end points are fixed
- indeed, under the application of the operator τ̂ (ζ), any state of n + 1 particles
is projected in this way to an n−particle state. This reflects the fact that the
longitudinal delocalization of a single quanta along the chain effectively identifies
a single particle from the few-body system. From this connection it is clear the
homotopic classes of the (weak) mean-field case can correspond to neither braid
group Bn nor Bn+1 . A unitary one dimensional representation of CB n can be found
by expanding the mapping χ to admit χ(γc ) = e−iθ0 , with 0 ≤ θ0 < 2π. This permits
tracking windings of particle trajectories about each other and the auxiliary field
separately according to any representative path q1 (τ ) = {ζ1 (τ )...ζnb (τ ), ζ̄1 (τ )}  Υ1
(similar to the case above) as

1

χ(Υ1 ) = e iπ

R

dτ ∂τ (θ

P
i<j

∠ζij + 21 θ0

P
i

∠(ζi −ζ))

(4.59)

The right-hand side can be seen as a new homotopic invariant corresponding
either to self-linkages and cross-linkages between the ζ and ζ̄ trajectories, or as
self-linkages and windings within a thickened toroidal surface. Setting
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Λ=

θX
θ0 X
∠ζij +
∠(ζi − ζ¯1 )
π i<j
2π i

(4.60)

and absorbing the phase factors χ(Υ) into the path integral, a new auxiliary
statistical gauge-field emerges as

β = (∂ζ̄1,r + i∂ζ̄1,i )Λ

(4.61)

Equivalently, α and β can be calculated in second-quantization as

θ
θ0
ρ(ζ) +
ρs (ζ)
π
2π
θ0
=
ρ(ζ)
2π

∂ζr αi − ∂ζi αr =
∂ζr βi − ∂ζi βr

(4.62)

It will be helpful for reasons which are later apparent to separate α = α1 + α2 into
two components

θ
ρ(ζ)
π
θ0
=
ρs (ζ)
2π

∂ζr α1i − ∂ζi α1r =
∂ζr α2i − ∂ζi α2r

(4.63)

representing the attachment of α1 -flux to particles with density ρ and α2 -flux to the
coherent field ρs = |ψ|2 , in quanta determined by θ and θ0 . Only the α potentials
contribute to the effective vector potential seen by particles, while the β potential
affects the coherent field, and should be included in any ascribed canonical momenta
- since it couples to the particle density ρ, it represents an interaction between
the coherent field and the few-body structure. Differentiating the above, applying
continuity ∂τ ρ = −(∂ζr jr + ∂ζi ji ),

θ
∂τ α1 = − (ji + ijr )
π
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(4.64)

∂τ β = −

θ0
(ji + ijr )
2π

within additive constants. Equations 4.62-4.64 can be obtained by minimizing
action due to the Lagrangian

L = Lα1 + Lβ + Lm

(4.65)

with

π ~
~ − β~ · ~j
)β · (∇ × β)
θ0
π
~ 1 · ~j
= ( )α~1 · (∇ × α~1 ) − α
2θ

Lβ = (
L α1

(4.66)

in notation similar to the case for α above. In producing 4.64 from 4.63, it is
necessary to make use of Stoke’s theorem, treating 4.63 as the z-component of the
curl of a three dimensional vector lying in the plane of ζ. The equivalent expression
for α2 is more subtle, if one were to insist here that ψ allow for axial variation
ψ(ζ, z), the time rate of change of coherent density ∂τ ρs can involve axial currents,
and the continuity equation

~ · j~s
∂τ ρs = −∇

(4.67)

must be formed from the divergence of a true three-dimensional current j~s . Instead,
we will make a slowly-varying approximation for the longitudinal coordinate, first
treating continuity for ρs without the axial component to understand the lagrangian
for a homogeneous mean-field case, then proceeding by generalizing that result for
axial variation. In this case, the contribution to the Lagrangian due to α2 is

L α2 = (

π
)α~2 · (∇ × α~2 ) − α
~ 2 · j~s
θ0

(4.68)

in similar notation.
The values of θ and θ0 have as yet not been chosen, and are in some sense
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arbitrary choices of statistical gauge. The ground-state wave-function of the fewbody system in the centrifugal limit is simplest under the choice θ = 2π when
ρs = 0, as this leads to “condensation" of composites according to the 12 -Laughlin
form. For ρs 6= 0, however both θ and the angle θ0 must be chosen. For a single
distinguishable trajectory as described here, this is tantamount to finding the
ground state and adiabatic dynamics of a single immersed impurity atom with
identical characteristics (mass and interaction strengths) to the host atom. As
discussed previously [103], near the centrifugal limit this state closely resembles a
1/2−quasihole, leading to the natural choice of θ0 = 2π for those parameters. It is
illuminating to consider the effect of adiabatically moving the coordinate ζ in ψ(ζ)
through a closed loop in the plane. Under such a process, it is well-known that
the full many-body wave-function may accumulate a geometric phase independent
of the rate of change of ζ - in the case of a single quasi-hole in a filling factor
ν state, this corresponds to the Aharanov-Bohm phase accumulated by a single
fractionally-charged object in the external magnetic field. For more general values
of Ω, η, and µ, the geometric phase may be different or may not exist. Nevertheless,
it is clear that many-body wave-function need not be a single-valued function of ζ,
with the domain of ζ taken to be the complex plane.
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